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ENERGY AND TRANSIENT POWER MINIMIZATION DURING BEHAVIORAL
SYNTHESIS
Saraju P. Mohanty
ABSTRACT
The proliferation of portable systems and mobile computing platforms has increased the need
for the design of low power consuming integrated circuits. The increase in chip density and clock
frequencies due to technology advances has made low power design a critical issue. Low power
design is further driven by several other factors such as thermal considerations and environmen-
tal concerns. In low-power design for battery driven portable applications, the reduction of peak
power, peak power differential, average power and energy are equally important. In this disserta-
tion, we propose a framework for the reduction of these parameters through datapath scheduling
at behavioral level. Several ILP based and heuristic based scheduling schemes are developed for
datapath synthesis assuming : (i) single supply voltage and single frequency (SVSF), (ii) multiple
supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking (MVDFC), and (iii) multiple supply voltages and
multicycling (MVMC). The scheduling schemes attempt to minimize : (i) energy, (ii) energy delay
product, (iii) peak power, (iv) simultaneous peak power and average power, (v) simultaneous peak
power, average power, peak power differential and energy, and (vi) power fluctuation.
A new parameter called ”Cycle Power Function” ./$ﬃ%'&10 is defined which captures the transient
power characteristics as the equally weighted sum of normalized mean cycle power and normal-
ized mean cycle differential power. Minimizing this parameter using multiple supply voltages and
dynamic frequency clocking results in the reduction of both energy and transient power. The cycle
differential power can be modeled as either the absolute deviation from the average power or as
the cycle-to-cycle power gradient. The switching activity information is obtained from behavioral
simulations. Power fluctuation is modeled as the cycle-to-cycle power gradient and to reduce fluc-
xiii
tuation the mean power gradient .2*+%-,'0 is minimized. The power models take into consideration
the effect of switching activity on the power consumption of the functional units.
Experimental results for selected high-level synthesis benchmark circuits under different con-
straints indicate that significant reductions in power, energy and energy delay product can be ob-
tained and that the MVDFC and MVMC schemes yield better power reduction compared to the
SVSF scheme. Several application specific VLSI circuits were designed and implemented for
digital watermarking of images. Digital watermarking is the process that embeds data called a
watermark into a multimedia object such that the watermark can be detected or extracted later to
make an assertion about the object. A class of VLSI architectures were proposed for various water-
marking algorithms : (i) spatial domain invisible-robust watermarking scheme, (ii) spatial domain
invisible-fragile watermarking scheme, (iii) spatial domain visible watermarking scheme, (iv) DCT
domain invisible-robust watermarking scheme, and (v) DCT domain visible watermarking scheme.
Prototype implementation of (i), (ii) and (iii) are given. The hardware modules can be incorporated
in a ”JPEG encoder” or in a ”digital still camera”.
xiv
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Low power circuit design is a three dimensional problem involving area, performance and
power trade-offs. Because of the decreasing feature size and increasing packing density, it may
be possible to trade area against power [1]. The trend of decreasing device size and increasing
chip densities involving several hundred millions of transistors per chip has resulted in tremendous
increase in design complexity. Designing chips of such complexity using traditional capture and
simulate methodology is time consuming and difficult. The industry has started looking at the
development cycle to reduce design time and to gain a competitive edge. High-level synthesis
of digital circuits has become necessary due to several advantages such as, reduction of design
time, exploration of different design styles, meeting design constraints and requirements [2, 3, 4].
Additionally, this trend of reducing the feature size with increasing the clock frequency has made
reliability a big challenge for the designers, mainly because of high on-chip electric fields [1, 5, 6,
7, 8]. Fig. 1.1 shows the chronologcal change in power, power density, transistor count, gate count,
operating frequency and feature size of CMOS ICs.
High-level synthesis process can be defined as the translation process from behavioral descrip-
tion to its structural description [3, 14, 4, 15]. This is analogous to a ”compiler” that translates a
high-level language program in C/Pascal to an assembly language program. High-level synthesis
is also known as behavioral-level synthesis or algorithm-level synthesis. The constraints which
are to be considered in high-level synthesis are area, performance, power consumption, reliability,
testability and cost. With the increasing demand for personal computing devices and wireless com-
munications equipment, the demand for designing low power consuming circuits has increased.
”Power” has become an important parameter alongwith area and throughput. The need for low
power synthesis is driven by several factors [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]:
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(a) Increase in Power [8, 9, 10] (b) Increase in Power Density [9, 11, 10]
(c) Increase in Transistor Count [11, 10] (d) Increase in Gate Count [12]
(e) Increase in Frequency [11, 10] (f) Decrease in Feature Size [11, 10, 13]
Figure 1.1. Chronological Change in Power, Power Density, Transistor Count, Gate Count, Oper-
ating Frequency and Feature Size of CMOS Integrated Circuits
2
3 Increased demand for portable systems: Emergence of portable devices like laptop comput-
ers, mobile phones etc. for which battery life is an important factor
3 Thermal considerations: If power dissipation can be reduced, the cost of cooling and pack-
aging would be reduced.
3 Environmental concerns: The smaller the power dissipation in a circuit, lesser the heat
pumped into the rooms. So, the electricity consumption will be lower and impact on the
environment will be less.
3 Reliability issues: If the power consumption is higher, the temperature in the circuit is in-
creased. This may lead to phenomenon like electromigration and hot-electron effects. This
causes reduction in the reliability of the system. In fact, it is seen that for every 4"657$ rise in
operating temperature, roughly doubles the failure rate of the components.
The growth of high speed computer networks and that of the internet, in particular, has explored
means of new business, scientific, entertainment, and social opportunities. Ironically, the cause for
the growth is also of the apprehension - use of digital formatted data. Digital media offer several
distinct advantages over analog media, such as high quality, easy editing, high fidelity copying.
The ease by which a digital information can be duplicated and distributed has led to the need for
effective copyright protection tools. Various software products have been recently introduced in
attempt to address these growing concerns. It is done by hiding metadata (information) within
digital audio, images and video files. One way of such data hiding is digital signature, copyright
label or digital watermark, that completely characterizes the person who applies it and, therefore,
marks it as being his intellectual property. Digital Watermarking is the process that embeds data
called a watermark into a multimedia object such that watermark can be detected or extracted later
to make an assertion about the object. While the software implementation of digital watermarking
techniques are enormously large, the hardware of the same is negligibly small. The hardware
implementation has advantages over the software implementation in terms of low power, high
performance and reliability. Also, the hardware implementation of watermarking techniques is
absolutely essential for real-time watermarking applications, such as of digital TV broadcasting.
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This chapter presents a general overview of high-level synthesis and power minimization in
VLSI circuits. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 discusses high-level synthesis in
general and motivation behind high level synthesis. The various sources of power consumption
are discussed in Section 1.2. The possible methods of power reduction are described in Section
1.3. Section 1.4 discusses why we need to minimize peak power. The need for average power
and energy reduction is listed in Section 1.5 and that of transient power is in Section 1.6. Section
1.7 discusses how frequency and voltage scaling can reduce energy / power in a circuit. The
fundamentals of digital watermarking is discussed in Section 1.9. The design issues for multiple
supply voltage and dynamic frequency clocking based circuits are discussed in Section 1.8. Section
1.10 discusses the contribution of this dissertation. The dissertation outline is given in Section 1.11.
1.1 Fundamentals of High Level Synthesis
In circuit analysis, we study the behavior or characterisitcs of a circuit. Synthesis process is
the reverse of analysis process. The task of synthesis process is to take the specifications of the
behavior required for a system and a set of constraints and goals to be satisfied, and to find a
structure that implements the behavior while satisfying the goals and constraints [3, 4, 15, 21].
The ”behavior” of the system refers to the ways in which the system or its components interact
with their environment (mapping from inputs to outputs). The ”structure” refers to the set of
interconnected components that constitute the system (described by a netlist). Finally, the structure
must be mapped into a ”physical” design. Behavior, structure and physical design are considered
as three domains in which a hardware can be described (Fig. 1.2(a) and 1.2(b)). In behavioral
domain, we are interested in what a design does, not in how it is built. The physical domain
ingnores what the design is supposed to do and binds its structure in space or to silicon. A structual
representation bridges the behavioral and physical representation. It is one-to-one mapping of a
behavioral representation onto a set of components and connections under constraints, such as
area, cost and delay.
Fig. 1.2(a) describes the design automation terminologies, such as optimization, synthesis,
analysis, and optimization in the hardware representation domain. The axes in Y-chart (Fig. 1.2(b))
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Physical / Geometrical Domain
Structural Domain Behavioral Domain
Abstraction
Analysis
Synthesis
Generation
Extraction
Optimization
Refinement
(a) Y-chart : Anaylsis, Optimization or Synthesis
Physical / Geometrical Domain
Structural Domain Behavioral Domain
Circuit Synthesis
RT Synthesis
Logic Synthesis
System Synthesis
Transistor Function
Algorithms
Register Transfer
Boolean Expressions
Transistor Layouts
Cells
Chips
Boards, MCMs
Processors, Memories, Buses
Registers, ALUs, MUXs
Gates, Flip−Flops
Transistors
(b) Y-chart : Detailed Hardware Description
Figure 1.2. Desription of Hardware in Different Domains and Abstractions [4]
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Figure 1.3. Synthesis Flow
represent three different domains of description, such as behvaioral, structural and physical. Each
concentric circle intersects the axes at a particular level of representation within a domain. It may
be noted that the synthesis process is a transformation from the behavioral domain to the structual
domain, which is represented as an arc in Fig. 1.2(a).
The digital circuits are designed and synthesised at several levels of abstraction as shown in
Fig. 1.3.
3 System Level: The system level is concerned with the overall system structure and informa-
tion flow. Computer systems are described as interconnected set of processors, memories
and switches in this level.
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3 Behavioral Level: This level is also called as Instruction Set Level or Algorithmic Level. At
this level the focus is on the computations performed by an individual processor, the way it
maps sequences of inputs to sequences of ouputs.
3 Register Transfer Level: The system is viewed as a set of interconnected storage elements
and functional blocks in this level. The behavior of system is described as a series of data
transfers and transformations between the storage elements.
3 Logic Level: Below the register transfer level is the logic level. The system is described as a
network of gates and flip-flops and the behavior is specified by logic equations at this level.
3 Layout Level: In this level, the system is specified in terms of the individual transistors of
which it is composed. The behavior of the system can be described in terms of the network
equations.
1.1.1 Why High-Level Synthesis ?
High-level synthesis is popular for the following reasons [3]:
3 Shorter design cycle: If more of the design process is automated, faster products can be made
available at cheaper prices.
3 Fewer errors: Since the synthesis process can be verified easily, the chances of getting errors
will be less.
3 Ability to search the design space: As synthesis system can produce several designs in a
small time, the designer has more flexibity to choose proper design considering different
trade-offs.
3 Documenting the design process: An automated system can keep track of design decisions
and effect of those decisions.
3 Availability of IC technology to more people: As design expertise is moved into synthe-
sis system, it becomes easier for a non-expert to produce a chip that meets a given set of
specifications.
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1.1.2 Various Phases of High-Level Synthesis
The various phases of high-level synthesis include, compilation, transformation, scheduling,
allocation, binding as detailed in Fig. 1.4.
    HDL
     Compilation
    Transformation
   Scheduling
  Allocation / Binding
Output Generation
RTL Description
    Data Flow Graph
Figure 1.4. Various Phases of High-Level Synthesis
The behavior of a system to be synthesized is usually specified at the algorithmic level using a
high-level programming language like Pascal, C or a hardware description language such as VHDL
and Verilog [3, 22]. The behavior of the system is then compiled into internal representations,
which are usually data flow graphs (DFGs) and control flow graphs (CFGs). Each behavioral
specification is transformed into an unique graphical representation. The data flow graph is a
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directed graph which represents the data moves, while the control flow graph is a directed graph
which indicates the sequence of operations. The formal definitions of data flow graph and control
flow are given below [3].
A data flow graph (DFG) is a directed graph ,+ 8./9:<;)0 , where:
(i) 9= ?>A@4:B>DC:4EEE:B>F is a finite set whose elements are ”nodes”, and
(ii) ;= +98GH9 is an asymmetric ”data flow relation”,
whose elements are directed ”data edges”.
A control flow graph (CFG) is a directed graph ,+ 8./9:<;)0 , where:
(i) 9= ?> @ :B> C :4EEE:B> F is a finite set whose elements are ”nodes”, and
(ii) ;= +98GH9 is a ”control flow relation”,
whose elements are directed ”sequence edges”.
Lets consider the following algorithm that computes the square root of I using Newton’s method
[3].
Algorithm : Square Root Calculations
J
KML
 N"#ﬂDPOQ"#ﬂRDSﬃ	TI ;
UVL
 W" ;
Do until
UYX[Z
loop
KML
 N"#ﬂ
	P.
K
Oﬁ\ ]^0 ;
UVL
 
U
O ;
End do
_
The above algorithm can be represented using the following data flow graph and control flow graph
(Fig. 1.5).
In the transformation step, the initial data flow graph is transformed so that the resultant data
flow graph is more suitable for scheduling and allocation. These transformations include compiler-
like optimizations such as dead code elimination, common subexpression elimination, loop un-
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Figure 1.5. Data Flow Graph and Control Flow Graph of a Square Root Algorithm [3]
rolling, constant propagation and code motion. In addition to this, some hardware-specific trans-
formations like syntactic variances minimization, retiming may be applied to to take advantage of
the associativity and commutativity of certain operations.
Scheduling is the process of partitioning the set of arithmetic and logical operations in the data
flow graph into groups of operations so that the operations in the same group can be executed
concurrently, while taking into consideration possible trade-offs between the total execution cost
and hardware cost. A group of concurrent computations to be executed simultaneously is referred
to as control step. The total number of control steps needed to execute all operations in the data
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flow graph, the minimum number of functional units of each type to be used in the design, and
the lifetimes of the variables generated during the computation of operations are determined in the
scheduling step. Datapath scheduling algorithms may be of various types based on the constraints
and optimization schemes as shown in Fig. 1.6. Various scheduling algorithms are described in
[4, 21, 22, 3, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 2, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. The commonly used
scheduling techniques are integer linear programming, as-soon-as possible, as-late-as possible, list-
based scheduling, force directed scheduling and freedom-based scheduling, etc.
Miscellaneous 
Algorithms 
can be extended
Iterative
Refinement
Force−Directed
List−Scheduling
Freedom−Based
Scheduling
Scheduling
Symbolic
Genetic
Algorithm
Geometric
Algorithm
Simulated
Annealing
Scheduling Algorithms
Unconstrained
Algorithms
Resource Constrained
Algorithms
Time Constrained
Algorithms
Time and Resource
Constrained Algorithms
Miscellaneous
Algorithms
ASAP
ALAP
List−Based
ILP−Based
Force−Directed
ILP−Based
ILP−Based
Static List
Feasible−Constrained
Path−Based
Figure 1.6. Different Types of Scheduling Algorithms
Allocation is the process of determining functional units of each type for performing opera-
tions, memory units(registers) for storing data values, and interconnects for data transportation.
Binding is the process of assigning variables to memory units, and data transfers to interconnec-
tions. Allocation / binding is further divided into tasks, such as functional unit allocation / binding,
memory unit allocation/binding and interconnect allocation / binding. The functional unit alloca-
tion / binding involves the mapping of operations in the behavioral description into a set of selected
functional units. The memory unit allocation / binding maps data carriers(constants, variables, ar-
rays) in the behavioral description onto storage elements(ROMs, registers, memory units) in the
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datapath. The interconnect allocation / binding task maps every data transfer in the behavior into a
set of interconnection units for data routing.
In the output generation phase, design output is generated. The output should be in a form, so
that logic-level synthesis tools can optimize the combinational logic, and layout synthesis tools can
design the chip geometry . The generated output is generally in a low level hardware description
language, such as structural VHDL or EDIF [22].
1.1.3 A Synthesis Example
Let us consider a small synthesis example to learn the various phases of synthesis in detail.
Suppose, we want to synthesize hardware to perform the operation : ` a.bIﬁO K 06	T.c;[de&-0 . The
following self explanatory Figs. (1.7 -1.8) illustrate the steps.
1.2 Sources of Power Dissipation in a CMOS Circuit
The details of power dissipations are shown in Fig. 1.9. Power dissipation in a CMOS circuit
is caused by four sources [17] :
3 Leakage current: It is determined by the fabrication process technology and consists of two
components: (1) reverse bias current in the parasitic diodes formed between source and drain
diffusions and the bulk region in the transistor, and (2) the subthreshold current that arises
from the inversion charge that exists at the gate voltages below the threshold voltage.
3 Standy current: It is the DC current drawn continuously form 9gfhf to ground.
3 Short-circuit current: This is the current due to the DC path between the supply and ground
during output transitions.
3 Capacitance current: This curent flows to charge and discharge capacitance loads during
logic changes.
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Figure 1.9. Sources of Power Dissipation in a CMOS Circuit
Capacitive switching power dissipation is caused by charging and discharging of parasitic ca-
pacitance in the circuit and is given by Eqn. 1.1,
%ifBj
Fk<lm

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C
$on9
C
f<fqpsr
(1.1)
where, $tn is load capacitor, 9uf<f is supply voltage,
p
is average or expected number of transitions
per clock cycle (switching activity), and
r
is the clock frequency. During transition from either 0
to 1 or 1 to 0, both NMOS and PMOS are ON for a short period of time. Because of this there is
flow of current from 9vf<f to 9vwxw (short current pulse). The power dissipation corresponding to this
is called short-circuit power dissipation which is quantified as in Eqn. 1.2
%
wzy
5x{}|
 ~
@C
./9f<fd9
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0}
|ﬀ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|
(1.2)
where,  is the transistor gain factor, 9f<f is supply voltage, 9
|
is the threshold voltage, Ł
{<
is the
rise/fall time (under the assumption that Ł
{
= Ł

) and Ł  is the period of the input waveform. The
dynamic power dissipation is the sum of the short-circuit and capacitative power dissipations.
The leakage power dissipation occurs because of reverse-biased diode (formed between diffu-
sion regions and substrate) current and subthreshold current. Leakage currents in CMOS circuits
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can be made small with the proper choice of device technology. Standby power dissipation happens
when both the nMOS and pMOS transistors are continuously on in a psuedo-nMOS inverter, when
the drain of an nMOS transistor is driving the gate of another nMOS transistor in a pass-transistor
logic, or when the tristated input of a CMOS gate leaks away to a value between 9fhf and ground.
The static-circuit power dissipation is the sum of the leakage and standby power dissipations. The
total static power of a CMOS circuit is obtained using the Eqn. 1.3 as given below (assuming 
number of transistors). In practice, standby power is neglected compared to the leakage power and
static power is assumed to be the leakage power.
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leakage current 	 supply voltage
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U
subthreshold  	 supply voltage
(1.3)
1.3 Methods for Power Reduction in High-Level Synthesis
Leakage power dissipation is small in comparison to other components. In a well designed
circuit, short-circuit power dissipation is less than " of dynamic power [39]. It is also evident
from Fig. 1.10 [6, 7] that at larger switching activity the static power is negligible compared to the
dynamic power dissipation. This shows that the dynamic power dissipation is the the main power
dissipation that needs to be taken care of. From the dynamic power dissipation expression given in
Eqn. 1.1, we can conclude that the parameters that can be varied to affect power as well as energy
consumption are :
3 supply voltage,
3 the clock frequency,
3 the switching activity per clock cycle at various signals in the circuit,
3 the parasitic capacitance.
It is important to note that these parameters are not independent. It is necessary to take into
account the interactions and trade-offs among these parameters to minimize power consumption
[17]. The key principles used for low-power design are as follows [20, 40] :
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Figure 1.10. Static Vs Dynamic Power Dissipation for Different Switching Activity [6, 7]
3 using the lowest possible supply voltage
3 using the smallest geometry, highest frequency devices, but operating them at lowest possible
frequency,
3 using parallelism and pipelining to lower required frequency of operation,
3 power management by disconnecting the power source when the system is idle, and
3 designing systems to have lowest requirements on subsystem performance for the given level
functionality.
Based on the above observations, following are the some techniques used to reduce power
consumption in high-level synthesis [41, 22, 1, 9, 42, 40].
3 Transformation: The basic approach is to scan the design space by utilizing various flow
graph transformations with high-level power estimation techniques, and transform data flow
graphs into less power consuming data flow graphs.
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3 Operator shutdown: The massive switching in large components, such as adders, multipliers
and registers, consume a large amount of power. By disabling the clock signal the internal
nodes remain at static voltage levels and do not consume power.
3 Lower supply voltages: In a CMOS circuit, power consumption decreases quadratically with
voltage while the speed reduction is linear. When intensive computation is not needed, the
supply voltage is lowered and consequently can save power consumption.
3 Mixed voltage circuit: Dual voltages on one IC are attractive enough for commercial consid-
eration. Although such an approach is viable, designers must carefully consider cross-talk
and latch-up issues among others.
3 Increased parallelism: Slower operations can be used on non-time critical paths, while paral-
lelism can be increased to compensate for slower components. The parallel option consumes
less power and has a shorter total delay. However, extra area might be needed to achieve the
parallelism.
1.4 Why Peak Power Minimization ?
With the increase in chip densities and clock frequencies the demand for design of low power
integrated circuits has increased. The literature is rich on efforts to reduce total energy consumption
and average power consumption of the CMOS circuits. At the same time, the reduction of peak
power consumption is essential for the following reasons [43, 5, 8, 44, 45, 46] :
3 to maintain supply voltage levels,
3 to increase reliability and
3 smaller heat sinks and cheaper packaging.
The peak power is the maximum power consumption of the integrated circuit (IC) at any instance
during its execution. If the current flow is large, then the U drop of the interconnects becomes
large which can reduce the supply voltage levels at different parts of a IC. High current flow can
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reduce reliability because of hot electron effects and high current density. The hot electron effects
may lead to runaway current failures and electrostatic discharge failures. High current density can
cause electromigration failure. It is observed that the mean time to failure (MTF) of CMOS circuit
is inversely proportional to current density (or power density). If the current (power) dissipation
is large, then the heat generated out of the system is large. This in turn, needs bigger sink and
costlier heat dissipation mechanism in order to maintain the operating temperature of the ICs in its
tolerance limit.
1.5 Why Average Power and Energy Reduction ?
Energy and average power reduction is essential for the following reasons [17, 8, 5, 46]:
3 to increase battery life time,
3 to enhance noise margin,
3 to reduce cooling and energy costs,
3 to reduce use of natural resources, and
3 to increase system reliability.
The battery life time is determined by the 
 (ampere hour) rating of the battery. If the average
power (and/or energy) consumption is high, then battery life time may reduce because of high
ampere consumption. This factor is important for portable applications. The reduction of average
power is essential to enhance noise margin (to decrease functional failure). The cost of packaging
and cooling is determined by average current flow and hence, the average power and energy. The
high energy consumption of the computer systems leads to environment concerns due to the need
for more power generation. If the average power is large, the operating temperature of the chip
increases, which may lead to failures. It is estimated that for each 4"57$ increase in the operating
temperature, the failure rates of the components is roughly doubled.
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1.6 Why Transient Power Minimization ?
Both the peak power and peak power differential describe the transient power characteristics of
a CMOS circuit. In the above section we discussed the needs for peak power reduction. The peak
power differential needs to be reduced for the following reasons [8, 5, 47, 48]:
3 to reduce power supply noise,
3 to reduce cross talk and electromagnetic noise,
3 to increase battery efficiency and
3 to increase reliability.
Power fluctuation leads to larger f m
f
|
causing power supply noise, (similar to U drop), because of
self inductance of power supply lines. Crosstalk is the noise voltage induced in signal line due to the
switching in another signal line [5]. The voltage induced by the mutual inductance is expressed as

f
m
f
|
and that induced by the mutual capacitance as $ fB
f
|
. If the power fluctuation is high, then large
f
m
f
|
and fB
f
|
can introduce significant noise in the signal lines. As the power fluctuation increases,
it reduces the electrochemical conversion and hence there is decrease in battery life [49]. High
current peaks (power fluctuation) in short time spans can cause high heat dissipation in a localised
area of silicon die which may lead to permanent failure of the integrated circuit.
1.7 Why Frequency and Voltage Scaling ?
With the increasing demand for portable electronic devices, power reduction has emerged as a
major design goal in VLSI circuits. Let us consider the following equations for a CMOS circuit
[50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] :
3 Energy dissipation per operation is
;f<j
Fk<lTm

 +$o
7
9
C
f<f
(1.4)
where, $t
7
is the effective switched capacitance and 9f<f is the supply voltage,
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3 Power dissipation for the operation is
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where,
r
is the frequency.
3 Further, the critical delay ( Łhf ) in a device that determines the maximum frequency (
r
lok< ) is
Łxf N
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(1.6)
where, 96¡ is the threshold voltage,  is a technology dependent factor and  is a constant.
From the above three equations, the following can be deduced [50, 52, 57, 9, 54, 55, 58] :
3 By reducing only 9uf<f , both energy and power can be saved at the cost of performance (speed
/ time).
3 Slowing down CPU by reducing only
r
will save power but not energy.
3 However, by scaling frequency and voltage in a coordinated manner, both energy and power
can be saved while maintaining performance.
The third factor above forms the major motivation for this work. The objective is to generate a
datapath schedule that attempt at energy and power reduction without degrading the performance
by using multiple voltages and dynamic frequency clocking in a co-ordinated manner. Moreover,
simultaneous voltage and frequency reduction opens oppurtunity for power reduction in three folds.
In this dissertation, we investigate the power and energy reduction due to combined use of multiple
supply voltages, dynamic frequency clocking, and multicycling.
1.8 Multiple Supply Voltages, Dynamic Clocking and Multicycling Preliminaries
In Section 1.7, we have seen that voltage and frequency need to be varied in a co-ordinated
manner to get better results in terms of power, energy or performance. Dynamic frequency clocking
is a mechanism to vary clock frequency on the fly depending on the computation. In multiple supply
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voltage scheme, different modules or functional units are operated at different supply voltages.
Similarly, variable voltage scheme is a technique in which the operating voltage is valid from time
to time. This chapter discusses how energy and power reduction can be achieved through the use
of dynamic frequency clocking, voltage scaling multicyling. Further, the design related issues
of having multiple supply voltages in a processor are discussed. Design of level converters and
dynamic frequency clocking units are also presented.
1.8.1 What is Dynamic Frequency Clocking ?
In dynamic frequency clocking, the functional units can be operated at different frequencies
depending on the computations occuring within the datapath during a given clock cycle. The
strategy is to schedule high energy units, such as multipliers at lower frequencies such that they
can be operated at lower voltages to reduce energy consumption and the low energy units, such as
adders at higher frequencies, to compensate for speed. In this clocking scheme, all the units are
clocked by a single clock line which switches at run-time. A clocking mechanism that varies the
clock frequency dynamically has been shown to improve the execution time as compared to using a
uni-frequency global clock [59]. Generation of such types of clocks have been studied extensively
in [60, 61, 62, 63]. Fig. 1.11(a) shows the uni-frequency and dynamic frequency diagrams.
The dynamic clocking unit (DCU) which generates the required clock frequency uses a clock
divider strategy to generate frequency which are submultiples of the base frequency. Base fre-
quency
r¢
k£w
 is the maximum frequency (or multiple of maximum) of any functional unit (FU) at
the maximum supply voltage. A value ¤
ru¥
 (cycle frequency index for control step ¤ ) is loaded as
an input to the DCU which comes from controller. The scheme for dynamic frequency generation
is shown in Fig. 1.11(b). Loading a value of ¤
ru¥
 into the counters provide a divided output clock
of frequency z¦§B¨b©


m«ª
.
1.8.2 Energy or Power Reduction Due to Voltage or Frequency Scaling
To understand how multiple supply voltage, variable frequency and multicycling can be helpful
in energy or power reductions, let us consider the small data flow graph shown in Fig. 1.12(a).
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Figure 1.11. Dynamic Frequency Generation using Dynamic Clocking Unit [54]
Let us analyse the power, energy consumption for this data flow graph in three possible modes
of datapath operation, such as (i) single supply voltage and single frequency, (ii) multiple supply
voltage and variable or dynamic frequency, and (iii) multiple supply voltage and multicycling [54,
55, 64]. Let Ł k and Ł l be the delays of the adder and the multiplier respectively at the maximum
supply voltage 9 . The DFG is scheduled to three control steps.
Single supply voltage and single frequency (SVSF) : Each cycle has clock width determined by the
slowest operator delay ŁBl . The total energy consumption is given by ; w

 8;l¬O¬;k and the
total delay is 
w

 
Z
Łxl . In this case, the peak power consumption is given by, %


kh­¯® w

 ±°²³°
§
|
²
.
Multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency (MVDFC) : Let, ;µ´
l
and ;¶´
k
are some energy val-
ues less than ;Pl and ;k respectively and Ł
³
l
be the delay of the multiplier at lower voltage 9 ´ . In
data flow graph shown in Fig. 1.12(a), assuming that, the clock cycle width for the Z rd cycle is ŁBk
which is smaller than ŁBl . This allows us to increase the clock width of some other cycles from Ł£l
to some Ł
³
l
without violating the time constraints (or without time penalty). In this case, the total
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, energy reduction is achieved without degrading performance.
Energy overhead of level converters have to be considered for this case. The peak power consump-
tion is given by, %
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Multiple supply voltages and multicycling (MVMC) : In this mode of operation, the functional
units are operated at multiple supply voltages. The functional units operating at low voltage are
made to run in more than one consecutive control steps. Let us assume that multiplier takes
two control steps, when it is operated at a lower supply voltage. The example data flowgraph
for the multicycling case in shown in Fig. 1.12(b). In this case, the total energy consumption
;l

 ±;lO?;V´
l
ON;k and total delay l   ½¼DŁxl . Since, l 
X

w

and ;l 
¹
;
w

, en-
ergy reduction is obtained with a degradation in performance of the circuit. For the multicycling
case, level converters are the only overheads. The peak power consumption of the DFG will be
determined by the multiplication operation in control step 1, %


kº­q® l

 ¾°v²
|
²
. This is based on the
observation that the power consumption of the multipliers are much higher than that of the adders.
It may be noted the above mentioned performance degradation may not always happen. For exam-
ple, consider a DFG such as the one shown in Fig. 1.12(c); although the multiplier is scheduled in
two control steps there is no change is the critical path delay. The delay is Z Ł¿l for both SVSF and
MVMC cases.
1.8.3 Issues in Multiple Supply Voltage Based Design
A designer needs to take into consideration several design issues when a multiple voltage design
is targeted for fabrication. The effects of multiple voltage operation on IC layout and power supply
requirements should be considered [65, 66, 67]. Multiple voltage design may affect IC design in
the following ways :
3 If the multiple supplies are generated off-chip, additional power and ground pins will be
required.
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3 It may be necessary to partition the chip into separate regions, where all modules in a region
operate at the same voltage.
3 Some kind of isolation will be required between the regions operated at different voltages.
3 There may be some limit on the voltage difference that can be tolerated between the regions.
3 Protection against latch-up may be needed at the logic interfaces between regions of different
voltages.
3 New design rules for routing may be needed to deal with signals at one voltage passing
through a region at another voltage.
3 Choice between generating the voltage on-chip or off-chip has to be made depending on the
application.
3 Clocking scheme needs to be modified.
1.8.4 Level Converter Design
We already know that whenever one resource has to drive an input of another resource operating
at a different voltage, a level conversion is needed. Thus, level-converter or level-shifter is the most
essential component for multiple supply voltage designs. This results in overheads in the form of
area and power for multiple supply voltage designs as compared to single supply voltage designs.
Four possible alternatives are used by various researchers as listed below [65].
3 The level conveters can be omitted.
3 A chain of inverters can be used at successive higher voltages.
3 An active or passive pullup can be used.
3 A differential cascode voltage switch (DVCS) can be used.
Various level converter designs have been discussed in [66, 68, 69, 67, 65]. We implemented
the level converter design proposed in [65, 66] to get better understanding. The schematic diagram,
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Figure 1.13. Level Converter Schematic Diagram [65, 66]
the layout and the simulation waveform is given in Fig. 1.13, 1.14(a) and 1.14(b) respectively. The
constant output voltage indicates that the level converter can step up or step down the voltage to
produce a constant supply voltage.
1.8.5 Dynamic Frequency Clocking Unit Design
Dynamic frequency scaling is an efficient power reduction method with large potential power
savings. In order to exploit dynamic frequency scaling for energy or power reduction, a clock
divider is needed to safely change the clock rates. In this section, the design of two such dynamic
frequency clocking units present in the existing literature [59, 61] are described.
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(a) Level Converter Layout
(b) Level Converter Simulation Waveform
Figure 1.14. Level Converter Layout and Simulation
Ranganathan, Vijaykrishnan and Bhavanishankar [59] introduce the concept of dynamic fre-
quency clocking. The DFC scheme is more suitable for data flow intensive application (such as
DSP and image processing). In dynamic frequency clocking scheme, frequency switching occurs
based on the units being used and on single clock which drives all the units. The dynamic clocking
unit (DCU) generates different clock frequencies based on instruction words. The block diagram
of the DCU is shown in Fig. 1.15. The DCU is a series of cascaded clock divider stages whose
inputs are controlled by the pass logic blocks. The output of one clock divider is presented at the
input of the next stage when the pass logic is enabled. The pass logic block is controlled by a set
of signals generated by the enable encoder. Based on the instruction class, the appropriate pass
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Figure 1.15. Dynamic Clocking Unit : Ranganathan, et. al. [59]
logic blocks are activated by the enable encoder. The master clock is accordingly divided by clock
divider circuit to generate the resultant output clock.
Brynjolfson and Zilic [61] propose a dynamic programmable clock divider (DPCD) to use in
conjugation with FPGA clock managers. Clock division by ordinary clock dividers can lead to
glitches or distortions of the output clock. Distortions at the output clock can result in metastability
and latching errors. The DPCD is capable of performing dynamic frequency division without
undesired effects at the output. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.16(a). Division of the input clock
is performed by creating a loop of D-flip-flops
J
A-D
_
driven by the input clock, and feeding the
signal back into the loop thorugh an inverter
J
D
_
to create the necessary clock inversion. To expand
the length of the output clock, the number of D-flip-flops in the loop is increased by multiplexor
J
L
_
. In order to perform an odd division, flip-flops
J
E, F
_
extend the loop, by half a period, with an
asynchronous clear of flip-flop
J
A
_
on the falling edge of the input clock. For the divider output,
multiplexer
J
N
_
chooses between the original input clock, for a divison of one, and the output of
J
A
_
. The output generated by the DPCD is shown in Fig. 1.16(b). To prevent output glitching,
D-flip-flops
J
G,H,J,K
_
latch the new program value on the rising edge of the output from
J
A
_
.
Combinational logic
J Q,R,S _ also help to prevent glitching, but also prevent transient patterns
from being captured and fed back, thus causing irregular oscillation in the circuit.
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1.9 Fundamentals of Digital Watermarking
Digital watermarking technology is an emerging field in computer science, cryptography, signal
processing and communications. Digital Watermarking is intended by its developers as the solution
to the need to provide value added protection on top of data encryption and scrambling for content
protection. Like other technology under development, digital watermarking raises a number of
essential questions as follows.
3 What is it?
3 How can a digital watermark be inserted or detected?
3 How robust does it need to be?
3 Why and when are digital watermarks necessary?
3 What can watermarks achieve or fail to achieve?
3 How should digital watermarks be used?
3 How might they be abused?
3 How can we evaluate the technology?
3 How useful are they, that is, what can they do for content protection in addition to or in con-
junction with current copyright laws or the legal and judicial means used to resolve copyright
grievances?
3 What are the business opportunities?
3 What roles can digital watermarking play in the content protection infrastructure ?
3 And many more ...
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Figure 1.17. Visible Watermarked Image [71]
1.9.1 General Framework for Watermarking
Watermarking is the process that embeds data called a watermark or digital signature or tag or
label into a multimedia object such that watermark can be detected or extracted later to make an
assertion about the object [70]. The object may be an image or audio or video. A simple example
of a digital watermark would be a visible ”seal” placed over an image to identify the copyright, one
such example is shown in Fig. 1.17. However, the watermark might contain additional information
including the identity of the purchaser of a particular copy of the material.
In general, any watermarking scheme (algorithm) consists of three parts [72].
3 The watermark.
3 The encoder (insertion algorithm).
3 The decoder and comparator (verification or extraction or detection algorithm).
Each owner can use an unique watermark for all objects or an owner can use different watermarks
in different objects. The marking algorithm incorporates the watermarks into the object. The
verification algorithm authenticates the object determining both the owner and the integrity of the
object. A watermark must be detectable or extractable to be useful. Depending on the way the
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watermark is inserted and also on the nature of the watermarking algorithm, the method used can
involve very distinct approaches. In some watermarking schemes, a watermark can be extracted
in its exact form, a procedure we call watermark extraction. In other cases, we can detect only
whether a specific given watermarking signal is present in an image, a procedure we call watermark
detection. It should be noted that watermark extraction can prove ownership whereas watermark
detection can only verify ownership.
Fig. 1.18(a) illustrates the encoding process. Let us denote an image by U , a signature by
À
 NÁ@4:hÁqC:4EEE and the watermarked image by ÂU . ; is an encoder function, it takes an image U and
a signature
À
, and it generates a new image which is called watermarked image ÂU , mathematically,
;.
U
:
À
0 ÃÂ
U (1.7)
It should be noted that the signature
À
may be dependent on image U . In such cases, the encoding
process described by Eqn. 1.7 still holds.
A decoder function Ä takes an image Å ( Å can be a watermarked or un-watermarked image,
and possibly corrupted) whose ownership is to be determined and recovers a signature ÀÇÆ from the
image. In this process an additional image U can also be included which is often the original and
un-watermarked version of Å . This is due to the fact that some encoding schemes may make use
of the original images in the watermarking process to provide extra robustness against intentional
and unintentional corruption of pixels. The decoding process can be expressed mathematically as,
Ä=.zÅ:
U
0 
À
Æ (1.8)
The extracted signature
À
Æ
will then be compared with the owner signature sequence by a
comparator function $ÇÈ and a binary output decision generated. It is  if there is match and "
otherwise, which can be represented as follows.
$oÈ

À
Æ
:
À

 
ÉÊ
Ë
ÊÌ
: c ÍQÎ
"#: otherwise
(1.9)
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Figure 1.18. General Framework of Digital Watermarking
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Where $ is the correlator, Ïﬁ Ð$ÇÈ.
ÀiÆ
:
À
0 . ¤ is the correlation of two signatures and Î is cer-
tain threshold. Without loss of generality, watermarking scheme can be treated as a three-tupple
.c;V:<ÄH:º$oÈ70 . Figs. 1.18(b) and 1.18(c) demonstrate the decoder and the comparator.
1.9.2 Types of Watermarking
Watermarks and watermarking techniques can be divided into various categories. The water-
marks can be applied in spatial domain or frequency domain. It has been pointed out that the
frequency domain methods are more robust than the spatial domain techniques. Different types
of watermarks are shown in the Fig. 1.19(a). Watermarking techniques can be divided into four
categories according to the type of document to be watermarked as follows.
3 Image Watermarking
3 Video Watermarking
3 Audio Watermarking
3 Text Watermarking
According to the human perception, the digital watermarks can be divide into four different types
as follows.
3 Visible watermark
3 Invisible-Robust watermark
3 Invisible-Fragile watermark
3 Dual watermark
Visible watermark is a secondary translucent overlaid into the primary image [72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77]. The watermark appears visible to a casual viewer on a careful inspection. The invisible-
robust watermark is embed in such a way that alternations made to the pixel value is perceptually
not noticed and it can be recovered only with appropriate decoding mechanism [70, 78, 79, 80, 81].
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The invisible-fragile watermark is embedded in such a way that any manipulation or modification
of the image would alter or destroy the watermark [82, 83, 84]. Dual watermark is a combination
of a visible and an invisible watermark [83]. In this type of watermark an invisible watermark is
used as a back up for the visible watermark as clear from the following diagram (Fig. 1.19(b)).
An invisible robust private watermarking scheme requires the original or reference image for
watermark detection; whereas the public watermarks do not. The class of invisible robust water-
marking schemes that can be attacked by creating a ”counterfeit original” (to be discussed in later
sections) is called invertible watermarking scheme. Using mathematical notations from Section
1.9.1, an invisible robust watermarking scheme .c;V:<ÄH:º$È70 is called invertible if, for any water-
marked image Â
U
, there exits a function ;Ñ´ @ such that (1) ;Ñ´ @ . ÂU 0 ±. U Æ : ÀiÆ 0 , (2) ;Y. U Æ : ÀiÆ 0 ±. ÂU 0
and (3) $oÈ.cÄs.ÂU 0º: À Æ 0- Ò , where ; ´ @ is a computationally feasible function, À Æ belongs to the
set of allowable watermarks, and the images U and U
Æ
are perceptually similar. Otherwise, the
watermarking scheme is non-invertible.
A watermarking scheme .c;Ñ:<ÄÓ:º$ÇÈ70 is called quasi-invertible if, for any watermarked image Â
U
,
there exits a function ; ´ @ such that (1) ; ´ @ .ÂU 0 M. U Æ : À Æ 0 , (2) $tÈ.cÄ¸.ÂU 0º: À Æ 0T a , where ; ´ @ is a
computationally feasible function,
ÀTÆ
belongs to the set of allowable watermarks, and the images U
and U
Æ
are perceptually similar. Otherwise, the watermarking scheme is nonquasi-invertible.
From application point of view, digital watermark could be either source based or destination
based. Source-based watermark are desirable for ownership identification or authentication where
a unique watermark identifying the owner is introduced to all the copies of a particular image being
distributed. A source-based watermark could be used for authentication and to determine whether
a received image or other electronic data has been tampered with. The watermark could also be
destination-based where each distributed copy gets a unique watermark identifying the particular
buyer. The destination -based watermark could be used to trace the buyer in the case of illegal
reselling.
The research in digital watermarking is well matured. The software implementation of the
proposed algorithms are significantly large, whereas the hardware implementation of the algorithms
is lacking. The hardware implementation has advantages over the software implementation in terms
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of low power, high performance and reliability. In this dissertation, we develop hardware system
that can insert invisible-robust, invisible-fragile, visible spatial domain as well as DCT domain
watermark in the image. The hardware module can be easily incorporated in JPEG encoder to
develop a secure JPEG encoder. It may be noted that the corresponding watermark extraction
module has to be inbuilt in a secure JPEG decoder. The secure JPEG codec can be a part of a
scanner or a digital camera so that the digitized images are watermarked right at the origin.
1.10 Contributions of this Dissertation
The contributions of this dissertation are in two broad categories, such as scheduling algorithms
for low power behavioral synthesis and the design of application specific integrated circuits for
digital watermarking. Fig. 1.20 outlines the contributions of this dissertation in detail.
During low power synthesis at behavioral level, several low power subtasks, such as, schedul-
ing, allocation and binding are performed. In this dissertation, scheduling schemes are proposed
to reduce peak power, average power, peak power diffential, power fluctuation and energy at be-
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havioral level using integer linear programming(ILP) models and also using heuristics based al-
gorithms. First, different power models are developed to capture the power characteristics of a
datapath circuit. Then, datapath scheduling schemes are developed using multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency clocking (MVDFC), multiple supply voltages and multicycling(MVMC).
Both these schemes are compared with single voltage and single frequency(SVSF) scheme.
To have a clear understanding of the scheduling for energy and peak power minimization, let
us refer to data flow graph(DFG) in Fig. 1.21. The figure shows two different possible schedules of
the same DFG using multiple supply voltage scheme. Since, in both cases there are two multipliers
operating at
Z

Z
9 and two adders operating at AÔ"9 , the energy and average power consumption
of both scheduled DFGs is the same. However, the peak power consumption in Fig. 1.21(b) is less
than that in Fig. 1.21(a). The approach in this thesis is to generate peak power efficient schedules
similar to the one in Fig. 1.21(b).
A class of VLSI architecture are proposed for digital image watermarking implementing a set
of watermarking algorithms. Several CMOS VLSI circuits are designed and implemented as pro-
totype circuit design, which can be icorporated in a JPEG encoder or a digital still camera. The
VLSI implementation of spatial domain watermarking architectures using "# Z Õ CMOS technol-
ogy is given. To our knowledge, this is the first watermarking chip implementing invisible-robust,
invisible-fragile and visible watermarks together. Also, to our knowledge, this is the first water-
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marking chip having spatial visible watermarking capability. In this dissertation, we also propose
the architecture for DCT domain invisible and visible watermarking algorithms. The prototype im-
plementation of DCT domain invisible and visible watermarking architecture using "#ﬂDÕ CMOS
technology is given in [85].
1.11 Dissertation Outline
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the related work
in the areas of low power high-level synthesis, variable clocking based systems and the hardware
based watermarking schemes. The fundamental concepts of multiple suppy voltages, dynamic fre-
quency clocking and multicycling is introduced in Chapter 1.8. This also describes how energy /
power reduction is obtained by use of dynamic frequency clocking and multiple supply voltages in
a VLSI circuit. In Chapter 3, heuristic based resource and time constrained algorithms are devel-
oped for energy efficient datapath scheduling. Chapter 4 discusses the datapath scheduling scheme
for synthesis of energy efficient high performance datapath achieved through energy delay product
(EDP) minimization. In Chapter 5, the simultaneous reduction of both peak and average power is
discussed. This will also include a section on peak power minimization. A heuristic based frame-
work is given in Chapter 6 for simultaneous minimization of various power parameters. Chapter 7
elaborates transient power minimization through datapath scheduling using ILP-Based models. In
this case the cycle difference power is modeled as absolute deviation from mean cycle power (an
estimate of average power). The power fluctuation of a datapath circuit is characterised as cycle-
to-cycle power gradient in Chapter 8. To achieve the reduction in power fluctuation of a datapath
circuit, ILP-based scheduling schemes are developed that minimizes mean power gradient (MPG).
VLSI designs for digital watermarking of images are proposed in Chapter 9. This includes three
designs, one for invisible spatial domain watermarking, one for visible spatial domain watermark-
ing followed by a DCT domain visible and invisible watermarking chip. Conclusions and future
directions of research are discussed in Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
The energy consumption of a CMOS circuit is dependent on the supply voltage and the effective
switching capacitance. Several datapath scheduling algorithms have been proposed in the literature
optimizing either one or both of the above parameters for energy reduction. Moreover, variable
frequency or multiple frequency operations are also considered as options for power reduction. In
this chapter, the various related works are classified as, methods based on voltage reduction, and
those based on switching activity reduction. A few research works are based on using multiple,
dynamic or variable frequency for synthesis of low power or high performance systems can be
found in the literature. This chapter briefly outline these works and further discuss, hardware
designs for digital watermarking.
In this chapter, a brief overview of existing literature on energy and power reduction in VLSI
circuits is presented. Section 2.1 presents existing works in the low power datapath scheduling
methods for energy or average power reduction using lower supply voltages. The high-level syn-
thesis works that achieve energy or average power minimization by reducing the load capacitance
or switching activity in a circuit are presented in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents a brief overview
of literature on datapath scheduling methods for peak power and transient power reduction in a
circuit. The scheduling schemes for variable voltage processor core based systems are presented
in Section 2.4. In the past frequency scaling or variable latency concepts have been used for the
development of either low power or high-performance systems. Section 2.5 reviews such research
works proposed in the literature. The design works based on multiple supply voltages are also
included in Section 2.5. The hardware based watermarking systems are discussed in Section 2.6.
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2.1 Datapath Scheduling for Energy or Average Power Reduction using Voltage Reduction
It is known that voltage reduction is one of the effective methods of power reduction since the
power or energy consumption is quadratically dependent on the supply voltage. In this section,
we review the works poposed from the literature using multiple supply voltages during datapath
scheduling for minimization of energy or average power.
Johnson and Roy [86, 87] present a method called Minimum Energy Schedule with Voltage
Selection (MESVS) based on Integer Linear Programming(ILP) to optimize the schedule, supply
voltage levels, and allocation of resources. The MESVS algorithm takes a directed acyclic data
flow graph, the allowable set of supply voltages, a limit on the number of supply voltages that can
be selected, a minimum difference between the voltages that can be selected, average switching ac-
tivity values for each datapath operation, nominal propagation delay and average energy dissipation
values for each datapath resource as inputs. The objective function for MESVS is an estimate of
datapath energy dissipation expressed as a function of supply voltages. The outputs of the MESVS
algorithm are the following : (i) a datapath schedule (represented by scheduled data flow graph),
(ii) an energy estimate, (iii) selection of optimal set of supply voltages, (iv) assignment of supply
voltage to each operation and (v) allocation of resources to each supply voltage. Since the different
resources need to operate at different voltages level conversion is needed. There are four possible
schemes, such as omitting the level converter, using a chain of inverters, using an active or passive
pullup and using dual cascade voltage switch (DCVS) circuit. The authors claim that energy sav-
ings in the range of ¼Öﬁd×DR is obtained compared to 9 operation. The other observation was
that the use of two supply voltages can reduce power dissipation substantially, while three supply
voltages resulted in less than  reduction compared to two supply voltages.
Johnson and Roy [65] present an algorithm called Multiple Operating Voltage Energy Reduc-
tion(MOVER) to minimize datapath energy dissipation. Energy savings ranging from "Ñd?"
are obtained with the area penalty in the range ")dq" . The MOVER generates one, two, and
three supply voltage designs for consideration by the circuit designer. The user has control over
latency constraints, resource constraints, the number of control steps, clock period, and the number
of power supplies. The MOVER iteratively searches for the range of minimum voltage levels. The
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MOVER uses an ILP to evaluate the feasibility of candidate supply voltage selections, to partition
operations among different power supplies and to produce a minimum area schedule under latency
constraints once voltages have been selected. The MOVER has the following phases :
3 determining maximum and minimum bounds on the time frame in which each operation
must execute
3 searching for minimum voltage
3 partitioning datapath operations into two supply voltage that are either higher or lower supply
voltages.
3 partitioning the lower voltage group, for the three supply voltage schedule.
The MOVER algorithm [65] is similar to the MESVS algorithm [87] in the following ways :
3 both use ILP formulation
3 behavior with respect to latency, resource, ad supply voltage constraints
3 both use differential cascode voltage switch(DCVS).
The difference between the MOVER and MESVS two is that MESVS can only select a discrete set
of voltages, whereas MOVER can select a continuous range of voltages. The ILP formulation han-
dles timing and resource constraints and accounts for the cost if level shifters are used. However,
MOVER and MESVS have following drawbacks :
3 it does not address conditional branches
3 does not consider functional pipelining
3 energy model used is data-intensive which ignores the effect of input activities on the energy
dissipation of a module
3 it has exponential worst-case complexity and can not handle large benchmarks.
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Chang and Pedram [51, 88] present a dynamic programming technique for multiple supply volt-
age scheduling. The proposed technique handles both functionally pipelined and non-pipelined dat-
apaths and multicycling operations. The scheduling algorithm assigns a supply voltage level from
a fixed set of voltage levels such that the energy consumption is minimum for given constraints.
In this algorithm, the level-shifters are used for both step-up and step-down of signals. It may be
noted that in most of the algorithms, level-shifters are used for step-up of signals only. An average
saving of ¼"#ﬀ7S is obtained using three supply voltage levels as compared with single supply
voltage level. The algorithm has pseudo-polynomial complexity and produces optimal results for
trees and produces suboptimal for general directed acyclic graphs. The scheduling algorithm can
handle very large data flow graphs and the results are within q error.
In [89], an ILP formulation and a heuristic for variable voltage scheduling is presented by Lin,
Hwang and Wu. The authors have considered three different solutions to the problem, such as time
constrained, resource constrained, and time-and-resource constrained. The scheduling schemes
consider variable supply voltage and multicycling. The heuristic method produces results compa-
rable with those of the ILP method in a fraction of run-time. The time complexity of the heuristic
algorithm is Ø


£Ù
¯Ú

. The proposed heuristic is an modification over list-based algorithm with
a priority function that considers three factor, such as the power gain of an operation, the mobility
of an operation, and the computation density. The authors show that using different cost and delay
combinations, power consumption in a single design can differ by as much as a factor of Ö when
using mixed . Z  Z 9 and AÔ"9¶0 supply voltages.
Sarrafzadeh and Raje [90] proposed two scheduling algorithms; one is a dynamic program-
ming algorithm and other is an heuristic algorithm based on geometric algorithm. The algorithms
assume both time and resource constraints as inputs. The resource constraints is the number and
type of each functional units and their operating supply voltage. The algorithms assume only two
supply voltages, such as
Z

Z
9 and AÔ"9 . The aim of the algorithms is to maximize the usage of
the functional units at the lower supply voltages while satisfying the time constraints. Let  be
the number of nodes,  be the time constraint,  is given resource constraint,  is latency of a
functional unit that run at a supply voltage of 9
~
. The running time of the dynamic programming
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Table 2.1. Datapath Scheduling Schemes using Multiple Supply Voltages
Proposed Optimization Constraints Operating Voltage Time
Scheme Method Used Assumed Levels Complexity
Johnson and ILP Time ./AÔ"9=ÛAÔ"9¶0 Expoential
Roy [86, 87]
Johnson and ILP Time ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9:hAÜ¼9Y0 Expoential
Roy [65]
Chang and Dynamic Time ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9:hAÜ¼9Ñ0 Pseudo-
Pedram [51, 88] Programming Polynomial
Lin, Hwang ILP and Time and ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9V0 Expoential
and Wu [89] Heuristic Resource Ø


¿Ù
¯Ú

Sarrafzadeh Dynamic Prog Time and .AÔ"9: Z  Z 9V0 ØMÝ7 C AoÞ  Þ C4ß
and Raje [90] Geometric Resource Ø[.c$
Ù
¯Ú$10
Kumar and Stochastic Resource ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9:hAÜ¼9Y0 Ø


C

Bayoumi [91, 92, 93] Evolution
Elgamel and Genetic Time and ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9:hAÜ¼9Y0 NA
Bayoumi [94] Algorithms Area
Shiue and List-Based Time and ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9V0 or Polynomial
Chakrabarti [95, 96] Resource ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9:hAÜ¼9Y0
Manzak and Lagrangian Time and ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9: Ø


C

and
Chakrabarti [97] Multiplier Resource AÜ¼9:7ﬂ9V0 Ø


C
Ù
¯Ú


Manzak and List-Based Time and ./AÔ"9: Z  Z 9: Ø


C

C

Chakrabarti [98] Resource AÜ¼9:7ﬂ9V0
scheduling algorithm is Ø
Ý

C
AoÞ

Þ
C¿ß
. If $ is the number of control steps, then the time complex-
ity of the geometric algorithm is Øà.b$
Ù
qÚ$^0 and can handle more than two supply voltages. The
authors reported power reductions in the range of  Z ﬂDR
d Z ﬂ¼ for various high-level synthesis
benchmarks under various resource and time constraints.
Kumar and Bayoumi [91, 92, 93] proposed scheduling schemes using multiple supply voltages
and multicycling. The algorithms essentially has two phases, initial-scheduling and re-scheduling.
During initial scheduling parallelism is exploited and the re-scheduling uses an iterative approach,
which is based on stochastic evolution. Level-converters are used when a functional unit operating
at lower voltage drives a functional unit operating at higher voltage. The time-complexity of the
scheduling algorithm is Ø


C

. The authors report power savings upto R" for three supply
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voltage levels of .2AÔ"9:
Z

Z
9 and AÜ¼9¶0 . The power overhead due to the level-converters is in the
range "ﬃd×¼ and the area overhead is in the range "'d!Ö .
Elgamel and Bayoumi [94] use genetic algorithms to solve multiple supply voltage scheduling
problem with multicycling operations. The proposed scheme assumes unscheduled data or control
flow graph, datapath component library, area and time constraints as inputs and minimize average
power. The algorithms simultaneously solves scheduling, allocation and binding. Power reduc-
tion as high as R¼ is reported. The results do not consider the power overhead due to the level
converters.
Shiue and Chakrabarti [95, 96] discuss a resource constrained and a latency constrained list-
based scheduling algorithms using multiple supply voltages. The scheduling scheme consider the
effect of switching activity. The algorithms use heuristics to reduce power consumptions in the
level-converters. The list based algorithms assign control steps to nodes based on their priorities.
The priority of a node is a function of various parameters, such as depth, mobility, switched capac-
itance, interconnection complexity and need for a level shifter. The level shifters are used between
a low-voltage resource and a high-voltage resource for stepping-up the signal. The proposed al-
gorithms are of polynomial time-complexity. The proposed schemes achieve significant power
reduction when the operation voltages are ./AÔ"9 and Z  Z 9)0 or .29: Z  Z 9: and AÜ¼9)0 .
The Lagrangian multiplier method has been used by Manzak and Chakrabarti [97] to develop
resource and time constrained scheduling algorithms. The algorithms which use Lagrangian mul-
tiplier method in an iterative fashion, are based on efficient distribution of slack among the nodes
in the DFG. If  denotes the number of nodes and  denotes the latency, the time complexity of
the two versions of the proposed algorithms are Ø


C

and Ø


C
Ù
¯Ú


. The Ø


C
Ù
¯Ú


algo-
rithm results better savings in energy compared to the Ø


C

algorithm. Average power or energy
reduction of Z S has been obtained when the latency constraint is ﬂ times the critical delay and
is improved to DRAﬂ when the latency constraints relxed to  times the critical path delay. The
time constraint, resource constraint consisting of the number of resource of each type operating at
specific voltage, delay and energy values are given as inputs to the algorithm. The resources are
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allowed to operate at one of supply voltages from .AÔ"9: Z  Z 9:hAÜ¼9: and ﬂ9¶0 . The level shifters
are used whenever step-up of signal is necessary.
Manzak and Chakrabarti [98] proposed list-based latency and resource constrained scheduling
algorithms. The scheduling uses priority function based on the number of available resources, the
difference between the actual number of cycles left and estimated number of cycles required to
schedule remaining nodes. The algorithms consider the switching activity of nodes. The resources
are allowed to operate at one of supply voltages from .2AÔ"9: Z  Z 9:hAÜ¼9: and ﬂ9)0 . The average
power or energy reduction is DSAﬀq when the latency constraint is ﬂ times the critical delay and
the average power or energy reduction is ÖDÖAﬂR when the latency constraint is AÔ" times the critical
delay. The time-complexity of the algorithm is Ø


C

C

, where  is the number of resources, and

is the latency.
A comparative view of the above discussed algorithms which use voltage reduction for average
power or energy reduction is given in Table 2.1.
2.2 Switching Activity Reduction During High-Level Synthesis
In this section, we discuss the works on datapath scheduling which use capacitance reduction
to reduce average power or energy. An overview of the discussed methods is given in Table 2.2,
where the percentage power reduction is the average data.
Kumar, Katkoori, Rader and Vemuri [99, 100] present a profile driven approach to high-level
synthesis called as Profile Driven Synthesis System(PDSS). The inputs to the PDSS are a subset
of VHDL and constraints in terms of clock period and area. The PDSS generates a constraint-
satisfying design with the least amount of estimated switching activity. In this system, the input
specification is profiled to collect data for various operations and carriers using a user-specified
input set of vectors. The switching activity for each module set is estimated by using this profiled
data and the raw switching activity data of all modules in the library. The module set with minimum
estimate of power consumption is chosen for further synthesized. The goal of profiling is to gather
the following data :
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3 For each node (operation), the number of times the node is executed for a given profiling
stimuli is determined and input vectors used as profile stimuli. This number is called the
event activity of the operation node.
3 For each edge, the number of times the edge is traversed during execution is determined.
This number is called the transaction activity of the edge.
3 For each edge, the number of times the value on the edge has changed is determined. This
number is called the event activity of the edge.
The authors claim that the results obtained are within an accuracy of 4" of the actual switching
activity measured at the switch level implementation of the design.
Raghunathan and Jha [101] present a comprehensive low-power datapath synthesis system that
performs the various high-level synthesis tasks with the aim of reducing power consumption in
the synthesized datapath. The authors call the system as SCALP. The system considers both sup-
ply voltage and switching capacitance to reduce the power consumption. The authors claim that
SCALP estimates switching capacitance accurately, handles diverse module libraries and utilizes
complex scheduling constructs such as multicycling, chaining, and structural pipelining. The input
to the SCALP is a control data flow graph (CDFG), input sampling period, and a library of compo-
nents to be used for datapath implementation. The SCALP minimizes power consumption both by
voltage scaling and switching capacitance reduction. This is done by first pruning the set of candi-
date supply voltages to a small set of supply voltages. For each supply voltage in the pruned set, a
datapath is synthesized that has minimal capacitance. The best solution among these datapaths in
terms of power consumption is then chosen.
Raghunathan and Jha [102] are the first researchers to purpose the allocation method for low
power. The method is based on iterative improvement of some initial solution. The authors as-
sume random input in a structurally pipelined design. The method can also handle non-random
input sequences. The method is implemented in the framework of Genesis behavioral synthesis
system[103]. In this system, register and module allocations are performed simultaneously, while
minimizing the amount of interconnect needed. A lifetime analysis is performed for the scheduled
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CDFG. Two variables are said to be compatible and can share hardware resources if they are not
alive at the same time. Similarly, two operations are compatible if they are not performed at the
same time. Allocation is based on a weighted graph called compatibility graph (CG). Initially,
each variable and operation corresponds to a node in the CG, with undirected edges connecting
compatible pairs. Weights are assigned to edges in the CG to indicate the preference on the two
variables or operations for sharing the same resource. A single step of allocation selects the edge
in the CG with the highest composite weight, and merges the two nodes it joins, maps the cor-
responding variable (or operation) to the same module (register). If two or more edges have the
same composite weight, the tie is broken based on the corresponding transition activity weights
(or some cases arbitrarily). Power reduction is achieved by the help of two factors, capacitance
and transition activity. Capacitance is reduced by minimizing the number of functional modules,
registers and multiplexers. The allocation scheme selects a sequence of operations (variables) for
a module or register such that the transition activity is reduced.
Chiou, Muhammand and Roy [104] propose scheduling and allocation method that reduce
power consumption of data intensive applications by minimizing switching activity. The main idea
of the synthesis technique is to reduce the signal strength difference among the inputs of shared
resources. The signal strength is derived from word-level statistics. The authors have proposed a
formula that relates switching power with resource sharing as follows.
Switching increment  Difference in switching activity with and without sharingSwitching activity without sharing (2.1)
It is observed that sharing resources between two operations with high signal similarity will lower
switching activity and hence reduce switching power. This observation serves as the major princi-
ple behind the proposed scheduling and allocation techniques. The proposed scheduling algorithm
is heuristic based and uses greedy approach in making module selections. Average power reduction
upto ¼S is obtained using the proposed techniques compared to the conventional ones.
A comprehensive high-level synthesis system is proposed by Khouri, Lakshminarayana and
Jha [105] to synthesize both control-flow intensive and data-intensive circuits. The system handles
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conventional synthesis tasks, such as scheduling, module selection, and resource sharing. More-
over, power-conscious structuring of multiplexer networks, which are predominant in control-flow
intensive circuits, is the key additional feature in the system. Experimental results demonstrate
power reduction of ÖD for control-flow intensive benchmarks as compared to 9f<f -scaled area-
optimized designs. The power reduction for the data-dominated benchmarks is DR as compared
to 9f<f -scaled (delay-optimized) designs. The power reductions come with an area penalty of ap-
proximately ¼" .
Henning and Chakrabarti [106, 107] propose an intutive switching activity model to capture
data characteristics in terms of statistical parameters. Then, heuristics are proposed for scheduling
and allocation exploration. The novelity of the model is a relation between switching activity
of datapath interconnect to the fixed-point, two’s complement data. The model is based on four
practical parameters, which are basically the bits of the two values involved in the transition, such
as sign bits, the number of intersecting sign bits, number of truncation bits in the two values and
all other bits of a value that are not sign or truncation bits. Since, the model is dependent on only
four parameters the scheduling and allocation is efficient. The heurstic is applied to synthesize a
speech codec design. It is reported that average power reduction is about 7 during encoding.
An ILP-based resource binding scheme is proposed Shiue and Chakrabarti [108] that minimizes
the amount of switching at the inputs of functional units. The idea of resource binding is to find
 disjoint paths from a multistage graph with á stages, where á is the number of cycles in the
schedule and  is the number of nodes per stage. The first step of binding is to find a multistage
graph called the binding graph. The total number of nodes of such graph is NGQá , and two
nodes for source and sink. If two nodes are located in two different stages can share a resouce,
then the two are connected with a edge. Each edge is labeled with a cost corresponding to the
switching activity. The LP objective is to find  disjoint paths such that the total cost of these paths
is minimum. Power savings in the range of RAﬂ^d
Z
¼Ü¼ are obtained using the proposed binding
scheme for various resource constraints as compared to random binding scheme.
Musoll and Cortadella [38] present algorithms for scheduling and resource-binding to reduce
power consumption during behavioral synthesis. The algorithms reduce power consumptions by
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Table 2.2. High-Level Synthesis Schemes using Switching Activity Reduction
Proposed Synthesis Tasks Methods Time % Power
Work Performed Used Complexity Reduction
Kumar, Katkoori, Rader Scheduling, Register Simulation NA NA
and Vemuri [99, 100] Optimization, etc. of DFG
Raghunathan Tranformation, Sche- Iterative Polynomial 4.6
and Jha [101] duling and Allocation Improvement
Raghunathan Allocation Simulation NA 14.6
and Jha [102]
Chiou, Muhammand Scheduling and Heuristic Polynomial 30.13
and Roy [104] Allocation Based
Khouri, Lakshmi- Scheduling and Heuristic Polynomial 22
narayana and Jha [105] Resource Sharing
Henning and Chakrabarti Scheduling and Intutive Polynomial 15
[106, 107] Allocation Heuristic
Shiue and Chakrabarti Resource Integer Linear Exponential 24.08
[108] Binding Programming
Musoll and Cortadella Scheduling and List-Based Ø


C
á

6.67
[38] Resource Binding Algorithm
Lundberg, Muhammad, NA Hierarchical NA 14.93
Roy and Wilson [109, 110]
Shin and Lin Resource Heuristic Polynomial 7.84
[111] Allocation
Monteiro, Devadas, Scheduling HYPER [112] NA 22.43
Ashar and Mauskar [113]
Cherabuddi, Bayoumi Partitioning and Stochastic Polynomial 23.89
[114] Binding Evolution
Lee, Lee, Park Scheduling Heuristic Polynomial 16.5
and Hwang [115]
Gupta and Scheduling Force-Directed Ø

â¿Ł

16.4
Katkoori [116] Heuristic
Murugavel and Scheduling Game Theory Exponential 13.9
Ranganathan [117] Binding
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reducing the transitions of their input operands. The power consumption of a functional unit is
divided into useful and useless power. Useful power is consumed when an operation is executed
and useless power is the consumption due to an input transition while the functional unit is idle.
The algorithms proposed reduces both useful and useless power consumption. The scheduling
algorithm is list-based in which the operation priority is set in such a way that operations sharing
the same operand are scheduled in control steps as close as possible. For  number of operations
and á number of functional units, the running time of the proposed low power list scheduling
(LPLS) is Ø


C
á

. The algorithm for resource-binding is based on clique partition that reduces
power consumption by taking the average Hamming distance ( ãHÄ ) among the variables. For
two operands ä and å , if ãæ.ä:<å0 is the Hamming distance and Ïm is the value of operand Ï in cycle
¥
, the average Hamming distance is defined as follows.
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ß (2.2)
The average Hamming distance is used as a measure of energy in Å /operation. Power reductions
in the range of ﬃdR have been reported.
Lundberg, Muhammad, Roy and Wilson [109, 110] proposed switching activity models and
use them to synthesize low power digital signal processing systems. The models can be easily
integrated in any CAD tool. The accuracy of estimates obtained using the proposed models is
reported to be within ¼ . Switching activity reductions upto " is obtained using the proposed
approach. The models consider switching occuring at the output of functional units, but do not
consider the capacitance difference due to the interconnect lengths. The bits of a signal are divided
into three regions, such as low switching region, high switching region and the region in between.
The low switching region consists of the most significant bits (MSBs), the high switching region
is the least significant bits (LSBs) and the inbetween region is considered to be a linear transition
connecting the other two regions. Using these models, the output switching of basic building
blocks, such as one-bit delay, half-adder, full-adder have estimated. It is assumed that the number
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of internal transitions of a half-adder and a full adder is twice and thrice, respectively more than
that of an one-bit delay.
Shin and Lin [111] propose an efficient resource allocation algorithm that minimizes switching
activity to reduce the dynamic power consumption of the DSP datapath. Let I be a certain binary
input sequence. Suppose,

is the length of I and
À
is the number of ”1”s in the input sequence
I . The average switching activity of I is calculated as follows.
 w/õum
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(2.3)
For example, for a input sequence "D4"D4"D"D"D" ,

 ø4" and
À
 ù¼ . The input to the allocation
algorithm is a scheduled data flow graph. The algorithm executes all control steps, and compare
functional unit with low power consuming register and interconnects of DSP circuits. The algo-
rithm is of polynomial time complexity. Power reduction upto RAﬂ reported using the algorithm.
Shut-down techniques are used by Monteiro, Devadas, Ashar and Mauskar [113] to eliminate
switching activity and hence power dissipation. The conditions under which the output of a module
is not used for a particular cycle is identified and the input latches for that module is disabled when
the conditions are met. The proposed scheduling algorithm maximizes the shut-down period of
functional units. The scheduling algorithm is time and resource constrained. The techniques, such
as multiplexor reordering, pipelining are proposed to improve power management under these
stringent contraints. The power reduction as high as ¼6ﬂÖD has been reported.
Cherabuddi and Bayoumi [114] propose partitioning and binding algorithms that minimize the
switching activity of functional units and global buses for single-chip applications. Cherabuddi,
Bayoumi and Krishnamurthy [118] extend the same work for multi-chip applications. The authors
have used a stochastic evolution based technique for partitioning. Power reduction up to Ö" has
been reported. The switching activity is computed by iteratively changing the input data pattern
and a switching activity matrix is constructed. The partition algorithms partition the data flow
graph such that each one of them can be implemented in different chips of multi-chip modules
(MCMs). The stochastic evolution approach is used in the partition algorithm for faster conver-
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gence. Scheduling and binding steps are performed for each move on the partitioning. An in-
compatible graph is constructed from the original graph for resource allocation purpose. To find
optimal solutions for low-power binding, a multistage graph is formulated and dynamic program-
ming approach is used. The total switching activity of a schedule is calculated as the summation of
switching activity of the chips on the module and the switching activities on the interchip buses.
Lee, Lee, Park and Hwang [115] propose a scheduling algorithm that reduces the switching
activity of the functional units under area or time constraints and thus reducing the power con-
sumption. The switching activity is minimized by scheduling operations such that the Hamming
distance between the variables appearing in the input and output port is minimum. The functional
unit allocation is performed by partitioning the operations in the given behavioral description and
the switching activity is kept at minimum. After allocation is performed, the scheduling algorithm
attempts to schedule the operations using the minimum number of functional modules. The algo-
rithm is of polynomial time complexity. The results indicate that switching reduction of 7ÖAﬂ in
average can be obtained.
Gupta and Katkoori [116] propose a scheduling algorithm based on the original force-directed
scheduling algorithm proposed in [24]. For a given data flow graph and input data environment the
DFG is profiled with the representative data streams. The probability of selecting a combinations
among the operations which would share a resource is evluated. Assuming that the force equation
is &ú NAÏ , the switching capacitance inside a module is modeled as spring constant  and the prob-
ability of selecting such an combination is modeled as displacement Ï . For Ł number of possible
time steps and  number of operations, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is Ø


â
Ł

.
It may be noted that the original force-directed scheduling algorithm has running time of Ø


C

.
The authors have reported a power reduction of 7ÖAÜ¼ over the conventional force-directed algo-
rithm.
Murugavel and Ranganathan [117] describe a game theory based algorithm for average power
minimization during behavioral synthesis using low power binding. The techniques of functional
unit sharing, path balancing, and register assignment are incorporated within the binding algorithm
for power reduction. For the binding algorithm, each functional unit in the datapath is modeled as
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Table 2.3. Relative Performance of Various Schemes Proposed for Peak Power Minimization
Proposed Synthesis Tasks Methods Time % Power
Work Performed Used Complexity Reduction
Martin and Knight Scheduling Genetic NA 40.3-60.0
[41, 44] Assignment Algorithms
Shiue and et. al. Scheduling ILP Exponential "#Ô"^d!AÔ"
[119, 120, 121, 108] Force Directed Ø

¤£


Raghunathan, Scheduling Data Monitor NA 17.42-32.46
and et. al. [47] Operations
a player bidding for executing an operation with the estimated power consumption as the bid. The
operations are assigned to the functional units such that the number of inputs to the functional units
that change is minimized thus reducing switching activity. The proposed algorithm yields power
reduction improvement of  Z ﬂS without any increase in area or delay overhead.
2.3 Datapath Scheduling for Peak Power Reduction
Few research works have appeared addressing peak power minimization at behavioral level. In
this section, we briefly discuss those works and give a overview of their relative performance in
Table 2.3.
Martin and Knight [44, 41] have proposed a scheme which combines the SPICE simulations
with a behavioral synthesis tool to estimate and optimize digital ASIC’s peak power consumption.
SPICE is used to measure the power consumption accurately. The behavioral synthesis tool is
used for simultaneous assignment and scheduling such that the use of power in each clock cycle
is minimum. Genetic algorithms are used in the behavioral synthesis tool for optimization. The
author claim that genetic algorithms have advantages over the other conventional optimization tools
since they never get stuck in local minima and do not need fine tuning. The proposed synthesis tool
can minimize the following parameters.
3 average power with area, delay, and peak power constraints
3 peak power with area, delay, and average power constraints
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3 delay with area and peak- or average power constraints
3 area with delay, average- and/or peak-power constraints
3 any combination of area and power as weighted formula
The optimizer searches for the best combination of architecture and schedule while satisfying all
given constraints. They reported peak power reduction in the range of ¼"^dæÖ" , which comes at
the cost of "#
Z
dàAD penalty in average power. The work also considers mixed supply voltage
scenario .
Z

Z
9:hAÔ"9V0 . It is reported that the time penalty is large if the circuit is operated at low
voltage, but significant power reduction is achieved.
Shiue [119, 120], Shiue and Chakrabarti [108], and Shiue, Denison and Horak [121] propose
different datapath scheduling schemes to minimize peak power at behavioral level. In [108, 121,
120] integer linear programming formulations are proposed, whereas [119] also includes a mod-
ified force directed scheduling algorithm. The running time of the proposed modified force di-
rected scheduling algorithm is Ø

¤£


, if ¤ is the number of control steps and  is the number
of nodes. The scheduling schemes in [119] minimize peak power while satisfying time constraint.
The scheduling algorithms in [108, 121, 120] minimize both peak power and peak area while sat-
isfying latency constraints. The simultaneous minimization is performed by the help of multicost
objective using the user defined weighting factors. The formulation consider multicycling and
pipelining and single supply voltage design. Peak power reductions in the range of "Pdû have
been reported after scheduling and pipelining. The reduction in peak area is also in the range of
"'d! .
In [47] a high level synthesis approach is presented by Raghunathan, Ravi, Raghunathan, and
Lakshminarayana for transient power management. The power optimization includes the peak
power and peak power differential. The authors advocate the need for judicious choice of transient
power metric to avoid area and performance overheads. The authors propose the use of data monitor
operations for simultaneous reduction of peak power and peak power differential. The proposed
scheduling algorithm takes constraints on power characteristics in addition to conventional resource
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and time constraints. In this scheme, peak power reduction in the range of qVd Z  has been
obtained. The reduction in the peak power differential is in the range of DﬃdDR .
2.4 Scheduling for Variable Voltage Processor
The variable voltage processor has special instructions for controlling power. The supply volt-
age and clock frequency can be changed at any time by the instructions in the application programs
or operating systems. Examples of such processors are Transmeta crusoe, Itsy, Intel StrongARM,
etc. The clock frequency is adjusted according to the supply voltage to guarantee correct operation
(figure 2.1). The four approaches to manage variable voltage processor are as follows [122] : (1)
hardware based (no information), (2) interval-based (load information only), (3) integrated sched-
ulers (all operating system statistics), and (4) application-specific (complete knowledge). In this
section, we discuss the scheduling algorithms proposed for variable voltage core-based systems
under the assumption that the operating system has a voltage scheduler (as in case 3). We also dis-
cuss instruction scheduling for variable voltage processor which assigns voltage and frequency at
complier level. The variable scheduling scheme may be either static (off-line) or dynamic (online),
but the instruction scheduling schemes are off-line. The variable voltage or instruction scheduling
schemes be either preemptive or nonpreemptive. It may be noted that variable voltage processors
also referred as variable frequency processors. An overall view of the scheduling algorithms is
given in Table 2.4.
Ishihara and Yasuura [123] propose a static voltage scheduling algorithm using integer linear
programming formulations. The processor core can have single supply voltage at each instant of
time, which can be changed dynamically. The average switching capacitance
À
$'ü per cycle of
Ł}ýAÁDü is calculated as follows.
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where, ;)$ü is the number of execution cycles for Łxý#Áü , * is the number of gates in the processor,
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Figure 2.1. Variable Voltage Processor Operation : Voltage Vs Frequency [122]
of Łxý#Á ü is executed. On the basis of the assumption that the processor can use only a small number
of discretely variable voltages, the authors have proposed many theorems, some of them are given
below.
3 For a processor that can use consecutive voltage, only a single voltage can minimize energy
consumption satisfying the time constraints.
3 The voltage scheduling with at most two voltages minimizes energy consumption usnder any
time constraints if a processor can use only a small number of discrete voltages.
The authors have reported energy reduction upto " . Various processors with minimum oper-
ating voltage "#ﬂS9 and maximum operating voltage Z  Z 9 are used in the experiments. Okuma,
Ishihara, and Yasuura [124, 125] propose both static and dynamic voltage scheduling in the above
framework.
Hong, Potkonjak, and Srivastava [126] propose preemptive variable voltage scheduling for real-
time tasks comprising of both on-line and off-line workloads. The scheduling scheme ensures that
the deadlines are met. The variable voltage is generated using DC-DC switching regulator. The
authors pointout that the time overhead for clock frequency stabilization is negligible. A periodic
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(off-line) task is characterized as m.$mz:<Ä)m}:<%m20 , where $om is the worst-case computation time at
the highest voltage, ÄVm is the hard deadline, and %im is the period. Similarly, a sporadic (on-line)
task is characterized as
À
m#.cPm}:º$mz:<Ä)m0 , where Pm is the arrival time, $tm is the computation time at
highest voltage, Ä¶m is the hard deadline. The on-line scheduling algorithms is heuristic based and
has Øà.báH0 time-complexity for á number of tasks. Two algorithms are proposed that can handle
both on-line and off-line tasks. The running time of the optimal algorithm is ØÑ.
p
O¬áH0 , where
p
is the total number of requests in each hyperperiod of the  periodic tasks and á is the number
of on-line tasks that have been accepted, but uncompleted. The suboptimal heuristic algorithm
has time-complexity ØV.báH0 . The heuristic-based schedulers use a priority task queue in which
the tasks are ordered on the Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF). Power reduction upto " reported by
the authors. In [127], Hong, Kirovski, Qu, Potkonjak, and Srivastava propose a nonpreemptive
scheduling heuristic of the same problem.
Mansour, Mansour, Hajj, and Shanbhag [128] propose time constrained and resource con-
strained instruction scheduling algorithms considering latencies of instructions for a variable volt-
age processor. The RISC architecture assumed has an integer unit and a floating point unit. The
integer unit has a pipelined integer adder, multiplier, and divider. Similarly, the floating point unit
has a pipelined floating point adder, multiplier, and divider. The operating voltages assumed are
AÔ"9:
Z

Z
9:hAÔ"9: and AÔ"9 . The architecture also assumed to have load and store instruction for
accessing memory. The proposed algorithm is list-based heuristic. The algorithm uses a power
gain metric at each node m defined as,
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where, % m ./9-0 is the power consumed by  m when scheduled at voltage 9 and Ä mb® lk< is the max-
imum delay occured by rescheduling m . The node with highest ,ﬃm is selected for rescheduling.
The algorithm maintains a prologue of instructions preceeding m and an epilogue of instructions
following gm in a data flow graph constructed for an instruction set. The time-complexity of the
algorithm is Ø


â

. Power savings up to DÖ has been reported using this technique.
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Table 2.4. Scheduling Algorithms for Variable Voltage Processor
Proposed Working Static or Method Running % Power
Work Level Dynamic Used Time Savings
Ishihara and OS Static ILP Exponential 70
Yasuura [123]
Okuma, Ishihara, OS Static ILP Exponential 56
and Yasuura [124, 125] Dynamic Heuristic NA 58
Hong, Potkonjak, OS Dynamic Heuristic ØV.
p
OæáH0 20
and Srivastava [126]
Hong, Kirovski, System Static Heuristic ØV.b

0 25
and et. al. [127]
Mansour, Mansour, Circuit and Static List-based Ø


â

56
and et. al. [128] Behavioral Heuristic
Azevedo, Issenin, Compiler Static Heuristic NA 82
and Cornea [129, 130]
Swaminathan and OS Dynamic ILP Exponential 15
Chakrabarty [131] Dynamic Heuristic NA NA
Swaminathan and OS Dynamic Prunning Polynomial NA
Chakrabarty [132]
Hsu, Kremer, Compiler Static Heuristic NA 70
and Hsiao [133, 134]
Pering, Burd OS Static Heuristic ØV.b0 80
and Brodersen [58]
Lee and [135] OS Static Heuristic Ø8Ý7 C Ý ¡
²
§ﬂ
¡
²uï
î
ßß 54.5
Krishna [135] Dynamic Heuristic NA 65.6
Pouwelse, Langen- OS Dynamic Heuristic Ø




50
doen, and Sips [52]
Yao, Demers, OS and Static Heuristic Ø


Ù
¯Ú
C


NA
and Shenker [136] Circuit Dynamic NA NA NA
Luo and Jha OS Heuristic NA 50
[137]
Luo and Jha [138] OS Static Polynomial NA
Dynamic
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In [129, 130], Azevedo, Issenin and Cornea propose a dynamic voltage scaling technique that
works at the compiler level instead of the operating system level. Checkpoints are introduced at
compilation time which indicate places in the code where the processor speed and voltage should
be recalculated. Two heuristic based algorithms are proposed. One heuristic results energy re-
duction of RD compared to the program execution without DVS. The proposed heuristic algo-
rithms are power and time constrained and is divided into two major phases, such as ahead of
time profiling phase and run-time power scheduling phase. The four different clock frequency and
voltage combinations supported are Ö"D"*+ãﬃ^d×Aﬂ9 , "D"*úã ﬃ1d ﬂR9 , ¼"D"*+ãﬃ^d ﬂ9 , and
Z
"D"*úã ﬃ-dàﬀq9 .
On-line scheduling algorithms for periodic tasks are proposed in [131] by Swaminathan and
Chakrabarty. The authors describe an intger linear programming (ILP) and a heuristic algorithm.
The heuristic algorithm is based on Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) approach. The CPU assumed
has two speeds and the real time tasks are nonpreemptive. For example, for two supply voltages
ﬂÖD9 and Z  Z 9 the operating frequencies are 4"D"*úãﬃ and "D"*+ãﬃ respectively. The supply
voltage to the CPU is controlled by operating system and the operating system may dynamically
switch the voltage during run-time. The ILP based approach results a power reduction of approx-
imately 4" dú7 as compared to the EDF method. In [132], the same authors have proposed
a polynomial time-complexity prunning based algorithms called energy-optimal device scheduler
(EDS) in the same framework. The prunning is performed based on time and energy. Temporal
prunning is done when a partial schedules results in missing deadlines.
Hsu, Kremer, and Hsiao [133, 134] propose a compilation process that faciliates dynamic fre-
quency and voltage scaling for energy reduction with marginal execution time overhead. It is a
known fact that the modern architectures exploit temporal and spatial locality. For the programs
(computations) with less temporal / spatial locality, the processors often stall, waiting for the mem-
ory to provide data. This leads to the principle behind this work, which slows down the CPU that
would stall or idle using new compiler strategy. The total program execution time  is divided into
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three portions as given below.
  CPUBusy O MemoryBusy O BothBusy (2.6)
If the CPU speed is reduced by a factor Î , then new execution time becomes,
 new  Î	 CPUBusy OæáµýÏ ¥ á"!áM. MemoryBusy O BothBusy :hÎP	 BothBusy 0 (2.7)
In order to have the new execution time very close to the original one so that the time penalty
is minimal, the follwing four condition must be satisfied : (i) ./Îdàq0	 CPUBusy Í q , (ii)
QÍÒÎ[ÍÛﬃO
MemoryBusy
BothBusy , (iii) memory latency is divisible by Î , and (iv) Î has an integral
value. The following compilation strategy has been proposed by the authors : (1) Program re-
gions are identified as scheduling candidates, (2) Expected performance is modeled that involves
computation of CPUBusy, MemoryBusy, BothBusy, and Î , and (3) Voltage / frequency schedul-
ing instructions are generated for each scheduling candidate. The authors have reported energy
reduction of ZDZ =d!" under the assumption of transmeta Crusoe processor.
Pering, Burd, and Brodersen [58] introduce a voltage scheduler as a part of operating system.
The scheduler determines appropriate operating voltage by analyzing application constraints and
requirements. The simulated lpARM processor is based on ARM8 core and designed to operate
between ﬀq9 and Z  Z 9 , with operating frequency between 4"*+ãﬃ and 4"D"*úãﬃ . An Earliest-
Deadline-First (EDF) policy is used for temporal scheduling, which is optimal for fixed-speed
systems. The voltage scheduler needs support for four types of hardwares, such as speed-control
register, processor cycle counter, wall-clock time and system sleep control. The proposed schedul-
ing algorithm assumes that all tasks are sporadic and calculate the minimum speed necessary to
complete all tasks assumming that they are all currently runable. This speed is calculated as,
speed  áµýÏ
¥
á"!vá
#
í
$
ï
work
deadline
ï
´
current time %'&
ó
m)(6F
ô
(2.8)
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when the threads are sorted in EDF order. The algorithm has running time of ØV.b0 . Energy
reduction up to R" has been reported.
Both static and dynamic variable voltages scheduling algorithms are proposed by Lee and Kr-
ishna [135]. The processor is assumed to run either at high or low voltage and correspondingly
at high and low frequency. The first algorithm assigns each task to either high-voltage-fast-clock
(H-mode) or low-voltage-slow-clock (L-mode) operation modes while meeting all deadline re-
quirements. On the other hand, the dynamic scheduler switches operational modes based on the
accumulated processing workload. In case a task completes before its deadline then the dynamic
algorithm reclaims the unused processing time and use less of the high-voltage-fast-clock mode.
When the processor switches between the two modes, there is a switching interval for the voltage
regulator and the PLL clock generator to complete the mode change and the processor does not
function during that time interval. Let us assume that there are  tasks, task @ , task C , .... task F ,
which are numbered in decreasing priority order. Let $m be the worst-case execution time of task m
when the processor is running in L-mode, ÄÑm be the deadline before which task m must be com-
pleted, and m be the minimum time interval between two consecutive instances of task m . It may
be noted that $omÍﬁÄ)mÍúum . If  is the relative processing speed of H-mode with respect to the
L-mode ( +*W ), then the scheduling problem is to partition the task into two disjoint subsets such
that @
 

m),
ò

ï
¡
ï
O

m-,n

ï
¡
ï
Í±


@/.xF
dà

and 
m),
ò

ï
¡
ï
is minimized. The time-complexity
of the scheduler is Ø
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Ý
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ß
, where lok< is the maximum and lm«F is the minimum of m
respectively. For static scheduling, average power savings in the range of ¼ Z ﬀ'd¬¼ﬂ and for
dynamic scheduling, average power reduction in the range of ﬃd×ÖDAﬂÖ are obtained.
Pouwelse, Langendoen, and Sips [52] propose a heuristic called energy priority scheduling
(EPS) that arranges the tasks as per the deadline (ascending order priority). In this scheme, the
low-priority tasks are scheduled first since they can be preempted to make room for the high-
priority tasks. The energy priority scheduler is on-line heuristic that follows an incremental ap-
proach and dynamically adjusts the clock schedule when new tasks arrive and old tasks complete
or are preempted. The worst-case running time of the proposed heuristic is Ø




. The algorithm
is implemented as a part of complete system consisting of hardware, OS, clock scheduler and ap-
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plications. The hardware is designed using a StrongARM SA1100 processor that supports clock
speeds in the range DSﬃdD#7*úã ﬃ . Energy reduction up to " has been reported.
In [136], Yao, Demers and Shenker invstigate various methods for reducing energy consump-
tion, both at circuit and at operating system level. The authors also propose an off-line scheduling
algorithms that executes the job between its arrival and deadline such that for a set of jobs, the
energy consumption is minimum. An on-line algorithm has also been proposed. Assuming that Å
is the set of jobs, for any job 021¸Å , if ýü is the arrival time, 3<ü is the deadline and  ü is the number
of CPU cycles required, then a feasible schedule for Å must satisfy the following.
4
¢

k

Á.bŁ<0}ÎÇ.ﬁ053.bŁB0º:ﬀ0A076Ł  

ü
(2.9)
Where, ÁA.bŁB0 is the processor speed at time Ł , 053.bŁ<0 is the job executed at time Ł and ÎA.bÏ:860 is 1
if Ï 98 or else 0. The proposed average rate (AVR) heuristic sets the processor speed at Á.bŁ<0 

ü
6¯ü.bŁ<0 and use the earliest-deadline policy to choose among the available jobs, where 6Aüæ 
:

¢

´
k

is the average rate requirement or the density. The running time of the optimal algorithm is
Ø


Ù
qÚ
C


.
Luo and Jha [137] propose a power-profile scheduling algorithm for real-time heterogeneous
distributed embedded system scheduling algorithm. The algorithm satisfies the precedence rela-
tionship, the hard real-time constraints and while minimizing the power consumption by variable
voltage scheduling. The scheduler performs variable voltage scaling by addressing variations in
power consumption of different tasks and characteristics of different voltage-scalable processing
elements (PEs). If  is the number f tasks,  is the number of inter-PE communication edges
and * is the number of iterative steps, then the time-complexity of the proposed algorithm is
Øà.B.bYOà60
Ù
¯Úu.beO 60ON.bYO 60}*=0 . Power reduction upto " has been reported by the authors.
The same authors have proposed both static and dynamic variable voltage scheduling algorithms
for real-time heterogeneous distributed embedded systems in [138]. The time-complexity of the
proposed algorithm is polynomial. Power reduction upto Z D has been reported. Similar work is
also address in [139] by Luo, Peh and Jha.
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2.5 Design and Synthesis for Low-Power or High-Performance Variable Voltage / Frequency
/ Latency and Multiple Voltage Based Systems
In this section, we discuss the research works proposed in the current literature that deal with
multiple supply voltages, variable voltages (frequency) or dyanamic clocking frequency based sys-
tems designed for low power or high performance applications. An overview of the proposed works
is given in Table 2.5. In the table, for low-power works percentage reduction in power is given and
for the high-performance works percentage improvement in performance is tabulated.
Usami, Igarashi and et. al. [66, 68, 69] propose multiple supply voltage based techniques
for low power media processor design. The method involves a combination of clustered voltage
scaling and row-by-row optimization of power supply. The number of level converters used in
the design is minimized because of the clustered voltage scaling. At the same time, the clustered
voltage scaling technique maximizes the number of low 9gf<f operating gates, while maintaining the
time constraint. A new power bus wiring scheme called ”RRPS” (row-by-row optimized power
supply) is proposed that provides different supply voltages to each cell row. A in-house layout tool
called ChipMaster is developed that places the multiple supply voltage circuits using RRPS scheme
and creates the corresponding clocking scheme. The ChipMaster back annotates the estimated
interconnect capacitance based on the placement result to the PowerSlimmer (the multiple supply
voltage scaling tool). Using the back annotates information, the PowerSlimmer reoptimizes the
multiple-supply-voltage netlist. The ChipMaster takes the reoptimized netlist and performs the
layout again. The two types of cell libraries used are VDDH and VDDL. VDDH is the conventional
high operating voltage cell library and the VDDL is the low operating voltage cell library. The
ChipMaster places the VDDH and the VDDL cells close together on the critical path and controls
the wire length so that the interconnect delay is minimized. The post-placement netlist optimizer
(PNO) performs the gate resizing or replaces cell model which had different gate width and has
the same function such that the critical path delay is minimum. The clock tree is designed based
on the RRPS scheme. The supply voltage level of all flip-flops are reduced to low-voltage level
and also the introduced buffer cells operate at lower voltage. The level converters are placed in the
VDDH row to supply the VDDH. The proposed method is used to design a media processor with
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Z
Z
9 and ﬂS9 supply voltage and D*+ãﬃ main clock frequency. The power reduction obtained is
¼D with an area overhead of 7 . Automated low-power techniques have been proposed in [68,
69] for the same design methodology. The power reduction in the clock tree is  Z  as reported in
[68]. A design technique combining a variable supply voltage scheme and above clustered voltage
scaling is proposed in [67]. Power reduction of D is obtained when the design methodology is
applied to a video codec design.
Ranganathan, Vijaykrishnan, and Bhavanishankar [59, 60, 140, 141] introduce the concept of
dynamic frequency clocking (DFC) and use it in designing high-performance image processing
architectures. They propose a SIMD (single instruction multiple data) architecture for real-time
image processing applications using dynamic frequency clocking. The VLSI chip developed using
the proposed architecture was implemented using Cadence tool. The chip operates in the frequency
range of "dﬃ¼"D"*úãﬃ . The DFC scheme is more suitable for data flow intensive application (such
as DSP and image processing). The DFC scheme is a combination of three concepts : reconfig-
urable architecture, frequency synthesizer and clock dividing strategy. In the reconfigurable archi-
tecture, frequencies are switched as the circuit changes while in DFC scheme, frequency switching
occurs based on the units being used. In the clock divider strategy, each unit receives a separate
clock operating at a different frequency, whereas in DFC strategy, the same clock switches dynam-
ically. Different functional units can have different maximum operating frequencies, for example,
maximum frequency of multiplier has "*úã ﬃ , RAM has 4"D"*úã ﬃ , logical unit has "D"*úã ﬃ ,
adder has ¼"D"*úãﬃ , etc. A dynamic clocking unit (DCU) interprets and decodes each instruction
and drives the processing unit at a suitable frequency. For a master clock at ¼"D"*+ãﬃ , the output
frequency, such as "D"*úãﬃ , 4"D"*úã ﬃ , and "*úãﬃ is generated using clock-divider strategy.
The speed up, obtained using dynamic frequency, is in the range of S'd Z Ô" as compared to the
single frequency operation. The authors advocate the use of dynamic frequency clocking alongwith
pipelining for further improvement of perfomance.
Krishna, Ranganathan, and Vijaykrishnan [142, 143] propose a resource and time constrained
energy efficient datapath scheduling for synthesis of circuits using dynamic frequency clocking
and multiple supply voltages (DFMVS). The proposed scheduling scheme DFMVS has two main
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Table 2.5. Design and Synthesis Works on Variable Frequency or Multiple Frequency
Proposed Design or Power or Operation Voltage or Result
Work Synthesis Performance Mode Frequency
Usami, Igarashi, Design Low-Power Multiple .
Z

Z
:7ﬂS0B9 ¼D
and et. al. [66, 68] Synthesis Voltage (max)
Usami, Igarashi, Design Low-Power Variable NA D
and et. al. [67] Voltage (max)
Ranganathan, Design High Dynamic "'dû¼"D"*úãﬃ 1.79-3.0
and et. al. [59, 60] Performance Frequency (times)
Krishna, and Synthesis Low-Power Dynamic .2AÔ"#: Z  Z :hAÜ¼0B9 ﬃd!¼
et. al. [142, 143] (Scheduling) Frequency
Papachristou, Synthesis Low-Power Multiple NA "
and et. al. [144] (Allocation) Frequency (max)
Burd, Brodersen, Design Low-Power Variable ﬂﬃd Z ﬂR9 Dq
and et. al. [145, 146] Voltage (avg)
Kim and Design Low-Power Frequency NA NA
Chae [63] Scaling
Pouwelse, Design Low-power Variable "#ﬂRﬃdAÔ"9 NA
and, et. al. [122] Frequency DSﬃdD#7*úã ﬃ
Acquaviva, Benini, Design Low-power Variable NA ¼"
and Ricco` [147] Frequency (max)
Benini, and et. al. Design High Variable NA D
[148, 149] Synthesis Performance Latency
Raghunathan, Synthesis High Variable NA ﬂÖG
and et. al. [150] Performance Latency
Nowka and Design Low-power Frequency Ô"'dàﬂR9 NA
[151, 152] Scaling
Lu, Benini, Design Low-power Frequency 4"
Z
d"ÖD*+ãﬃ ¼Ö
and Michelli [153] Scaling (max)
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modules, such as dynamic freq sched and modify sched. The first module generates the initial
schedule in which the control steps are clocked at different frequencies. The second schedule is
a schedule modifier that regroups the operations of the intial schedule such that mutiple supply
voltages can be used to reduce the energy consumption. The algorithm is list-based heuristic which
takes unscheduled data flow graph, number of resources with their operating frequencies, and the
time constraint of the whole schedule as input. Experiments are conducted for three operating
voltages ( AÔ"9: Z  Z 9:hAÜ¼9 ). Results show that using three supply voltages, an average energy
saving of 
Z
ﬂ has been obtained when compared to using a uni-frequency clocking scheme with
single supply voltage.
Papachristou, Nourani and Spining [144] propose a resource allocation technology for low-
power design using multiple frequency. The contribution of the paper is two fold. First, using
nonoverlapping multiple clocking to design a partitioned datapath, so that each partition is as-
signed a distinct clock. For  number of partitions and master clock frequency of
r
, the operating
frequency of each partition is Ý 
F
ß
. The inactive partitions are ”turned-off” during their off duty cy-
cle to reduce power dissipation. The other contribution is a multiple clock allocation algorithm for
power reduction. Two allocation techniques are proposed. In first scheme, called split-allocation,
DFG is partitioned based on clock assignments and then each partition is synthesised separately.
The second allocation algorithm performs allocation in an integrated way taking into account the
clock assignment of DFG nodes. The advantage of this algorithm is better sharing of the resources.
Similarly, the advantage of split-allocation technique is its adaptibility with any existing allocator.
Experimental results show power reduction with an increase in area penalty.
Burd, Brodersen, and et. al. [154, 145, 146, 155, 50] propose variable voltage (frequency)
based system for low-power and high-perfomance applications. The system consists of an ARM8
core, 7ÖD<; cache and DC-DC regulator. The operating voltage of the systems is in the range of
ﬂ)d
Z
ﬂR9 in [145] and ﬀﬃd Z  Z 9 in [154]. The three components for implementing dynamic
voltage scaling in general purpose processor are as follows : a microprocessor that can operate at a
wide voltage range, a operating system that can vary processor speed and a regulation loop that can
generate the voltage required at a particular speed. A new component which needs to be added in
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the operating system is the voltage scheduler. The voltage scheduler controls the processor speed
by writing the desired clock frequency to a system control register. This register value is used in
the voltage-frequency regulation loop. A ring oscillator, whose output frequency is a function of
voltage, serves as the heart of voltage regulator. The authors have reported energy reduction of Dq
for MPEG benchmark and reduction of ¼ﬂG in energy for AUDIO benchmark. In [50], authors
introduce various modes computation of processors, such as fixed throughput mode, maximum
throughput mode and burst throughput mode. The three key principles of energy efficient circuit
design proposed are as follows:
3 High performance is energy efficient,
3 Clock reduction is not energy efficient, and
3 Faster operation can limit efficiency.
Kim and Chae [63] propose a VLSI architecture of MPEG2 decoder using frequency scal-
ing. The system clock is adjusted to lowest possible frequency depending on the current work-
load. The data-dependent applications require less hardware and consume less power than the
data-independent applications due to the use of frequency scaling. The system consists of four
major components, such as clock controller, programmable clock generator, circuit status detector
and synchronizer. The clock controller gets the current status from the system, compares it with
the required status, and changes the clock frequency accordingly. The programmable clock gen-
erator takes the input from the clock controller and generates appropriate frequency. The circuit
status detector guarantees the operating margin of the circuit from the variable clock frequency.
The synchronizer is used to synchronize the signals between flip-flops using different clocks.
Pouwelse, Langendoen, and Sips [122] propose a variable frequency and voltage based mi-
croprocessor system for energy reduction. The authors report that the energy consumption per
instruction at low speed is @= th of the energy required at full speed. The major components of
the developed system (called LART) include Intel StrongARM 1100 7S"*úãﬃ processor, Z D*>;
volatile memory, ¼*>; non-volatile memory, and voltage regulator. The Linux 2.4.0 operating sys-
tem kernel module is modified to change the clock frequency. The kernel module also adjust the
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memory parameters that control the read / write cycles on the external bus. It should be noted that
the external memory is not available during the frequency change. The minimum clock frequency
at which the processor can operate is DSD*+ãﬃ at "#S9 . The authors have studied the performance
of overall system, memory and applications.
Acquaviva, Benini, and Ricco` [147] describe a software-controlled approach for adaptively
minimizing energy in embedded systems for real-time multimedia application. The software con-
troller dynamically adjusts processor clock speed (supply voltage) to the frame rate requirements of
the incoming multimedia stream. The targeted CPU is Intel StrongARM1100 processor in which
twelve frequency levels are available by programming a PLL. Multimedia stream processing al-
gorithms take data streams as input. The input stream which consists of frames is processed in
the CPU. Let, $Ç
7
is the average switching capacitance, 9f<f is the supply voltage,
r
is the CPU
frequency, and 
¿{
khl
 is the time for processing a frame. The energy consumed for processing a
frame is then given by,
;
4{
khl
  9
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
(2.10)
Depending on the output bandwidth for a given time lok< , the following constraint must be satis-
fied for just-in-time computation.
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Since the frequency can not be adjusted continuously, there will be some idle time. The authors
have reported energy saving up to ¼" per frame.
Benini, Macii, Poncino, and Michelli [148] introduce variable-latency units (called telescopic
units) to improve overall performance. The variable-latency units complete execution in a varaiable
number of clock cycles, depending on the input data given to them. There are two overheads
involved in such design. First a completion signal is needed and second the controller should be
able to synchronize among the components. This is similar to architectural retiming proposed
in [156] and speculative completion proposed in [157]. It should be noted that the speculation
completion is an asynchronous datapath design unit. Suppose,
r
y
is the additional signal of the
telescopic unit,  is the clock cycle time without variable-latency operation, 
(
is the clock cycle
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time with telescopic units, and %'53.
r
y 0 is the probability that
r
y is one. The following condition
must be satisified for throughput improvement.
%ﬃD53.
r
y 0
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(2.12)
Heuristic algorithms, such as BDD-based heuristics and sum-of-product (SOP) based heuristics are
proposed for synthesis of telescopic units. Various experiments conducted showed that throughput
improvement is obtained at the cost of area penalty. Benini, Micheli, Macii, Odasso, and Poncino
[149] propose another automatic synthesis technique formulated as time supersetting problem for
synthesizing telescopic units. Raghunathan, Ravi, and Lakshinarayana [150] proposed high-level
synthesis methodology for synthesis of variable latency units proposed above in [148, 149]. The
authors propose novel techniques to reduce the area penalty. The proposed algorithms use iterative
approach and synthesize the circuit under resource constraints. Performance improvement of ﬂÖG
was obtained with maximum area penalty of qﬂS . It has also been reported that the performance
improvement is accompanied with power savings of Z AD .
Nowka and et. al. [151, 152] discuss a system-on-a-chip processor using dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling. The voltage or frequency is adaptible to change in performance demand
and power consumption. The targeted processor is fixed voltage IBM PowerPC 405 core. The
operating voltage of the chip is in range Ô" dﬁﬂR9 . An on-chip regulator alongwith the PLL
helps in continuously operating the chip even when the supply voltage is modified. When the
demands for resources are low, the active power consumption is reduced using dynamic voltage
scaling, frequency scaling, unit and register level functional clock gating. Both the voltage and the
frequency of the processor are varied using software control and both active and standby power
is minimized. The processor can enter a low-leakage sleep state and a state-preserving deep-sleep
state to minimize standby power consumption.
Lu, Benini, and Michelli [153] discuss the energy reduction of interactive systems for mixed
workloads of multimedia applications using dynamic frequency (voltage scaling). The proposed
technique is software-based works for processors that have only finite frequencies. The main idea
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is to insert buffers such that constant output can be maintained even though the input rate may
be changing. The multimedia programs are divided into into stages and data buffers are inserted
between them. The data buffers support constant output rates, allow frequency scaling and shorten
the response times of sporadic jobs. Data are processed and stored in the buffers when the processor
runs at a higher frequency. Later, the processor runs at a lower frequency to reduce power and data
are taken from the buffers to maintain the same output rate. Before the buffers become empty, the
processor begins to run at a higher frequency again. The authors construct frequency-assignment
graphs. Each vertex represents the current state of the buffers and the frequencies of the processor.
An efficient graph-walk algorithm that assigns frequencies to reduce energy has been proposed.
The time-complexity of the algorithms are polynomial, one is Ø

ÞÜ9 Þ
C

and other Ø

ÞÜ9 Þ


. The
method reduces the power consumption of an MPEG program by ¼Ö .
2.6 Hardware Based Digital Watermarking Systems
There are several image watermarking algorithms available in current literature, which are im-
plemented using software. The watermarking schemes work in spatial domain, DCT domain and
wavelet domain. However, hardware based watermarking systems are quite few. In this section,
we discuss the hardware based watermarking systems. A comparative view of the proposed water-
marking chips is given in Table 2.6.
Strycker, Termont, Vandewege, Haitsma, Kalker, Maes and Depovere [158] propose a real-
time watermarking scheme for television broadcast monitoring. They address the implementation
of a real-time watermark embedder and detector on a Trimedia TM-1000 VLIW processor devel-
oped by Philips semiconductors. The watermark is in spatial domain. In the insertion procedure,
pseudo-random numbers are added to the incoming video stream. The depth of watermark insertion
depends on the luminance value of each frame. The watermark detection is based on the calculation
of correlation values. Mathai, Kundur and Sheikholeslami [159] present hardware implementation
of the same video watermarking algorithm. The chip is implemented using "#ﬀ7RÕ technology. The
authors did not provide any lay out details for the proposed hardware and did not mention its power
consumption and operating frequency.
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Table 2.6. Watermarking Chips Proposed in Current Literature
Proposed Type of Target Working Techno- Chip Chip Power
Work Watermark Object Domain logy Area Consumption
Mathai and Invisible Video Wavelet "#ﬀ7RÕ NA NA
et. al. [159] Robust
Tsai and Lu Invisible Image DCT "# Z Õ Z Ô"Ö¼YG Z Ô"Ö¼ ÖDARá

[160] Robust áeá C Z  Z 9:h"*úã ﬃ
Garimella and Invisible Image Spatial "#ﬀ Z Õ Z ¼ Z G Z ¼ Z Z ﬂÖÕ

et. al. [161] Fragile Õá C ﬂ9
A DCT domain invisible watermarking chip is presented by Tsai and Lu [160]. The watermark
systems embeds a pseudo-random sequence of real numbers in a selected set of DCT coefficients.
They also proposed a JPEG architecture incorporating the watermarking module in it. The water-
mark is extracted without resorting to the original image. The authors claim that the watermark
is resistant to the JPEG attacks upto 4" compression ratio. The watermark chip is implemented
using TSMC "# Z Õá technology and occupies a die size of Z Ô"Ö¼µG Z Ô"Ö¼Dáeá C for ¼Ö Z ¯¼ gates.
The chip consumes ÖDARá

power when operated at "*úã ﬃ with Z  Z 9 supply voltage.
Garimella, Satyanarayan, Kumar, Murugesh and Niranjan [161] propose an watermarking
VLSI arcitecture for invisible-fragile watermarking in spatial domain. In this scheme, the dif-
ferential error is encrypted and interleaved along the first sample. The watermark can be extracted
by accumulating the consecutive LSBs of pixels and then decrypting. The extracted watermark is
then compared with the original watermark for image authentication. The ASIC is implemented
using "#ﬀ
Z
Õ technology. The area of the chip is
Z
¼
Z
G
Z
¼
Z
Õá
C
and consumes Z ﬂÖÕ

power
when operated at ﬂ9 . The critical path delay of the circuit is AﬂRDSÁ .
2.7 This Dissertation
The synthesis techniques discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are based on a single clock fre-
quency and consider multiple supply voltages, voltage scaling, capacitance reduction, and switch-
ing activity reduction to minimize total energy or average power. However, not both at the same
time. Further, these works have not considered dynamic frequency clocking or transient power
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reduction. The works in Section 2.3 address only peak power issues and do not include energy
minimization or transient power. It it evident from Section 2.4 and Section 2.5 that voltage scaling
or frequency is an effective method for power reduction and performance improvement. In this dis-
seration, we propose scheduling techniques to minimize total energy (or average power). We also
propose scheduling techinques for peak power and transient power reduction. Behavioral synthe-
sis frameworks are proposed for reduction simultaneous reduction of energy, average power, peak
power and transient power. A new parameter called Cycle Power Function (CPF) is defined which
is an equally weighted sum of normalized mean cycle power and normalized mean cycle differen-
tial power. Minimizing this parameter using multiple supply voltages (MV), dynamic frequency
clocking (DFC) and multicycling results in the reduction of both energy and transient power. Both
ILP and heuristics based approaches have been investigated. In Section 2.6, we have discussed
the few watermarking hardware systems available. In this dissertation we introduce few VLSI im-
plementations of existing watermarking algorithms. We intend to use multiple supply voltage and
variable frequnecy in the watermarking chip design.
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CHAPTER 3
ENERGY MINIMIZATION
Dynamic frequency scaling has been explored at the CPU and system levels for power op-
timization. In this chapter, we discuss datapath scheduling algorithms that use multiple supply
voltages and dynamic clocking in a co-ordinated manner in order to reduce energy and energy
delay product [54, 55]. The strategy is to schedule high energy units, such as the multipliers at
lower frequencies so that they can be operated at lower voltages to reduce energy consumption
and the low energy units, such as adders at higher frequencies, to compensate for speed. The pro-
posed heuristic based time and resource constrained algorithms have been applied to various high
level synthesis benchmark circuits under different time and resource constraints. This chapter is
organised as follows. Section 3.1 discusses the target architecture model and frequency selection
scheme. Section 3.2 and 3.3 present the time constrained scheduling (TC-DFC) and the resource
constrained scheduling (RC-DFC) algorithms followed by results and conclusions.
3.1 Target Architecture and Datapath Specifications
The target architecture model assumed in the design of the scheduling schemes is shown in
Fig. 3.1. All functional units have one register each and one multiplexor. Each functional unit
feeds into a single register. The register and the multiplexor operate at the same voltage level as
that of the functional units. Level converters are used when a low-voltage functional unit is driving
a high-voltage functional unit [65, 95]. A controller decides which functional units are active in
each control step and those that are not active are disabled using the multiplexors. The controller
has a storage unit to store the parameters ¤
ru¥

obtained from the scheduling. The cycle frequency
r
 (=  ¦ﬀ§B¨c©


m
ª
) is generated dynamically and a functional unit operating at one of the supply voltages
is activated.
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Figure 3.1. Level Converters Needed for Stepping up Signal
The datapath is specified as a sequencing data flow graph (DFG) [21]. Each vertex of the DFG
represents an operation and each edge represents a dataflow (or dependency). The DFG does not
support the hierarchical entities. The conditional statements are handles using comparison opera-
tion. Since, the dynamic frequency clocking scheme is useful only in the case of signal processing
applications, we assume that the above does not exist in the directed acyclic DFG representation of
datapaths. Each vertex has attributes that specifies the operation type such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication or null opeations (NOPs).
The delay of a control step is dependent on the delays of the functional unit and the multiplexer
and register pair. Let, 6
{

ö be the delay of the register, 6AlBA7 be the delay of the multiplexor, 6

A
be the delay of the functional unit and 6<Cº/C be the delay of the level converter. The worst case
operational delay of a functional unit can be written as :
6EDGF  6
{

öoO+6lHA7POI6

A
OI6ECﬂzhJC
(3.1)
The register delays include the set-up and propagation delays. The delay of control step 6  is
the delay of the slowest functional unit in the control step ¤ . Using the above delay model, the
worst case delays of the library components are estimated. For a given base frequency (
r6¢
kºw
 ),
maximum frequencies of each FU is scaled down to operating frequencies given by . z¦§B¨b©


m«ª
0 , where,
¤
ru¥

 :hA:4EEE:<ýK8
¥
ŁL¿ÚL7 . The value of ¤
ru¥
 is bound by the product of the total number of
resource types and number of voltage levels. For three frequency levels, the possible frequencies
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Figure 3.2. HAL Differential Equation Solver (with ASAP labels)
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 =R0 . For example, if the base frequency fed to the
DCU is Z ÖD*úãﬃ , then the frequencies generated are, DRD*úãﬃ , SD*+ãﬃ and ¼ﬂD*+ãﬃ . The clock
frequency for a given control step is the minimum of the operating frequencies of all FUs active in
that step.
3.2 Time Constrained Scheduling
The datapath is represented in the form of a data flow graph (DFG) constructed as a sequenc-
ing graph. Fig. 3.2 shows such a graph for the HAL benchmark. The inputs to the algorithm are
an unscheduled data flow graph (UDFG), the scaled down operating frequencies, and the execu-
tion time constraint 

for the whole schedule. To get more energy savings and at the same time
maintain performance, the multipliers are to be operated at as low frequencies as possible and the
adders at as high frequencies as possible. This objective can be achieved if adders / subtractors are
not operated alongwith multipliers in the same duty cycle. In cases, when they are to be operated
during the same cycle to meet the time constraint, energy savings will come from the multipliers
only. Initially, TC-DFC generates a schedule such that the low frequency operators are scheduled
at earlier steps and the high frequency operators are scheduled at later steps. Later on, the TC-DFC
modifies the schedule by moving operations from one step to another with the objective of meeting
the time constraint. It then finds appropriate clock cycle width and assigns appropriate voltage.
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Step 1 : Find an ASAP schedule for the sequencing UDFG.
Step 2 : Create a priority list of vertices using the ASAP schedule in Step 1.
Step 3 : Assign control steps to the operations such that the higher priority vertex
scheduled at earlier time stamp, precedence is satisfied, and the multiplications
and ALU operations are not scheduled in the same cycle.
Step 4 : Find the cycles having only ALU operations and, those with only multiplications,
and those with both ALU operations and multiplications (mixed) for the
currently obtained schedule.
Step 5 : Create a priority list of clock cycles such that cycles with only ALU operations
get higher priority than the cycles with only multiplications or those with
mixed operations (cycles with only multiplications get higher priority than
the cycles with mixed operations).
Step 6 : Initialise cycle frequency to the minimum operating frequency.
Step 7 : If time constraint is not satisfied, the highest priority cycle is assigned the next
higher frequency and repeat the step for the next higher priority cycle if necessary.
Step 8 : If any cycle has multiplier operating at highest frequency, then eliminate the cycle
having minimum number of ALU operations, adjust the schedule and go to Step 4.
Step 9 : Do voltage assignment and determine energy details.
Step 10 : Find the cycle frequency index for each cycle.
Figure 3.3. TC-DFC Scheduling Algorithm Flow
3.2.1 Algorithm Flow
Fig. 3.3 shows the flow of the proposed TC-DFC scheduling algorithm. In step 1, an ASAP
schedule for the data flow graph (DFG) is determined. In step 2, the scheduler creates a priority list
of the vertices such that all multiplications (i.e low frequency operators) are grouped with higher
priority than the ALU operations (i.e. high frequency operators, such as additions, subtractions,
comparisons, etc.). Among the multiplication operations higher priority is given to the operations
with smaller ASAP time stamp, same is done for the group of ALU operations. In step 3, the
vertices are time stamped such that no multiplication and ALU operations scheduled to function
concurrently. In addition, it is made sure that operation precedence is satisfied and higher priority
vertex scheduled at earlier time stamp. In step 4, for the current schedule, the cycles are categorised
as, cycles having only ALU operations, only multiplication and both ALU operations and multi-
plication (mixed operations). In step 5, priority list of clock cycles created such that cycles with
only ALU operations get higher priority than cycles with only multiplications or mixed operations.
The cycles with only multiplications get higher priority than the cycles with mixed operations.
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Further, among the cycles with only ALU (or multiplication) operations higher priority is given to
the cycle having lesser number of ALU (or multiplication) operations. Similarly, among the cycles
with mixed operations higher priority is given to cycles having lesser number of multiplications.
In step 6, initial cycle frequency is taken as minimum operating frequency with the help of Table
3.3. In step 7, in order to fulfil time constraint, the highest priority cycle frequency is increased
using Table 3.3. If needed the process is repeated for the next higher priority cycle. In step 8, if it
is found that a cycle with multiplication is highest voltage then the cycle having minimum number
of ALU operations is eliminated and the schedule is adjusted. In step 9, voltage assignment is done
and energy estimates for entire DFG is found out. In step 10, the cycle frequency index for each
cycle is found out. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is given in Fig. 3.4.
Table 3.1. List of Functions used in the TC-DFC Algorithm
Functions Description Complexity
ASAPScheduler : Determines the ASAP time of the vertices. R .<ÞÔ9 Þ4OWÞ ; Þﬂ0
CreateVertexPriorityList : Creates a priority list of vertices such that Rà.<ÞÔ9YÞÜ0
the vertex with lower operating frequency
gets the higher priority.
TOP : Finds the first vertex from priority list array. Rà.}q0
CheckFrequencyConstraint : Checks the frequency constriant in a cycle. Rà.}q0
Maximum : Finds the maximum value from an array. R .c¤70
CreateCyclePriorityList : Constructs the cycle priority list in an array. R .c¤70
FindMinimumFrequency : Finds the minimum available frequency. R . 

0
CalculateDelay : Calculates the critical path delay. R .c¤70
FindNextHigherFrequency : Finds the next higher available frequency. Øà. 

0
FindCycleWithMinimumALU : Finds the control step with minimum Rà.c¤  ¡ 0
number of ALU operations.
Adjust Predecessor : Adjusts time stamp of predecessor Øà.ºÞÜ9YÞÜ0
Adjust Successor : Adjusts time stamp of successor Øà.hÞÜ9 ÞÜ0
Update CyclePriorityList : Updates the array. Øà.2¤70
Voltage Assignment : Assigns voltage to each vertex. R .<Þﬂ9YÞÜ0
Find Cycle Frequency Index : Finds cycles frequency indices of all cycles. Rà.c¤40
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Table 3.2. List of Variables and Data Structures used in the TC-DFC Algorithm Description
Data Structures Descriptions
ASAPSchedule : An array used to store ASAP time stamp of each vertex.
TC-DFCSchedStep : An array used to store TC-DFC time stamp of each vertex.
ScheduledVertexList : An array used to store vertices already scheduled.
VertexPriorityList : An array used to store vertices in a priority order.
CyclePriorityList : An array used to store control steps in a priority order.
TC-DFCNoOfSteps : Total number of control steps of TC-DFC schedule.
CycleFrequencyList : An array used to store frequency of each cycle.
cycle, ControlStepIndicator : Temporary variables.
3.2.2 Pseudocode Description
The list of functions needed in implementation of the algorithm is given in Table 3.1. Similarly,
the data structures or the identifiers used in the algorithm description is summarized in Table 3.2.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Fig. 3.4.
Table 3.3. TC-DFC Freqeuncy Selection : from left  right
*
M

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xf 
QM
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Frequency ¼ﬂD*+ãﬃ SD*úãﬃ 7RD*úã ﬃ
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Table 3.4. Vertex Priority List
v0 v1 v2 v6 v8 v3 v7 v10 v9 v11 v4 v5 v12
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
In line 01, the ASAP schedule for the UDFG is found out. The procedure CreateVertexPrior-
ityList creates the VertexPriorityList such that the vertex with the lower operating frequency gets
the higher priority to be scheduled at earlier a control step than the lower priority vertices. Ta-
ble 3.4 shows such an list obtained for the DFG given in Fig. 3.2. TC-DFCSchedSteps 
ï
(line
02) is a data structure that contains the clock cycle step for any vertex >#m . It is initialized to zero
for the source vertex. ScheduledVertexList (line 02) is a data structure to maintain the list of ver-
tices already scheduled which is initialised to the source vertex. The while loop (line 03) takes
the highest priority vertex each time (line 04) and schedules it in an appropriate cycle checking
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TC-DFCAlgorithm(UDFG,   , Operating Frequency)
J
(01) ASAPScheduler(UDFG); CreateVertexPriorityList(ASAPSchedule); cycle = 1;
(02) TC-DFCSchedSteps S = 0; ScheduledVertexList = >UT ; // source vertex scheduled
(03) while(VertexPriorityList V NULL)
J
(04) >m = TOP(VertexPriorityList);
(05) if( >DmXW1 ScheduledVertexList and AllPredecessor 
ï
1 ScheduledVertexList)
J
(06) if(CheckFrequencyConstraint(cycle))
then cycle = Maximum (TC-DFCSchedSteps) O 1;
(07) else schdule in current cycle;
(08) TC-DFCSchedSteps 
ï
= cycle; VertexPriorityList = VertexPriorityList d>Am ;
(09) ScheduledVertexList = ScheduledVertexList YÓ>m ;
_
// end if (05)
_
// end while (03)
(10) TC-DFCNoOfSteps = Maximum(TC-DFCSchedSteps);
(11) CreateCyclePriorityList(CurrentSchedule, TC-DFCNoOfSteps);
(12) CycleFrequencyList = FindMinimumFrequency(Table 3.3);
(13) gw = CalculateDelay(CycleFrequencyList); ControlStepIndicator = 1;
(14) while (ControlStepIndicator)
J
(15) while ( w X 

)
J
(16) ¤£m = TOP(CyclePriorityList);
CycleFrequencyList 
ï
= FindNextHigherFrequency(Table 3.3);
(17) gw = CalculateDelay(CycleFrequencyList);
_
// end while (15)
(18) if (no multiplier is operating at highest frequency) then ControlStepIndicator = 0;
(19) else
J
(20) ¤£m = FindCycleWithMinimumALU(for all cycle ¤7m );
(21) for each > m 1µ¤ m do reduce time stamp of > m
and adjust Predecessor 
ï
and Successor 
ï(22) CycleFrequencyList = FindMinimumFrequency(Table 3.3);
(23) gw = CalculateDelay(CycleFrequencyList); Update CyclePriorityList;
(24) _ // end else (19)
_
// end while (14)
(25) Do voltage assignment ; Find cycle frequency index ;
_
// End Algorithm TC-DFC
Figure 3.4. Pseudo-code for TC-DFC Scheduling Algorithm
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for the frequency constraint violation provided all of its predecessors are already scheduled. The
function CheckFrequencyConstraint (line 06) helps in checking the frequency constraint. This as-
sures that two vertices operating at different frequencies are not scheduled during the same cycle.
TC-DFCNoOfSteps (line 10) is the number of control steps for the schedule already generated.
Procedure CreateCyclePriorityList (line 11) creates the CyclePriorityList in which the higher
priority cycles will be assigned higher frequencies. Table 3.5 shows such a list obtained for the
schedule generated in using lines 01-09. The data structure CycleFrequencyList (line 12) is used to
store the operating frequency of each cycle. Initially, each cycle is assigned the minimum frequency
from Table 3.3, and the critical delay of the schedule is found (line 12). While the time constraint
is not satisfied, with the help of CyclePriorityList appropriate clock cycles is assigned to the next
higher frequency and checked if time constraint is satisfied (line 14-24). The algorithm terminates
if no cycle has multiplier scheduled operating at highest frequency (line 18). Otherwise, the cycle
having minimum number of ALU is eliminated (line 20) and CyclePriorityList is updated, and
lines 14-24 are repeated. Table 3.6 shows an updated CyclePriorityList. Finally, proper voltage
value are assigned to the vertices. The algorithm also calculates the energy value of the schedule.
Algorithm finds the cycle frequency index using CycleFrequencyList. The final scheduled datapath
is shown in Figs. 3.5(a), 3.5(b) and 3.5(c) for different time constraints.
Table 3.5. Cycle Priority List :   N	 ﬀ 	 ﬀ
Cycles c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 c6 c0
Priorities 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Table 3.6. Cycle Priority List : 

=ﬂ	
ﬀ
Cycles c4 c3 c2 c1 c5 c0
Priorities 0 1 2 3 4 5
3.2.3 Time Complexity
Let there be ÞÜ9YÞ number of vertices and Þ ; Þ number of edges in the DFG. Suppose the number
of control steps found out from the ASAP scheduling is ¤ . Let 

denote the number of frequency
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Figure 3.5. Schedules Obtained for HAL Benchmark for Different Time Constraints using TC-DFC
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levels and  ¡ denote the number of resource types. Based on the time complexity of the different
functions given in Table 3.1, we provide the following analysis for the worste-case running time of
the TC-DFC algorithm. Time taken by the instruction from line 01-02 is R .<ÞÜ9 Þ4OWÞ ; ÞÔ0OfR .<ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0 .
The running time of the code-segment line 03-09 is R .c¤ÞÔ9 ÞÜ0 . Similarly, R .c¤70OgR . 

0 is the
running time of the code segment line 10-13. Assuming the while loops are executed for constant
number of time (independent of the input size ÞÜ9YÞ or Þ ; Þ ), the time complexity of the code segment
line 14-25 is R .c¤  ¡0OgR .<ÞÜ9 ÞÔ0OgR . 

0OgR .2¤70 . Without loss of generality, we can assume
that the

¡:


and ¤ are upper bounded by the number of vertices ÞÜ9 Þ . Using this assumption the
overall running time of the algorithm is expressed as : R .<ÞÜ9 Þ7OWÞ ; ÞÔ0OhR .<ÞÜ9 Þ4ÞÜ9YÞﬂ0 . For strongly
data-dependency, we have Þ ; Þt ÞÜ9 Þ C and for weak data-dependency Þ ; Þ
¹'¹
ÞÜ9 Þ
C
. In either
case, the simplified time-complexity of the TC-DFC scheduling algorithm is ÞÜ9YÞ C , meaning the
time-complexity is polynomial to the number of vertices (operations) in the data flow graph.
3.3 Resource Constrained Scheduling
The objective of RC-DFC is to minimize the energy-delay-product while assigning a schedule
for the DFG. For a resource
¥
operating in clock step ¤ , let, (i) mb®  be the switching, (ii) $tmb®  be
the load capacitance and (iii) 9vmb®

be the operating voltage. If a level converter is needed, it is
considered as a resource needed in the particular clock cycle in which it needs to step up the signal.
If
p
is the total number of clock cycles for the DFG,
p


is the number of resources active in
cycle ¤ , and
r
 is the cycle frequency, then, the total energy consumption of the DFG is given by
Eqn. 3.2.
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The energy-delay-product .c;^Ä %10 is characterised by Eqn. 3.3.
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The objective of RC-DFC is to minimize the ;^Ä % given as equation 3.3. RC-DFC at-
tempts to operate the multipliers at as low frequency as possible, the resulting decrease in per-
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Table 3.7. Frequency Selection (From Left to Right in Each Step)
FUs in a cycle Frequency priority order
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Table 3.8. Resource Look-up Table (order, From Left to Right)
Clock MULT ALU
Cycle 2.4 V 3.3 V 5.0 V 5.0 V 3.3 V 2.4 V
c 1 2 1 1 1 0
formance is compensated by operating the ALUs at as high frequency as possible. Depending
on which functional units are active in a given cycle, the algorithm determines the frequency
using a lookup table (LUT), called ”frequency selection LUT”, such as the one shown in Table
3.7 scanning it left to right. In a schedule, if only multipliers are needed in a particular cycle
the frequency selection is in the order * M  n
5
õ
:h*
M


O
zfD:h*
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. If both multipliers
and the ALUs are all operating in a given clock cycle, the frequency selection is in the order
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. If only ALUs are operating in a control step, then the fre-
quency selection is in the order  NM
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5
õ . Another lookup table called ”re-
source assignment LUT” constructed considering the resource constraints is used to match the
selected frequency with a corresponding voltage level. The resources are assigned scanning the
LUT, from left to right. The scheduling algorithm uses heuristics to minimize the number of times
level conversions needed. An example resource assignment LUT, is shown in Table 3.8 with re-
source constraints: one MULT at AÜ¼9 , two MULT at
Z

Z
9 , one MULT at AÔ"9 , one ALU at
Z

Z
9
and one ALU at AÔ"9 . The dimension of this LUT depends on the total number of clock cycles
of the schedule and the number of resource types. It should be noted that the arrangement of the
MULTs is in the order from low to high voltage, whereas for the ALUs it is from high to low. The
LUT is updated during each assignment to make sure that the resource-constraints are not violated.
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Step 1 : Derive ASAP and ALAP schedules for the unscheduled DFG.
Step 2 : Determine the number of resources at different operating voltages.
Step 3 : Using above number of resources modify the schedules obtained in Step 1.
Step 4 : Calculate the total number of control steps which is the larger
those of ASAP and ALAP schedules from Step 3.
Step 5 : Construct the ”resource assignment LUT” and ”frequency selection LUT”.
Step 6 : Find the vertices having non-zero mobility and vertices with zero mobility and
assume ASAP schedule in Step 3 as the current schedule.
Step 7 : Do voltage and frequency assignment using the current schedule and the LUTs.
Step 8 : Taking a vertex with non-zero mobility time stamp it using LUTs such that
energy delay product of the execution of whole DFG is minimum.
Step 9 : Adjust current schedule, predecessor and successor time stamps, LUTs, and
repeat Steps 7 and 8 to time stamp remaining non-zero mobility vertices.
Step 10 : Determine the clock frequency index for each cycle.
Figure 3.6. RC-DFC Scheduling Algorithm Flow
3.3.1 Algorithm Flow
Fig. 3.6 shows the flow of the proposed algorithm. The data flow graph is modeled as a
sequencing graph [21]. The inputs to the algorithm are an unscheduled data flow graph (UDFG), the
resource constraints which include the number of resources, their corresponding operating voltages
and the scaled down operating frequencies. In step 1, the scheduler determines the ASAP and the
ALAP schedules for the UDFG. In step 2, the total number of resources is found out as the sum of
each resource at different voltage levels. In step 3, the ASAP and ALAP schedules of step 1 are
modified using the number of resources found in step 2. In step 4, the total number of control steps
for both ASAP and ALAP schedule are found out and the number of control steps for the final
steps is assumed to be the maximum of the two. In step 5, the ”resource assignment LUT” and
”frequency selection LUT” are constructed. In step 6, the vertices having non-zero mobility and
the vertices with zero mobility are found out and the current schedule is initialized as the ASAP
schedule obtained in step 3. In step 7, voltage and frequency assignments are made for the current
schedule using the LUTs. In step 8, the scheduler finds a proper step for each vertex having non-
zero mobility such that the number of level converters needed for the execuction of the whole DFG
is minimum. As long as the voltage and frequency assignments follow the LUTs order, energy
consumption is kept to a minimum. In step 9, current schedule, LUTs are adjusted to satisfy the
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Table 3.9. List of Functions used in the RC-DFC Algorithm
Functions Description Complexity
ASAPScheduler : Determines ASAP time of the vertices. R .<ÞÜ9 Þ4OWÞ ; ÞÔ0
ALAPScheduler : Determines ALAP time of the vertices. R .<ÞÜ9 Þ4OWÞ ; ÞÔ0
ModifySchedule : Modifies the unconstrained schedules to R .<ÞÜ9 Þ4OWÞ ; ÞÔ0
incorporate resorce constraints.
ConstructResAssignmentTable : Constructs resource assignment LUT. Rà.c¤    ¡i0
Maximum : To find maximum of to control steps. R .}q0
FindResTypeForEachVertex : Identifies the FU needed for each vertex. R .<ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0
ConstructFreqSelectionLUT : Constructs frequency selection LUT. R . 

0
FindMobileVertexList : Finds the mobility of each vertex. R .<ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0
AllocateVoltAndFreq : Allocates the voltage and frequency levels R .c¤ÞÔ9 Þ    ¡i0
using LUTs and current schedule.
CalculateEDP : Calculates the EDP of the whole DFG. Rà.<ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0
AdjustSchedule : Adjusts the predessor and successor time Øà.<ÞÔ9 ÞÜ0
stamps such that the precedence is satisfied.
Update Res Assignment LUT : Updates resource assignment LUT. Rà.}q0
FindEnergyAndDelay : Determines energy and delay. R .<ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0
FindCycleFreqIndex : Finds cycles frequency indices. R .c¤70
precedence. In step 10, cycle frequency indices are found for all cycles which would be stored
in the controller and would be fed to the DCU for dynamic frequency generation. The algorithm
terminates once all non-zero mobility vertices are scheduled.
3.3.2 Pseudocode of the Resource Constrained Algorithm
The list of functions needed in implementation of the algorithm is given in Table 3.9. Similarly,
the data structures or the identifiers used in the algorithm description is summarized in Table 3.10.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Fig. 3.7.
The inputs to the algorithm are the unscheduled data flow graph (UDFG) and resource con-
straints which includes number and type of each functional units, the operating voltage levels and
the operating frequencies. The procedures in line 01, ASAPScheduler and ALAPScheduler find the
unconstrained ASAP and ALAP schedules for the UDFG respectively. In line 02, the total number
of multiplier and ALU FUs with different voltage levels is determined. For example, if the resource
constraint is 2 ALUs at AÜ¼9 , 1 ALU at
Z

Z
9 , 1 multiplier at AÜ¼9 , and 3 multipliers at AÔ"9 , then
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RC-DFCAlgorithm(UDFG, FUs, Voltage Levels, Operating Frequencies)
J
(01)ASAPScheduler(UDFG); ALAPScheduler(UDFG);
(02)MULT =  Multipliers of different voltage levels;
ALU =  ALUs of different voltage levels;
(03)ModifySchedule(ASAPSchedule, MULT, ALU);
ModifySchedule(ALAPSchedule, MULT, ALU);
(04)NoOfControlSteps = Maximum(ASAPControlSteps, ALAPControlSteps);
(05)ConstructResAssignmentLUT(NoOfControlSteps, FUs);
(06)FindResTypeForEachVertex(UDFG); ConstructFreqSelectionLUT(Operating Frequency);
(07)FindMobileVertexList(ASAPSchedule, ALAPSchedule);
CurrentSchedule = ASAPSchedule;
(08)while(NonZeroMobilityVertexList is NOT empty)
J
(09) max = dml ; AllocateVoltAndFreq(CurrentSchedule, LUTs);
(10) CurrentEDP = CalculateEDP (VoltageArray,FrequencyArray);
(11) for each >DmG1 NonZeroMobilityVertexList
J
(12) start = CurrentSchedule[ >m ]; end = ALAPSchedule[ >m ];
(13) for cycle = start  end in steps of 1
J
(14) TempSchedule = AdjustSchedule(CurrentSchedule, >Am , cycle);
(15) AllocateVoltAndFreq(TempSchedule, LUTs);
(16) TempEDP = CalculateEDP(VoltageArray,FrequencyArray);
(16) ExtraEDP = CurrentEDP d TempEDP;
(17) if(ExtraEDP X max)
J
(18) max = ExtraEDP; CurrentVertex = >m ;
(19) CurrentCycle = cycle;
_
// end if (17)
_
// end for (13)
_
// end for (11)
(20) CurrentSchedule = AdjustSchedule(CurrentSchedule, CurrentVertex, Currentcycle);
(21) Update the ”resource assignment LUT”;
(22) ZeroMobilityVertexList = ZeroMobilityVertexList Y CurrentVertex;
(23) NonZeroMobilityVertexList = NonZeroMobilityVertexList d CurrentVertex;
_
//end while(08)
(24)AllocateVoltAndFreq(CurrentSchedule, LUTs);
(25)EnergyAndDelayDetails(VoltageArray, FrequencyArray);
FindCycleFreqIndex(FrequencyArray);
_
// End Algorithm RC-DFC
Figure 3.7. Pseudo-code for RC-DFC Scheduler
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Table 3.10. List of Variables and Data Structures used in the RC-DFC Algorithm Description
Data Structures Descriptions
ASAPSchedule : An array used to store ASAP time stamp of each vertex.
ALAPSchedule : An array used to store ALAP time stamp of each vertex.
CurrentSchedule : An array used to store current schedule time stamp.
TempSchedule : An array used to store temporary schedule time stamp.
MULT : Number of multipliers at all voltage levels.
ALU : Number of ALUs at all voltage levels.
ASAPControlSteps : Total number of control steps of ASAP schedule.
ALAPControlSteps : Total number of control steps of ALAP schedule.
NoOfControlSteps : Number of control steps of the schedule.
ResAssignmentLUT : Resource assignment look-up table.
FreqSelectionLUT : Frequency selection look-up table.
max, start, end, cycle : Temporary variables.
CurrentEDP, TempEDP, ExtraEDP : Temporary variables.
CurrentVertex, CurrentCycle : Temporary variables.
VoltageArray : An array used to store operating voltage for each vertex.
FrequencyArray : An array used to store operating fequency for each cycle
ZeroMobilityVertexList : An array storing the vertices with zero mobility.
NonZeroMobilityVertexList : An array storing the vertices with non-zero mobility.
the number of ALUs is 3 and the number of multipliers is 4. Using the number of multipliers and
ALUs found above as initial resource constraint (with relaxed voltage constraint), the ModifySched-
ule procedure (line 03) modifies the ASAP and ALAP schedules so that the resource constraints
are not violated. In this process, the mobility of the vertices are restricted to great extent and the
search space for the following steps reduces. Next, the total number of cycles for the schedule is as-
sumed as the maximum of the number of cycles for the ASAP and ALAP schedules (line 04). The
resource assignment LUT is constructed (similar to Table 3.8) in line 05 whose size depends on
(NoOfControlSteps * NoOfResourceTypes). The procedure FindResTypeForEachVertex (line 06)
identifies the functional unit(s) required at each vertex of the DFG. In line 06, frequency selection
LUT similar to Table 3.7 is constructed. The FindMobileVertexList procedure (line 07) takes as
input the modified ASAP and the modified ALAP schedules (line 04) to determine two lists: the
list, ZeroMobilityVertexList, containing the vertices with zero mobility (same ASAP and ALAP
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time stamps) and another, NonZeroMobilityVertexList, containing the non-zero mobility vertices
(different ASAP and ALAP time stamps).
In line 07, the CurrentSchedule is initialized as the modified ASAP schedule (obtained in line
03). The procedure AllocateVoltAndFreq (lines 09 and 24) allocates the voltage levels and fre-
quency levels to the FU’s using the LUTs and the current schedule. This procedure returns two
lists: one containing the assigned voltage of each vertex (VoltageArray) and the other (Frequenc-
yArray) containing the selected frequency. FrequencyArray is in turn used to derive the ¤
ru¥
 for
the control steps. The procedure CalculateEDP (line 10) the energy delay product of the whole
DFG using a schedule with voltage assignment stored in VoltageArray and frequency contained
in FrequencyArray. The procedure AdjustSchedule (lines 14 and 20) schedules each vertex to a
specific cycle while adjusting its predecessor and successor time stamps. The for loop (lines 11
to 19) considers all the vertices from the NonZeroMobilityVertexList and finds a suitable vertex
and its time stamp such that the energy delay product of the whole DFG with current schedule is
minimum. In line 21, resource assignment LUT is updated. The while loop (lines 08 to 23) termi-
nates when all the vertices with non-zero mobility have been assigned the proper time stamp. The
procedure FindEnergyAndDelay (line 25) determines the energy consumption and execution time
for the schedule. Line 25, FindCycleFreqIndex finds cycles frequency indices of all cycles which is
going to help in dynamic frequency generation. Figure 3.8 is obtained after executing the RC-DFC
algorithm for the resource constraint (one MULT at AÜ¼9 , one MULT Z  Z 9 , one ALU at Z  Z 9 and
one ALU at AÔ"9 ).
3.3.3 Time Complexity
Let there be ÞÜ9 Þ number of vertices and Þ ; Þ number edges in the DFG, out of which ÞÜ9gl)Þ
number of vertices have mobility and the maximum mobility of any mobile vertex is Ł¿l . Let  
denote the number of voltage levels and 

denote the number of frequency levels. Suppose the
number of control steps found out from the ASAP scheduling is ¤ . Assuming that 

and 

are
upper bounded by ÞÜ9 Þ , the running time of the code segment from line 01-07 is R .<ÞÜ9YÞqOWÞ ; ÞÔ0
OnR .c¤



¡i0 . The time-complexity of the instruction in line 11-19 is R .c¤ÞÔ9 Þ 


¡ Þﬂ9l-Þ}Łzl0 .
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Figure 3.8. Final Schedule of FIR Filter DFG (using RC-DFC)
The code-segment line 09 to 19 has running time R .c¤ÞÔ9 Þ 


¡ ÞÔ96l-ÞxŁxl0uOoRà.<ÞÜ9YÞÔ0vOnR .c¤ÞÔ9 Þ



¡0
 +R .c¤ÞÔ9YÞ



¡ ÞÜ96l-ÞxŁxl0 . The running time of the code segment line08-19 is R Ý ¤ÞÔ9YÞ 


¡tÞÜ96l-Þ
C
Łzl
ß
.
The time complexity of line 20-25 is Rà.<ÞÜ9YÞÜ0tOnR .b¤ÞÔ9 Þ 


¡i0OnRà. ¤70t pR .2¤ÞÜ9 Þ



¡i0 . So,
the running time of the overall algorithm is R .hÞÜ9 Þ7ONÞ ; ÞÜ0vOnRà.c¤



¡i0vOqR
Ý
¤ÞÜ9 Þ



¡oÞÜ9l¶Þ
C
Łxl
ß
OnR .c¤ÞÔ9 Þ



¡i0u kR .<ÞÜ9 Þ7OWÞ ; ÞÔ0OqR
Ý
¤Þﬂ9YÞ



¡oÞÔ9l)Þ
C
Łzl
ß
. Assuming that Þ ; Þ is upper bounded
by ÞÜ9 Þ C and ÞÜ9 l Þ is upper boounded by ÞÜ9 Þ , the above expression can be simplified to ØùÝ4¤ÞÔ9 Þ  


¡
Ł
l
ß
.
3.4 Experimental Results
Both RC-DFC and TC-DFC schedulers were implemented in C and tested with selected bench-
mark circuits. The benchmarks used are :
3 Auto-Regressive (ARF) filter [162]
3 Band-Pass filter (BPF) [27]
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3 Elliptic-Wave filter (EWF) [163]
3 DCT [164]
3 FIR filter [91]
3 HAL differential equation solver [21].
The FUs used are ALUs and multipliers. The energy values are computed using the datapath
components given in [54, 55]. The following notations are used to express the results :
3
;
÷
and ;  are the total energy consumption (in ägÅ ) for single supply voltage and multiple
supply voltage operations respectively.
3
;1ÄY%
÷
and ;1ÄY%  are the energy-delay-products (in 4"6´ @ﬀr Åd[Á ) for single supply volt-
age and single frequency and for multiple supply voltage and dynamic clocking operations
respectively.
3

÷
and   are the corresponding delays (in Á ) for the two modes of operations.
3
p
÷
denotes the number of clock steps of the schedule for single supply voltage and and
single frequency operations.
3
p
 is the equivalent clock steps of   found out taking the delay of slowest functional unit
as the base clock width in case of multiple voltage operation.
3 The percentage energy savings is calculated as, s¶;¾ 
ó
°ut
´
°wv
ô
°
t
	ﬃ4"D" . In similar manner,
we calculated percentage reduction in EDP which is denoted as sV;^Ä % .
For RC-DFC scheduler, the experimental set-up is as follows. The algorithm was tested using
the different sets of resource constraints listed in Table 3.11. The experimental results for var-
ious benchmark circuits are reported in Table 3.12. The energy estimation includes the energy
consumption of the overhead units. It is assumed that each resource has equal switching activity.
The results are reported for two supply voltage and for switching  "#ﬂ . It is obsorved that the
energy consmption is increased for higher switching and decreased for lower switching activity,
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Table 3.11. Resource Constraints used in our Experiements
Resource Constraints Assigned
Multipliers ALUs Serial No.
3.3 V 5.0 V 3.3 V 5.0 V (RC)
2 1 1 1 1
3 0 1 1 2
2 0 0 2 3
1 1 0 2 4
but, under the assumption that switching is same for each resource, the percentage energy savings
is not affected. We also conducted experiments with three supply voltage levels and it is found
that the percentage energy savings could only increase by  . Fig. 3.9(a) shows the percentage
savings (average s¶; ) averaged over all resource constraints. From the chart it is evident that the
scheduling yields approximately equal savings for all kinds of benchmark circuits. The EDP re-
duction (average s¶;1ÄY% ) averaged over all resource constraints are shown in Fig. 3.9(c). From
the above, we may conclude that the scheduling algorithm yields appreciable energy savings and
EDP reduction. In order to find the right combination of the types and the number of resources that
will yield the best results in terms of energy reduction and high performance, we plotted energy
consumption (%) versus time ratio ( ¡ v
¡
t
), which is nothing but the the configuration correspoding
to maximum s¶;^Ä % . Based on this analysis, the processor configurations that yield the lowest
execution time for each benchmark is listed in Table 3.13.
The TC-DFC scheduler was tested for three different time constraints: 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0 times
critical path delay (  ﬀ ). The voltage constraint is relaxed unlike the RC-DFC. The results for
various benchmark circuits are reported in Table 3.14. Fig. 3.9(b) shows the chart indicating
the energy savings for different benchmarks averaged over all time constraints. Our observation
is that circuits which require equal number of ALUs related operations (addition, subtraction or
comparison) and multiplier operations save more energy. The energy savings increased as the time
constraints relaxed from ﬂ¯
ﬀ
to AÔ"
ﬀ
.
The energy savings from the proposed RC-DFC scheduling algorithm is listed alongwith other
resource constrained multiple voltage scheduling algorithms in Table 3.15. The minimum and
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Table 3.12. Energy Details for Different Benchmarks (for û "#ﬂ ) using RC-DFC Scheduler
R Energy Estimates Energy-Delay-Product Time Estimates
C .ägÅ0

4"#´
@ﬀr
ÅÁ

.bÁ or cycles 0
;
÷
;

s¶; ;^Ä %
÷
;1ÄY%

s¶;^Ä %
p
÷

÷


p

(1) 1 36168 21768 40 20093 19954 1 10 556 917 9
A 2 36168 18205 50 20093 16688 17 10 556 917 9
R 3 36168 19065 47 20093 18006 10 10 556 944 9
F 4 36168 27617 24 26121 31452 NA 13 722 1139 10
Average Data 40.3 7.0
(2) 1 27654 16491 40 13827 14659 NA 9 500 889 8
B 2 27654 14175 49 13827 12600 9 9 500 889 8
P 3 27654 14827 46 13827 12356 11 9 500 833 8
F 4 27654 20172 27 26118 23253 11 17 944 1153 10
Average Data 40.5 7.8
(3) 1 19404 10802 44 17248 12902 25 16 889 1194 11
E 2 19404 10802 44 17248 12902 25 16 889 1194 11
W 3 19404 10853 44 17248 11154 35 16 889 1028 10
F 4 19404 11922 39 29106 17055 41 27 1500 1431 12
Average Data 42.8 31.5
(4) 1 30675 17846 42 25547 26274 NA 15 833 1472 14
D 2 30675 17846 42 25547 26274 NA 15 833 1472 14
C 3 30675 18008 41 25548 25511 0 15 833 1416 13
T 4 30675 18008 41 49392 37267 25 29 1611 2069 17
Average Data 41.5 6.3
(5) 1 18678 9979 47 11414 6653 42 11 611 667 7
F 2 18678 9979 47 11414 6653 42 11 611 667 7
I 3 18678 10126 45 11414 6470 43 11 611 639 6
R 4 18678 10127 46 15565 12096 22 15 833 1194 10
Average Data 46.3 37.3
(6) 1 13596 8927 34 3021 2728 10 4 222 306 3
H 2 13596 6433 53 3021 1966 35 4 222 306 3
A 3 13596 6648 51 3021 2401 21 4 222 361 4
L 4 13596 10211 25 3777 4396 NA 5 278 431 4
Average Data 40.8 16.5
Overall Average Data 42.0 17.7
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Table 3.13. Configurations for Minimum EDP using RC-DFC
Bench- Processor Configurations
mark Multipliers ALUs
Circuits 3.3 V 5.0 V 3.3 V 5.0 V
AR 3 0 1 1
BPF 2 0 0 1
EWF 2 0 0 1
DCT 1 1 0 1
FIR 2 0 0 2
HAL 3 0 1 1
Table 3.14. Energy Savings using TC-DFC Scheduler
Bench. Time Energy consumption and savings
Circuits Cons. ;
÷
.ägÅ0 ;

.äÅ0 s¶; ./V0
1.5 
ﬀ
36186 21491 41
(1) ARF 1.75  36186 18139 47
2.0  ﬀ 36186 15274 58
Average Data 48.67
1.5 
ﬀ
27672 15187 45
(2) BPF 1.75  27672 9350 66
2.0  ﬀ 27672 8249 70
Average Data 60.33
1.5 
ﬀ
19422 12335 36
(3) EWF 1.75  19422 8814 55
2.0  ﬀ 19422 5341 73
Average Data 54.67
1.5 
ﬀ
30675 14611 52
(4) DCT 1.75  30675 14489 53
2.0  ﬀ 30675 7714 75
Average Data 60.0
1.5 
ﬀ
18696 4910 74
(5) FIR 1.75  18696 4877 74
2.0  ﬀ 18696 4820 74
Average Data 74.0
1.50 

13614 7808 43
(6) HAL 1.75  13614 6821 50
2.0  ﬀ 13614 4449 67
Average Data 53.33
Overall Average Data 58.50
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Figure 3.9. Average Energy and EDP Reduction for Benchmarks
maximum range of energy savings are shown in the table. As clear from column (15) of Table
3.12, RC-DFC gives better energy savings for lesser time penalties. The energy savings obtained
using different existing multiple voltage based time-constraints scheduling algorithm is shown in
Table 3.16. In all cases, the time constraints are ﬂﬃ	
ﬀ
to AÔ"
	T

.
3.5 Conclusions
Our aim is to use frequency scaling concepts for energy-efficient high-performance special
propose processor (ASIC) design. The energy reduction is achieved by voltage reduction and the
performance is maintained by using DFC alongwith multiple voltages. We developed resource-
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Table 3.15. Savings for Various Resource Constrained Schedulings
Ben. % Energy savings and time penalties (  ) in cycles
mark RC-DFC Shiue[95] Sarrafzadeh[90] Johnson[65]
Ckt s¶;
p

s¶;  s¶;  s¶; 
ARF 24-58 9-10 11-14 11-16 16-20 17-24 16-59 10-18
BPF 27-56 8-10 - - - - - -
EWF 38-61 10-13 14-14 17-20 13-32 21-25 11-50 12-24
DCT 41-63 13-18 - - - - - -
FIR 20-67 6-10 - - 16-29 10-15 28-73 5-10
HAL 29-62 2-3 19-28 5-6 - - - -
Table 3.16. Savings for Various Time Constrained Schedulings
Bench- % Energy savings
marks TC-DFC Chang[51] Shiue[95] Manzak[97]
AR 41-58 40-63 38-76 25-61
BPF 45-70 - - -
EWF 36-73 44-69 13-76 10-55
FDCT 52-75 43-69 - -
FIR 74-74 - - -
HAL 43-67 41-61 22-77 19-62
constrained and time-constrained datapath scheduling algorithms based on dynamic frequency
clocking. The use of dynamic frequency clocking could generate enough slack to apply reduced
voltages which in turn saves energy. It is observed that when using two supply voltage levels an
average energy reduction of ¼6q and for three supply voltage levels, an average reduction of ¼Ö
is obtained for the benchmarks using the RC-DFC algorithm. Similarly, for TC-DFC, an average
energy reduction of ¼Ö (for ﬂ1GY ﬀ ) and ÖDR (for AÔ"¶GY ﬀ ) are obtained. The processor con-
figurations for various benchmark circuits that would result minimum energy-delay-product were
determined through experiments. The integration of such a scheduler into a low power datapath
synthesis tool will significantly benefit low power processor design especially for data intensive
applications.
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CHAPTER 4
ENERGY DELAY PRODUCT MINIMIZATION
In this chapter, we describe an integer linear programming (ILP) based datapath scheduling al-
gorithm which incorporates multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking (MVDFC)
for energy reduction [64]. The scheduling technique assumes the number and type of different
functional units as resource constraints and minimizes the energy delay product (EDP). The en-
ergy savings is from the use of multiple supply voltages while the performance improvement from
dynamic frequency clocking. Further, we consider the simultaneous use of multiple supply volt-
ages and multicyling (MVMC) to achieve reduction in energy and energy delay product. Both the
MVDFC and MVMC based schemes have been applied to various high level synthesis benchmark
circuits under different resource constraints. The experimental results show appreciable reductions
in both energy and energy delay product.
This chapter is organized as follows. We first outline the related works proposed in the lit-
erature. Then we provide the ILP-formulations to minimize the energy delay product. The next
section discusses the ILP-based scheduler, followed by experimental results.
4.1 Energy Delay Product of a Datapath Circuit
A CMOS circuit can be operated in different modes, namely, single supply voltage and single
frequency, multiple supply voltages and single frequency, and multiple supply voltages and dy-
namic frequency. Traditionally, CMOS circuits are operated in the single supply voltage and single
frequency mode, in which, during each cycle the clock width is dictated by the slowest operator
delay and each functional unit is operated at equal voltage level. In multiple supply voltages and
single frequency mode, different functional units are operated at different voltage levels to reduce
energy consumption [65, 51, 89]. In this case, energy consumption of the level converters is to be
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taken into account. More recently, multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking mode
of operation is being explored as a possible strategy for low power high performance operation. In
dynamic frequency clocking, the clock frequency is varied on-the-fly based on the functional unit
active in that cycle. In this scheme, all the units are clocked by single clock line which switches
at run time. This scheme, in particular, is suitable for data intensive or compute intensive, DSP
applications. The architecture for dynamic clocking based systems consists of a datapath, a con-
troller and a dynamic clocking unit (DCU). The datapath consists of funtional units with registers
and multiplexors. The controller decides which functional units are active in each control step and
those not active are disabled using a multiplexor. The DCU generates the required clock frequency
usually using clock divider strategy [59, 62] which are submultiples of base frequency. The base
frequency is the maximum frequency (or multiple of maximum) of any functional unit at maxi-
mum supply voltage. The controller has storage units to store a parameter called, ”clock frequency
index” ([55]) for each control step derived during the datapath scheduling. This clock frequency
index parameter serves as the clock dividing factor for the DCU. The cycle frequency is generated
dynamically and the functional units with the appropriate supply voltages are activated. The main
overheads in this scheme are, level converters, the dynamic clocking unit, and some additional stor-
age in the control unit. When a value of ¤
ru¥

is loaded into the DCU, the DCU provides a divided
output clock frequency,  ¦ﬀ§B¨c©


m
ª
.
Let us assume that the datapath is represented as a sequencing data flow graph. We use the
notations given in Table 4.1 for developing the following energy and energy delay product for a
datapath. The energy consumption in any cycle ¤ is the energy consumption of all the resources
active in ¤ , which is given as,
;

 
:
ª
mﬀ@
gmb®

$mb®

9
C
mb®

(4.1)
The level converters are considered as resources operating in the control step in which it needs to
step up the signal. The total energy consumption of the whole DFG (or datapath) is the sum of the
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Table 4.1. Notations used in Description
Ø : total number of operations in the DFG excluding the source and sink nodes (NO-OPs)
m : any operation such that ^Í
¥
Í[Ø
p
: total number of control steps in the DFG
¤ : any control step or clock cycle in DFG

 : number of resources active in step ¤
r
 : cycle frequency for control step ¤
m ®  : switching at resource
¥
used by operation m operating in step ¤
$mb® 
: load capacitance of resource
¥
used by operation m operating in control step ¤
96m ®  : operating voltage of resource
¥
used by operation m operating in control step ¤
;  : energy consumption of all functional units active in cycle ¤
;^Ä %i : energy delay product of all functional units active in cycle ¤
 : critical path delay of the DFG
; : total energy consumption of the DFG
;^Ä % : total energy delay product of the DFG
À
: subscript used for single supply voltage and single frequency operation
Ä : subscript used for miltiple supply voltage and dynamic frequency operation
* : subscript used for miltiple supply voltage and multicycling operation
r

C
­
: operating clock frequency for single frequncy or multicycling opeartions
energy consumption for all cycles as given in Eqn. 4.2 below.
;

 
ji

@
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
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@

:
ª
mE@
mb®

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
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C
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
(4.2)
The dynamic clocking unit (DCU) is responsible for generating dynamic clock is considered as a
resource operating in all the control steps. The energy consumptions of the DCU is to be added
alongwith Eqn. 4.2, but need not be considered for minimization.
The critical path delay of the DFG is given by the summation of the inverse of the clock fre-
quencies.
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The total energy delay product can be calculated as the product of the total energy consumption
and the critical path delay as shown in the following equation.
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This should be the objective function for the scheduling algorithm for minimization.
We are aiming at minimizing both the voltage and frequency. Since the objective function
involves the product of the two variables, and is a non-linear function, we can not use integer linear
programming (ILP) for its minimization. Hence, in stead of finding the energy consumption for
each cycle ¤ as in Eqn. 4.1, we derive the energy delay product for each cycle.
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The total energy delay product of the DFG is the sum of above ;^Ä % for all control steps which
is given as follows.
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For single voltage and single frequency mode of operation, 9mb®  and
r

are the same for any
clock cycle ( ¤ ) and any operation (
¥
). However, for multiple supply voltage and multicycling op-
eration,
r

is the same for all control steps and let us denote it as
r

C
­
. Following the same steps
as above the total energy delay product of the DFG for multiple supply voltage and multicycling
operation is given by the following equation.
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4.2 ILP Formulations
In this section, we discuss the ILP formulations to minimize the peak and average power con-
sumption of a datapath circuit. We first discuss the formulations for multiple supply voltages and
dynamic clocking based system followed by multiple supply voltages and multicycling based sys-
tem. In order to formulate an ILP based model for the objective function and the scheduling scheme
for the DFG, the notations given in Table 4.2 are required.
Table 4.2. Notations used in ILP Formulations
& ­¯®  : functional unit of type  operating at voltage level >
* ­¯® 
: maximum number of functional units of type  operating at voltage level >
À
m : as soon as possible (ASAP) time stamp for the operation m
;m : as late as possible (ALAP) time stamp for the operation m
;^Ä %Ñ.
¥
:B>v:
r
0 : energy delay product of functional unit used by operation Am
operating at voltage level > and frequency
r
Ï
mb®

®

®

: decision variable which takes the value of 
if operation m is scheduled in control step ¤
using the functional unit &
­¯®
 and ¤ has frequency
r

8
mb®

®
C
® l : decision variable which takes the value of  if m is using the functional unit
&
­¯®
 and scheduled in control steps
Ù
 á

mb®
 : latency for operation Dm using resource operating at voltage >
(in terms of number of clock cycles)
4.2.1 ILP Formulations : Dynamic Frequency Clocking
First, we derive the ILP formulation for the objective function given in Eqn. 4.6 for multiple
supply voltages and dynamic clocking frequency.
Objective Function : The objective function minimizes the total energy delay product of the entire
DFG. Using the decision variable Ï mb®

®

®

, we write the objective function as follows.
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Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that each operation #m is scheduled to an unique
control step within the mobility range ( À m , ;m ) with a particular supply voltage and operating fre-
quency. We represent them as, |
¥
, ﬃÍ
¥
Í
p
,






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(4.9)
Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee that for an operation #m , all its predecessors
are scheduled in earlier control steps and its successors are scheduled in later control steps. These
are modelled as, |
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Resource Constraints : The resource constraints make sure that no control step contains more than
&
M
­q®
 operations of type  operating at voltage > . These can be enforced as, |u¤ , ﬃÍ[¤ﬃÍ
p
and |v> ,
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Frequency Constraints : This set ensures that if a functional unit is operating at a higher voltage
level then it can be schduled in a lower frequency control step, whereas, a functional unit operating
at a lower voltage level then it can not be scheduled during a higher frequency control step. We
write these constraints as, |
¥
, 'Í
¥
Í
p
, |u¤ , ^Íà¤
Í
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, if
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¹
> , then Ï
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4.2.2 ILP Formulations : Multicycling
Now, we give the ILP formulation for the objective function given in Eqn. 4.7 for multiple
supply voltages and multicycling operation mode.
Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the energy delay product of the whole DFG
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over all control steps using multiple supply voltages and multicycling.
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Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that each operation #m is scheduled in the ap-
propriate control step within the mobility range ( À m , ; m ) begin assigned the specific supply voltage.
An operation may be operated with more than one clock cycle sometimes depending on the supply
voltage. These constraints are represented as, |
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When an operation is scheduled at the highest voltage, then it is scheduled in one unique control
step, whereas, when they are to be operated at lower voltages they need more than one clock cycle
for completion. Thus, for lower voltages the mobility is restricted.
Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee that for an operation #m , all its predeces-
sors are scheduled in earlier control steps and its successors are scheduled in later control steps.
These constraints should also take care of the multicycling operations. These are modeled as,
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Resource Constraints : These constraints ensure that each control step contains no more than &
­¯®

operations of type  operating at voltage > . This can be enforced as, |u> and |
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4.3 Datapath Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we discuss the solution for the ILP formulations obtained in the previous section.
The same target architecture and the same characterised datapath components used in [55] are
assumed. The ILP based scheduler attempts to minimize the EDP is outlined in Fig. 4.1. The
first step is to determine the ASAP and ALAP time stamp of each operation. The ASAP time
stamp is the start time and ALAP time stamp is the finish time of each operation. These two
times provide the mobility of a operation and the operation must be scheduled in this mobile range.
Then the scheduler finds the ILP formulations based the models described in Section 4.2. The
scheduler determines the cycle frequencies in step 6, which contribute the smallest frequencies of
all operations scheduled in a particular cycle. Finally, we estimate the energy delay product and
the energy consumptions of the whole DFG.
Step 1 : Determine the ASAP and ALAP schedules of the UDFG.
Step 2 : Determine the mobility graph of each node.
Step 3 : Construct the ILP formulations for the DFG.
Step 4 : Solve the ILP formulations using LP-Solve.
Step 5 : Find the scheduled DFG.
Step 6 : Determine the cycle frequencies.
Step 7 : Find the energy and EDP estimates of the DFG.
Figure 4.1. ILP Based Scheduling for Low EDP
4.3.1 Scheduling for MVDFC
We illustrate the solution for the ILP formulation in the MVDFC case, with the help of the
DFG shown in Fig. 4.2. The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 4.2(a) and the ALAP schedule is
shown in Fig. 4.2(b). From the ASAP and ALAP schedules, we obtain the mobility graph as in Fig.
4.2(c). Using this mobility graph, we have the ILP formulations shown in Fig. 4.3 for the resource
constrain (RC2), three multipliers at AÜ¼9 , one ALU at AÜ¼9 , and one ALU operating at Z  Z 9 . We
solved the formulations using LP-solve and based on the results, we obtained the scheduled DFG
shown is Fig. 4.3(d). In Fig. 4.3, we used the following additional notations, *Wá"!
Ù
Ł£ : number of
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Figure 4.2. Example Data Flow Graph for Multiple Supply Voltages and Dynamic Frequency
Clocking
multipliers at voltage level 1, *+á"!
Ù
ŁB : number of multipliers at voltage level 2, *+ý
Ù
! : number
of ALUs at voltage level 1, and *úý
Ù
! : number of ALUs at voltage level 2.
4.3.2 Scheduling for MVMC
We illustrate the solution for the ILP formulation of the MVMC case, using the DFG shown
in Fig. 4.4. The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 4.4(a) and the ALAP schedule is shown in Fig.
4.4(b). From the ASAP and ALAP schedules, we obtain the mobility graph shown in Fig.4.4(c). It
should be noted that this mobility graph is different from that shown in Fig. 4.2(c). In the MVMC
case, the mobility graph considers the multicycle operations. We assume two operating voltage
levels, and when a multiplier is operated at the lower voltage level, it take two clock cycles for
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/* ILP Formulation for Energy Delay Product Minimization for MVDFC scheme */
/* Objective Function */
min: 106.6 x1111 + 213.2 x1112 + 56.4 x1121 + 112.8 x1122 + 106.6 x1211 + 213.2 x1212
+ 56.4 x1221 + 112.8 x1222 + 106.6 x2111 + 213.2 x2112 + 56.4 x2121 + 112.8 x2122
+ 106.6 x3111 + 213.2 x3112 + 56.4 x3121 + 112.8 x3122 + 106.6 x3211 + 213.2 x3212
+ 56.4 x3221 + 112.8 x3222 + 2.8 x4211 + 5.5 x4212 + 1.5 x4221 + 2.9 x4222 + 2.8 x5211
+ 5.5 x5212 + 1.5 x5221 + 2.9 x5222 + 2.8 x5311 + 5.5 x5312 + 1.5 x5321 + 2.9 x5322
+ 2.8 x6311 + 5.5 x6312 + 1.5 x6321 + 2.9 x6322;
/* Uniqueness Constraints */
x1111 + x1112 + x1121 + x1122 + x1211 + x1212 + x1221 + x1222 = 1;
x2111 + x2112 + x2121 + x2122 = 1;
x3111 + x3112 + x3121 + x3122 + x3211 + x3212 + x3221 + x3222= 1;
x4211 + x4212 + x4221 + x4222 = 1;
x5211 + x5212 + x5221 + x5222 + x5311 + x5312 + x5321 + x5322 = 1;
x6311 + x6312 + x6321 + x6322 = 1;
/* Precedence Constraints */
3 x6311 + 3 x6312 + 3 x6321 + 3 x6322 - 2 x1211 - 2 x1212 - 2 x1221 - 2 x1222 - x1111
- x1112 - x1121 - x1122  1;
2 x4211 + 2 x4212 + 2 x4221 + 2 x4222 - x2111 - x2112 - x2121 - x2122  1;
3 x6311 + 3 x6312 + 3 x6321 + 3 x6322 - x4211 - x4212 - x4221 - x4222  1;
3 x5311 + 3 x5312 + 3 x5321 + 3 x5322 + 2 x5211 + 2 x5212 + 2 x5221 + 2 x5222
- 2 x3211 - 2 x3212 - 2 x3221 - 2 x3222 - x3111 - x3112 - x3121 - x3122  1;
/* Resource Constraints */
x1111 + x2111 + x3111 + x1112 + x2112 + x3112  0; /* mult1 */
x1121 + x2121 + x3121 + x1122 + x2122 + x3122  3; /* mult2 */
x1211 + x3211 + x1212 + x3212  0; /* mult1 */
x1221 + x3221 + x1222 + x3222  3; /* mult2 */
x4211 + x5211 + x4212 + x5212  1; /* alu1 */
x4221 + x5221 + x4222 + x5222  1; /* alu2 */
x5311 + x6311 + x5312 + x6312  1; /* alu1 */
x5321 + x6321 + x5322 + x6322  1; /* alu2 */
/* Frequency Constraints */
x1121 = 0; x1221 = 0; x2121 = 0; x3121 = 0; x3221 = 0; x4221 = 0; x5221 = 0; x5321 = 0; x6321 = 0;
/* Zero-One Type Cast */
INT x1111, x1112, x1121, x1122, x1211, x1212, x1221, x1222, x2111, x2112, x2121, x2122, x3111,
x3112, x3121, x3122, x3211, x3212, x3221, x3222, x4211, x4212, x4221, x4222, x5211,
x5212, x5221, x5222, x5311, x5312, x5321, x5322, x6311, x6312, x6321, x6322;
Figure 4.3. ILP Formulation for Example DFG for Multiple Supply Voltages and Dynamic Fre-
quency Clocking
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completing the operation. For the characterised cells used in our experiment [55], the operating
clock frequency,
r

C
­ is SD*+ãﬃ . Using this mobility graph, we have the ILP formulations shown
in Fig. 4.3 for the resource constrain (RC2), three multipliers at AÜ¼9 , one ALU at AÜ¼9 , and one
ALU operating at
Z

Z
9 . We solved the formulation using LP-solve and based on the results we
obtained the scheduled DFG shown is Fig. 4.2(d). In Fig. 4.5, the notations, such as, *+á"!
Ù
Ł¿ ,
*+á"!
Ù
Ł} , *úý
Ù
!i and *úý
Ù
!u are the same as those used in the case of the MVDFC.
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/* ILP Formulation for Energy Delay Product Minimization for MVMC scheme */
/* Objective Function */
min: 106.6 x1111 + 106.6 x1122 + 106.6 x1133 + 56.4 x1212 + 56.4 x1223 + 106.6 x2111
+ 106.6 x2122 + 56.4 x2212 + 106.6 x3111 + 106.6 x3122 + 106.6 x3133 + 56.4 x3212
+ 56.4 x3223 + 2.8 x4122 + 2.8 x4133 + 1.5 x4222 + 1.5 x4233 + 2.8 x5122 + 2.8 x5133 + 2.8 x5144
+ 1.5 x5222 + 1.5 x5233 + 1.5 x5244 + 2.8 x6133 + 2.8 x6144 + 1.5 x6233 + 1.5 x6244;
/*Uniqueness Constraints*/
x1111 + x1122 + x1133 + x1212 + x1223 = 1;
x2111 + x2122 + x2212 = 1;
x3111 + x3122 + x3133 + x3212 + x3223 = 1;
x4122 + x4133 + x4222 + x4233 = 1;
x5122 + x5133 + x5144 + x5222 + x5233 + x5244 = 1;
x6133 + x6144 + x6233 + x6244 = 1;
/* Resource Constraints */
x1111 + x2111 + x3111  0; /* Mmult1 */
x1212 + x2212 + x3212  3; /* Mmult2 */
x1122 + x2122 + x3122  0; /* Mmult1 */
x1212 + x1223 + x2212 + x3212 + x3223  3; /* Mmult2 */
x1133 + x3133  0; /* Mmult1 */
x1223 + x3223  3; /* Mmult2 */
x4122 + x5122  1; /* Malu1 */
x4222 + x5222  1; /* Malu2 */
x4133 + x5133 + x6133  1; /* Malu1 */
x4233 + x5233 + x6233  1; /* Malu2 */
x5144 + x6144  1; /* Malu1 */
x5244 + x6244  1; /* Malu2 */
/* Precedence Constraints */
4 x6144 + 4 x6244 + 3 x6133 + 3 x6233 - 3 x1133 - 3 x1223 - 2 x1122 - 2 x1212 - x1111  1;
4 x6144 + 4 x6244 + 3 x6133 + 3 x6233 - 3 x4133 - 3 x4233 - 2 x4122 - 2 x4222  1;
3 x4133 + 3 x4233 + 2 x4122 + 2 x4222 - 2 x2122 - 2 x2212 - x2111  1;
4 x5144 + 4 x5244 + 3 x5133 + 3 x5233 + 2 x5122 + 2 x5222 - 3 x3133
- 3 x3223 - 2 x3122 - 2 x3212 - x3111  1;
/* Integer Constraints */
INT x1111, x1122, x1133, x1212, x1223, x2111, x2122, x2212, x3111, x3122, x3133,
x3212, x3223, x4122, x4133, x4222, x4233, x5122, x5133, x5144, x5222, x5233,
x5244, x6133, x6144, x6233, x6244;
Figure 4.5. ILP Formulation for Example DFG for Multiple Supply Voltages and Multicycling
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4.4 Experimental Results
We tested the ILP scheduler with selected benchmark circuits, such as, (1) Example circuit, (2)
FIR filter, (3) IIR filter, (4) HAL differential equation solver and (5) Auto regressive filter. The
functional units (FUs) assumed are ALUs and MULTs. The datapath cells and their characteriza-
tion are considered from [55]. The following notations are used to express results :
3
;
÷
, ;
O
and ;  represent the total energy consumption (in äÅ ) for single supply voltage,
MVDFC and MVMC operations respectively.
3
;1ÄY%
÷
, ;^Ä %
O
and ;^Ä %  are the energy-delay-products (in 4" ´ @ﬀr Å¸dæÁ ) for single sup-
ply voltage and single frequency, for multiple supply voltage and single frequency and for
multiple supply voltage and dynamic clocking operations, respectively.
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The datapath scheduling algorithms were tested using the different sets of resource constraints
listed below.
(RC1) multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 ) and ALUs (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 )
(RC2) multipliers ( Z at AÜ¼9 ) and ALUs (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 )
(RC3) multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 ) and ALUs (  at Z  Z 9 )
(RC4) multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 ) and ALUs (  at Z  Z 9 )
The experimental results for various benchmark circuits are reported in Table 4.3. Fig. 4.6 shows
the results for the various benchmarks averaged over different resource constraints. The energy
estimation includes the energy consumption of the overheads. The results reported are based on
the assumption of two supply voltages and switching activity of "#ﬂ . The energy savings for the
proposed algorithm is listed alongwith other multiple voltage scheduling algorithms in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.6. Reduction for Different Benchmarks Expressed as Percentage in Average
From the table, we observe that both the energy and the energy delay product are reduced consid-
erably for both MVDFC and MVMC schemes. The MVDFC scheme results in better savings than
due to that of the MVMC scheme for most of the cases, except the FIR benchmark. The energy sav-
ings of both the MVDFC and MVMC schemes are the same for most cases except for few resource
constraints. The savings would have been same for both the schemes on using energy as objective
function, as the energy savings is due to the voltage reduction, not due to the dynamic frequency
clocking or multicycling. However, use of energy as objective function would have increased the
energy delay product, thus reducing the performance.
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Table 4.4. Savings for Various Schedulings Schemes
Bench- % Average energy savings
mark This work Shiue Sarrafzadeh Johnson Chang Mohanty
Circuits DFC MC [95] [90] [65] [51] [55]
(2)fir 47 44 - 23 53 - 46
(3)iir 44 40 - - 36 - -
(4)hal 47 43 24 - - 36 40
(5)arf 46 46 12 18 39 29 39
4.5 Conclusions
Our aim is to use frequency scaling concepts for energy-efficient high-performance ASIC de-
sign. The energy reduction is achieved through the use of voltage reduction and high-performance
by using DFC. This chapter introduced a ILP based resource-constrained datapath scheduling al-
gorithm using both multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking. It is observed that
using two supply voltage levels, an average energy reduction of ¼Ö and an average EDP reduction
of #q is obtained using MVDFC. Whereas, for MVMC scheme an average energy reduction of
¼
Z
 and average EDP reduction of 7Ö is obtained. If in the critical path there are proportionate
number of multipliers and ALUs such that the net performance degradation due to the low fre-
quency operation of multipliers can be overcome by high frequency operation of ALUs then the
reduction was significant. With such a scheduler incorporated into a low-power datapath synthesis
tool will greatly benefit low power processor design especially for compute intensive applications.
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CHAPTER 5
PEAK POWER AND AVERAGE POWER MINIMIZATION
The use of multiple supply voltages for energy and average power reduction is well researched
and several works have appeared in the literature. However, in low power design for deep sub-
micron and nanometer regimes, the peak power, peak power differential, average power and total
energy are equally critical design constraints. In this work, we propose datapath scheduling algo-
rithms for simultaneous minimization of peak and average power [46]. The minimization schemes
based on integer linear programming (ILP) are developed for the design of datapaths that can func-
tion in three modes of operation: (1) single supply voltage and single frequency (SVSF), (2) mul-
tiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking (MVDFC) and (3) multiple supply voltages
and multicycling (MVMC). The use of dynamic frequency clocking is effective for power reduc-
tion in design of data intensive signal processing applications. The effectiveness of our proposed
technique is measured by estimating the peak power consumption, the average power consump-
tion and the power delay product of the datapath circuits. Various experiments are conducted on
selected high-level synthesis benchmark circuits under different resource constraints.
This chapter is organized as follows. The ILP-formulations to minimize the peak and average
power consumption are described first. The ILP-based scheduler is then introduced, followed by
experimental results. We also investigated the scheduling schemes for only peak power minimza-
tion without considering average power, which is represented in the last section.
5.1 Peak and Average Power Consumption of a Datapath Circuit
In this section, we first mention the different notations and terminology needed for a scheduling
model. Let us assume that the datapath is represented in the form of a sequencing data flow graph.
The datapath uses various resources or functional units operating at different supply voltages. The
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level converters are considered as resource overheads often needed when the voltage level needs to
be stepped up in any control step. The dynamic clocking unit (DCU) that generates the different
frequency levels is also accounted as a resource that will operate during all the control steps. The
notation and terminolgies are given in Table 5.1. It may be noted that for single frequency and
single supply voltage mode of operation, 9mb®  and
r
 are the same for any clock cycle ( ¤ ) and
resource (
¥
). Similarly, for multicycling operation
r

is the same for any clock cycle ( ¤ ).
Table 5.1. Notations used in Description
¤ : any control step or clock cycle in DFG
p
: total number of control steps in the DFG

 : number of resources active in step ¤
r
 : cycle frequency for control step ¤
mb®
 : switching at resource
¥
operating in step ¤
$mb®

: load capacitance of resource
¥
operating in control step ¤
96mb®
 : operating voltage of resource
¥
operating in control step ¤
%

: power consumption for the DFG for any control step ¤
%u : maximum power consumption for the DFG
%ik : average power consumption for the DFG
 : critical path delay of the DFG
%'Ä % : power delay product of the DFG
The power consumption for any control step ¤ is
%

 
:
ª
mﬀ@
gmb®

$mb®

9
C
mb®

r

(5.1)
The peak power consumption of the DFG is the maximum power consumption over all the control
steps which is expressed as below.
%

 *úýÏ

%


&

@B® C£®
i
(5.2)
We rewrite Eqn. 5.2 using Eqn. 5.1 as follows.
%
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(5.3)
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The average power consumption of the DFG is characterised as the mean of the cycle powers ( %  )
for all control steps.
%ik  
@
i

i
mﬀ@
% 
(5.4)
Again using Eqn. 5.1, we rewrite Eqn. 5.4 as follows.
%k  
@
i
ji
mﬀ@

:
ª
mE@
mb®  $m ®  9
C
mb® 
r

(5.5)
Since the simultaneous reduction of both peak and average power is aimed for, the objective func-
tion to be minimized by the scheduling algorithm is the sum of Eqn. 5.3 and 5.5.
The critical path delay of the DFG can be calculated as,
  
ji
mﬀ@
@

ª
(5.6)
It should be noted that the
r

is the same for single frequency and multicycling operations for all
values of ¤ and may be different for dynamic frequency clocking operations. The power delay
product of the DFG is defined as the product of the average power consumption and critical path
delay as shown below.
%'Ä %  %ik	
(5.7)
Using Eqns. 5.4 and 5.6, the following expression for the power delay product is obtained.
%'Ä %  
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(5.8)
Similarly, the following expression for the power delay product is arrived using Eqns. 5.5 and 5.6.
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(5.9)
To study the impact of the scheduling algorithms on the performance of the datapath the power
delay product of the scheduled DFGs using the above expression will be estimated.
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5.2 ILP Formulations
In this section, we discuss the ILP formulations to minimize the peak and average power con-
sumption of a datapath circuit. We first discuss the formulations for multiple supply voltages and
dynamic clocking based system followed by multiple supply voltages and multicycling based sys-
tem.
5.2.1 ILP Formulations for DFC
In this section, the ILP formulation for simultaneous peak (Eqn. 5.3) and average power (Eqn.
5.5) minimization using multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking (DFC) is de-
scribed. In dynamic frequency clocking [62, 63], the clock frequency is varied on-the-fly based
on the functional units active in that cycle. In this clocking scheme, all the units are clocked by
a single clock line which switches at run-time. The frequency reduction creates an opportunity to
operate the different functional units at different voltages, which in turn, helps in further reduction
of power. The notations used for ILP formulations are given in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Notations used in ILP Formulations
Ø : total number of operations in the DFG excluding the source and sink nodes
m : any operation
¥
, 'Í
¥
Í¬Ø
&
­¯®
 : functional unit of type  operating at voltage level >
*
­¯®
 : maximum number of functional units of type  operating at voltage level >
À
m : as soon as possible (ASAP) time stamp for the operation m
;
m : as late as possible (ALAP) time stamp for the operation  m
%Ñ.
¥
:B>v:
r
0 : power consumption of operation m at voltage level > and operating frequency
r
Ï
mb®

®

®

: decision variable which takes the value of  if operation m is scheduled
in control step ¤ using the functional unit & ­¯®  and ¤ has frequency
r

8
mb®

®
C
® l
: decision variable which takes the value of  if m is using the functional unit &
­¯®

and scheduled in control steps
Ù
 á

mb®
 : latency for operation Dm using resource operating at voltage >
(in terms of number of clock cycles)
Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the peak power and the average power consump-
tion of the whole DFG over all control steps simultaneously. These are already described above in
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Eqn. 5.3 and 5.5.
*
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(5.10)
Using decision variables the objective function can be rewritten as follows :
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It should be noted that the %  is unknown and has to be minimized. It may be power consumption
of any control step in the DFG depending on the scheduled operations and hence is later used as a
constraint.
Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that each operation Am is scheduled to one
unique control step within the mobility range ( À m , ; m ) with a particular supply voltage and operat-
ing frequency. They are represented as, |
¥
, 'Í
¥
Í?Ø ,






Ï
mb®

®

®

 
(5.12)
Precedence Constraints : These constraints ascertain that for an operation #m , all its predecessors
are scheduled in an earlier control step and its successors are scheduled in an later control step.
These are modelled as, |
¥
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Resource Constraints : These constraints establish that no control step contains more than &
­¯®

operations of type  operating at voltage > . These can be enforced as, |u¤ , ﬃÍ[¤ﬃÍ
p
and |u> ,

m),D

 ~


Ï
mb®

®

®

Í *
­¯®

(5.14)
Frequency Constraints : This set ensures that if a functional unit is operating at higher voltage level
then it can be scheduled in a lower frequency control step, whereas if a functional unit is operating
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at lower voltage level then it can not be scheduled in a higher frequency control step. These con-
straints are written as, |
¥
, 'Í
¥
Í¬Ø , |u¤ , ﬃÍ[¤ﬃÍ
p
, if
r
¹
> , then Ï m ®  ®  ®

 " .
Peak Power Constraints : These constraints make certain that the maximum power consumption
of the DFG does not exceed %  for any control step. These constraints are applied as follows, |u¤ ,
'Íà¤
Í
p
and |v> ,

m),D

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
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0 Í % 
(5.15)
5.2.2 ILP Formulations for Multicycling
In this section, the ILP formulations for simultaneous minimization of both peak and average
power consumption of the DFG using multiple supply voltages and multicycling will be discussed.
Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the peak and average power consumption of
the whole DFG over all control steps. The expressions given in Eqn. 5.3 and Eqn. 5.5 are still valid
here, with only difference being that
r
 is the same for all control steps.
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In terms of decision variables, the above is written as :
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The %

is used as a constraint later.
Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints confirm that every operation #m is scheduled in ap-
propriate control steps within the mobility range ( À m , ; m ) with a particular supply voltage. It may
be operated at more than one clock cycle depending on the supply voltage. These constraints are
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represented as, |
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When the operators are operating at highest voltage, they are scheduled in one unique control step,
whereas, when they are to be operated at lower voltages they need more than one clock cycle for
completion. Thus, for lower voltage the mobility is restricted.
Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee that for an operation  m , all its predeces-
sors are scheduled in an earlier control step and its successors are scheduled in an later control
step. These constraints should also take care of the multicycling operations. These are modeled as,
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Resource Constraints : These constraints make sure that no control step contains more than & ­¯® 
operations of type  operating at voltage > . These can be enforced as, |v> and |
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Peak Power Constraints : These constraints ensure that the maximum power consumption of
the DFG does not exceed %  for any control step. These constraints are enforced as follows, |
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5.3 ILP-Based Scheduler
In this section, we discuss the solutions for the ILP formulations obtained in the previous
section. We assume the same target architecture and the characterised datapath components as
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used in [55]. In this architecture, level converters are used when a low-voltage functional unit
drives a high-voltage functional unit [65]. Peak power consumption of the DFG is minimized by
the ILP based scheduler outlined in Fig. 5.1. The first step is to determine the as soon as possible
(ASAP) time stamp of each operation. The second step is the determination of the as late as possible
(ALAP) time stamp of each vertex for the DFG. The ASAP time stamp is the start time and the
ALAP time stamp is the finish time of each operation. These two times provide the mobility of an
operation and the operation must be scheduled in this mobile range. This mobility graph needs to
be modified for the multicycling scheme. The scheduler is based on the ILP formulations described
in Section 5.2. At this point, the operating frequency of a functional unit is assumed as the inverse
of its operational delay determined using the delay model given in [48]. The ILP formulations
are solved to derive the scheduled DFG. The scheduler decides the cycle frequencies based on the
formulas given in [48]. Finally, the power consumption of the scheduled DFG is estimated.
Step 1 : Find ASAP schedule of the UDFG.
Step 2 : Find ALAP schedule of the UDFG.
Step 3 : Determine the mobility graph of each node.
Step 4 : Modify the mobility graph for multicycling.
Step 5 : Construct the ILP formulations.
Step 6 : Solve the ILP formulations using LP-Solve.
Step 7 : Find the scheduled DFG.
Step 8 : Determine the cycle frequencies for DFC scheme.
Step 9 : Estimate the power consumptions of the DFG.
Figure 5.1. ILP-Based Scheduler
5.3.1 Scheduler using Multiple Voltages and Dynamic Frequency Clocking
The intermediate steps in the solution for the ILP formulations for the multiple supply volt-
ages and dynamic frequency clocking is illustrated using the DFG shown in Fig. 5.2. The ASAP
schedule is shown in Fig. 5.2(a) and the ALAP schedule is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). From the ASAP
and ALAP schedules the mobility graph shown in Fig. 5.2(c) is determined. We have shown one
such ILP formulations in Fig. 5.3 for the resource constraint (RC3), two multipliers at AÜ¼9 and
two ALU operating at
Z

Z
9 using switching activity of "#ﬂ . In Fig. 5.3, we used the following
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Figure 5.2. Example DFG for Resource Constraint RC3; using Multiple Supply Voltages and Dy-
namic Frequency Clocking
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/* ILP Formulation for Simultaneous Peak and Average Power Minimization for MVDFC scheme */
/* Objective function */
min : 2.89 x1111 + 1.44 x1112 + 1.52 x1121 + 0.76 x1122 + 2.89 x2111 + 1.44 x2112
+ 1.52 x2121 + 0.76 x2122 + 2.89 x3111 + 1.44 x3112 + 1.52 x3121 + 0.76 x3122
+ 2.89 x1211 + 1.44 x1212 + 1.52 x1221 + 0.76 x1222 + 2.89 x3211 + 1.44 x3212
+ 1.52 x3221 + 0.76 x3222 + 0.08 x4211 + 0.04 x4212 + 0.04 x4221 + 0.02 x4222
+ 0.08 x5211 + 0.04 x5212 + 0.04 x5221 + 0.02 x5222 + 0.08 x5311 + 0.04 x5312
+ 0.04 x5321 + 0.02 x5322 + 0.08 x6311 + 0.04 x6312 + 0.04 x6321 + 0.02 x6322 + PP;
/* Uniqueness Constraints */
x1111 + x1112 + x1121 + x1122 + x1211 + x1212 + x1221 + x1222 = 1;
x2111 + x2112 + x2121 + x2122 = 1;
x3111 + x3112 + x3121 + x3122 + x3211 + x3212 + x3221 + x3222 = 1;
x4211 + x4212 + x4221 + x4222 = 1;
x5211 + x5212 + x5221 + x5222 + x5311 + x5312 + x5321 + x5322 = 1;
x6311 + x6312 + x6321 + x6322 = 1;
/* Precedence Constraints */
3 x6311 + 3 x6312 + 3 x6321 + 3 x6322 - 2 x1211 - 2 x1212 - 2 x1221 - 2 x1222
- x1111 - x1112 - x1121 - x1122  1;
2 x4211 + 2 x4212 + 2 x4221 + 2 x4222 - x2111 - x2112 - x2121 - x2122  1;
3 x6311 + 3 x6312 + 3 x6321 + 3 x6322 - 2 x4211 - 2 x4212 - 2 x4221 - 2 x4222  1;
3 x5311 + 3 x5312 + 3 x5321 + 3 x5322 + 2 x5211 + 2 x5212 + 2 x5221 + 2 x5222
- 2 x3211 - 2 x3212 - 2 x3221 - 2 x3222 - x3111 - x3112 - x3121 - x3122  1;
/* Resource Constraints */
x1111 + x2111 + x3111 + x1112 + x2112 + x3112  0; /* Mmult1 */
x1121 + x2121 + x3121 + x1122 + x2122 + x3122  2; /* Mmult2 */
x1211 + x3211 + x1212 + x3212  0; /* Mmult1 */
x1221 + x3221 + x1222 + x3222  2; /* Mmult2 */
x4211 + x5211 + x4212 + x5212  2; /* Malu1 */
x4221 + x5221 + x4222 + x5222  0; /* Malu2 */
x5311 + x6311 + x5312 + x6312  2; /* Malu1 */
x5321 + x6321 + x5322 + x6322  0; /* Malu2 */
/* Frequency Constraints */
x1121 = 0; x1221 = 0; x2121 = 0; x3121 = 0; x3221 = 0; x4221 = 0; x5221 = 0; x5321 = 0; x6321 = 0;
/* Peak Power Constraints */
8.64 x1111 + 4.32 x1112 + 4.56 x1121 + 2.28 x1122 + 8.64 x2111 + 4.32 x2112 + 4.56 x2121
+ 2.28 x2122 + 8.64 x3111 + 4.32 x3112 + 4.56 x3121 + 2.28 x3122  PP;
8.64 x1211 + 4.32 x1212 + 4.56 x1221 + 2.28 x1222 + 8.64 x3211 + 4.32 x3212 + 4.56 x3221
+ 2.28 x3222 + 0.23 x4211 + 0.11 x4212 + 0.12 x4221 + 0.06 x4222
+ 0.23 x5211 + 0.11 x5212 + 0.12 x5221 + 0.06 x5222  PP;
0.23 x5311 + 0.11 x5312 + 0.12 x5321 + 0.06 x5322 + 0.23 x6311 + 0.11 x6312 + 0.12 x6321
+ 0.06 x6322  PP;
/* Integer Constraints */
INT x1111, x1112, x1121, x1122, x1211, x1212, x1221, x1222, x2111, x2112, x2121, x2122, x3111,
x3112, x3121, x3122, x3211, x3212, x3221, x3222, x4211, x4212, x4221, x4222, x5211, x5212,
x5221, x5222, x5311, x5312, x5321, x5322, x6311, x6312, x6321, x6322;
Figure 5.3. ILP Formulation for Example DFG using DFC, for RC3 and Switching Activity = "#ﬂ
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Figure 5.4. Example DFG for Resource Constraint RC3; using Multiple Supply Voltages and Mul-
ticycling
additional notations : (i) PP : peak power, (ii) *+á"!
Ù
Ł£ : number of multipliers at voltage level 1,
(iii) *+á"!
Ù
ŁB : number of multipliers at voltage level 2, (iv) *úý
Ù
!i : number of ALUs at voltage
level 1, and (v) *úý
Ù
! : number of ALUs at voltage level 2. The ILP formulations are solved
using LP-solve and the scheduled DFG is shown in Fig. 5.2(d).
5.3.2 Scheduler using Multiple Supply Voltages and Multicycling
The solution for the ILP formulation for multiple supply voltages and multicycling is illustrated
using the DFG shown in Fig. 5.4. The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 5.2 and the ALAP schedule
is shown in Fig. 5.2(a). From the ASAP and ALAP schedules the mobility graph shown in Fig.
5.4(a) is obtained. This mobility graph is different from that shown in Fig. 5.2(c); The mobility
graph in Fig. 5.4(a) considers the multicycle operations. Two operating voltage levels are assumed
in Fig. 5.4(a). The multipliers take two clock cycles when operated at low voltage level. For the
characterised cells used in our experiment [55], the operating clock frequency,
r

C
­
is SD*+ãﬃ . The
ILP formulations are obtained using this mobility graph. We have shown one such ILP formulation
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/* ILP Formulation for Simultaneous Peak and Average Power Minimization for MVMC scheme */
/* Objective function */
min: 1.7 x1111 + 0.9 x1212 + 1.7 x2111 + 0.9 x2212 + 1.7 x3111 + 0.9 x3212 + 1.7 x1122 + 0.9 x1212
+ 0.9 x1223 + 1.7 x2122 + 0.9 x2212 + 0.9 x2223 + 1.7 x3122 + 0.9 x3212 + 0.9 x3223 + 0.05 x4122
+ 0.02 x4222 + 0.05 x5122 + 0.02 x5222 + 1.7 x1133 + 0.9 x1223 + 0.9 x1234 + 1.7 x2133 + 0.9 x2223
+ 1.7 x3133 + 0.9 x3223 + 0.9 x3234 + 0.05 x4133 + 0.02 x4233 + 0.05 x5133 + 0.02 x5233
+ 0.05 x6133 + 0.02 x6233 + 1.7 x1144 + 0.9 x1234 + 1.7 x3144 + 0.9 x3234 + 0.05 x4144
+ 0.02 x4244 + 0.05 x5144 + 0.02 x5244 + 0.05 x6144 + 0.02 x6244 + 0.05 x5155 + 0.02 x5255
+ 0.05 x6155 + 0.02 x6255 + PP;
/* Uniqueness Constraints */
x1111 + x1122 + x1133 + x1144 + x1212 + x1223 + x1234 = 1;
x2111 + x2122 + x2133 + x2212 + x2223 = 1;
x3111 + x3122 + x3133 + x3144 + x3212 + x3223 + x3234 = 1;
x4122 + x4133 + x4144 + x4222 + x4233 + x4244 = 1;
x5122 + x5133 + x5144 + x5155 + x5222 + x5233 + x5244 + x5255 = 1;
x6133 + x6144 + x6155 + x6233 + x6244 + x6255 = 1;
/* Peak Power Constraints */
8.6 x1111 + 4.6 x1212 + 8.6 x2111 + 4.6 x2212 + 8.6 x3111 + 4.6 x3212  PP;
8.6 x1122 + 4.6 x1212 + 4.6 x1223 + 8.6 x2122 + 4.6 x2212 + 4.6 x2223 + 8.6 x3122
+ 4.6 x3212 + 4.6 x3223 + 0.2 x4122 + 0.1 x4222 + 0.2 x5122 + 0.1 x5222  PP;
8.6 x1133 + 4.6 x1223 + 4.6 x1234 + 8.6 x2133 + 4.6 x2223 + 8.6 x3133 + 4.6 x3223 + 4.6 x3234
+ 0.2 x4133 + 0.1 x4233 + 0.2 x5133 + 0.1 x5233 + 0.2 x6133 + 0.1 x6233  PP;
8.6 x1144 + 4.6 x1234 + 8.6 x3144 + 4.6 x3234 + 0.2 x4144 + 0.1 x4244 + 0.2 x5144 + 0.1 x5244
+ 0.2 x6144 + 0.1 x6244  PP;
0.2 x5155 + 0.1 x5255 + 0.2 x6155 + 0.1 x6255  PP;
/* Resource Constraints */
x1111 + x2111 + x3111  0; /* Mmult1 */ x1212 + x2212 + x3212  2; /* Mmult2 */
x1122 + x2122 + x3122  0; /* Mmult1 */
x1212 + x1223 + x2212 + x2223 + x3212 + x3223  2; /* Mmult2 */
x1133 + x2133 + x3133  0; /* Mmult1 */ x1223 + x1234 + x2223 + x3223 + x3234  2; /* Mmult2 */
x1144 + x3144  0; /* Mmult1 */ x1234 + x3234  2; /* Mmult2 */
x4122 + x5122  2; /* Malu1 */ x4222 + x5222  0; /* Malu2 */
x4133 + x5133 + x6133  2; /* Malu1 */ x4233 + x5233 + x6233  0; /* Malu2 */
x4144 + x5144 + x6144  2; /* Malu1 */ x4244 + x5244 + x6244  0; /* Malu2 */
x5155 + x6155  2; /* Malu1 */ x5255 + x6255  0; /* Malu2 */
/* Precedence Constraints */
5 x6155 + 5 x6255 + 4 x6144 + 4 x6244 + 3 x6133 + 3 x6233 - 4 x1144 - 4 x1234 - 3 x1133
- 3 x1223 - 2 x1122 - 2 x1212 - x1111  1;
5 x6155 + 5 x6255 + 4 x6144 + 4 x6244 + 3 x6133 + 3 x6233 - 4 x4144 - 4 x4244 - 3 x4133
- 3 x4233 - 2 x4122 - 2 x4222  1;
4 x4144 + 4 x4244 + 3 x4133 + 3 x4233 + 2 x4122 + 2 x4222 - 3 x2133 - 3 x2223 - 2 x2122
- 2 x2212 - x2111  1;
5 x5155 + 5 x5255 + 4 x5144 + 4 x5244 + 3 x5133 + 3 x5233 + 2 x5122 + 2 x5222 - 4 x3144
- 4 x3234 - 3 x3133 - 3 x3223 - 2 x3122 - 2 x3212 - x3111  1;
/* Integer Constraints */
INT x1111, x1122, x1133, x1144, x1212, x1223, x1234, x2111, x2122, x2133, x2212, x2223, x3111,
x3122, x3133, x3144, x3212, x3223, x3234, x4122, x4133, x4144, x4222, x4233, x4244, x5122, x5133,
x5144, x5155, x5222, x5233, x5244, x5255, x6133, x6144, x6155, x6233, x6244, x6255;
Figure 5.5. ILP Formulation for Example DFG using Multicycling, for RC3 and Switching Activity
= "#ﬂ
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in Fig. 5.5 for the resource constraint (RC3), two multipliers at AÜ¼9 two ALUs at Z  Z 9 , and
switching activity  "#ﬂ . In Fig. 5.5, the notations, such as, %'% , *+á"!
Ù
Ł£ , *Wá"!
Ù
ŁB , *úý
Ù
! and
*úý
Ù
!u have same meaning as that of the DFC case shown in Fig. 5.3. The ILP formulations are
solved using LP-solve and the scheduled DFG is shown in Fig. 5.4(b).
5.4 Experimental Results
The ILP-based schedulers for both multiple supply voltages and dynamic clocking frequency,
and multiply supply voltages and multicycling schemes were tested with five high-level synthesis
benchmark circuits : (1) Example circuit (EXP), (2) FIR filter, (3) IIR filter, (4) HAL differential
equation solver and (5) Auto-Regressive filter (ARF). The notations used to express the various
results are given in Table 5.3.
The schedulers were tested using different sets of resource constraints (RC1,RC2,RC3,RC4,RC5)
shown in Table 5.4 for each benchmark circuit. The experimental results for various benchmark
circuits are reported in Table 5.5 for both dynamic frequency clocking and multicycling schemes.
The power is estimated including the overheads, such as level converters (used in both the schemes)
and dynamic clocking units (needed for dynamic frequency clocking case). It is assumed that each
resource has equal switching activity ( m ®

). The results are reported for two supply voltages and
for switching  "#ﬂ .
To get a visual picture of the experimental results, we plotted the peak power reductions, av-
erage power reduction and the PDP reductions averaged over the different sets of resource con-
straints. Fig. 5.6 shows the average reductions for different benchmarks averaged over all resource
constraints. It is obvious from the figure that the reductions using combined multiple supply volt-
ages and dynamic frequency clocking are appreciable. It is observed that the power consumption
increases for higher switching and decreases for lower switching activity. The power reductions
for the proposed scheduling scheme are listed alongwith other scheduling algorithms dealing with
peak power reduction in Table 5.6. The table is not to provide an exact comparison, but to provide
a general idea of relative performance.
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Table 5.3. Notations used in Expressing Results
%v
÷
: the peak power consumption (in á  ) for single supply voltage
and single frequency operation
% 
 : the peak power consumption (in á  ) for multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency operation
% 
O
: the peak power consumption (in á  ) for multiple supply voltages
and multicycle operation
%k
÷
: the average power consumption (in á  ) for single supply voltage
and single frequency operation
%k
 : the average power consumption (in á  ) for multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency operation
%k
O
: the average power consumption (in á  ) for multiple supply voltages
and multicycle operation

÷
: the critical path delay for single supply voltage
and single frequency operation

 : the critical path delay for multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency operation

O
: the critical path delay for multiple supply voltages
and multicycle operation
%'Ä %
÷
: the power delay product (in Å ) for single supply voltage
and single frequency operation ./ % k
÷
	
÷
0
%'Ä %
 : the power delay product (in Å ) for multiple supply voltage
and dynamic frequency clocking operation ./ %Tk  	  0
%'Ä %
O
: the power delay product (in Å ) for multiple supply voltage
and multicycle operation ./ N%k O 	
O
0
s¶%u
 : the percentage peak power reduction using the multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency scheme Ý  ó
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Table 5.4. Resource Constraints used for our Experiement
Resource Constraints Resource
Multipliers ALUs Constraint
2.4 V 3.3 V 2.4 V 3.3 V Labels
2 1 1 1 RC1
3 0 1 1 RC2
2 0 0 2 RC3
1 1 0 1 RC4
2 0 0 1 RC5
5.5 Peak Power Minimization
In the previous few sections we have presented the formulations for simultaneous minimization
of peak and average power of a datapath circuit. In this section we discuss the ILP-based scheduling
scheme that minimizes peak power only without explicitly considering the average power [45, 165].
The peak power consumption presented in Eqn. 5.2 serves as the objective function. The peak
power consumption Eqn. has been reproduced here for quick reference, where the notations are the
same meaning as used before.
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The above equation can be rewritten as follows for multiple supply voltages and multicycling op-
eration scenario; clock frequency is the same for all control steps and denoted as
r

C
­
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5.5.1 ILP Formulations
In this section, we formulate the ILP models for peak power minimization for both MVDFC and
MVMC scenario. The ILP models ensure that the dependency constraints and resource constraints
are satisfied. The level converters are considered as resources operating in the control step in which
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(b) Peak power reduction using multicycling
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(c) Average power reduction using DFC scheme
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(d) Average power reduction using multicycling
Figure 5.6. Average Reduction for Different Bechmarks
it needs to step up signal. The dynamic clocking unit (DCU) that generates dynamic frequency is
considered as a resource operating in all the control steps. The power dissipation of the level
converters and DCU are included. In order to formulate an ILP based model for Eqn. 5.22 and
hence a scheduling scheme for the DFG, we use the same notations given in Table 5.2.
5.5.1.1 Multiple Supply Voltages and Dynamic Frequency Clocking (MVDFC)
In this subsection, we describe the ILP formulation for peak power minimization using mul-
tiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking. In dynamic frequency clocking, the clock
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Table 5.6. Peak and Average Power Reduction for Various Scheduling Schemes
Bench- Percentage average data for various schemes
mark DFC based Shiue [119] Martin [44] Raghunathan [47] Mohanty [48]
Circuits s¶%  s¶%k s¶%  sV%k s¶%  s¶%ik s¶%  sV%k s¶%  s¶%ik
EXP(1) 73 72 - - - - - - - -
FIR(2) 71 72 63 NA 40 NO 23 38 71 53
IIR(3) 69 69 - - - - - - - -
HAL(4) 71 71 28 NA - - - - 73 70
ARF(5) 73 71 50 NA - - - - 68 67
frequency is varied on-the-fly based on the functional units active in that cycle. In this clocking
scheme, all the units are clocked by a single clock line which switches at run-time. The frequency
reduction creates an opportunity to operate the different functional units at different voltages, which
in turn, helps in further reduction of power.
In this case the objective is to minimize the peak power consumption of the whole DFG over all
control steps described in Eqn. 5.22 without explicitly considering the average power minimzation.
Thus the objective function changes into the equation given below.
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It should be noted that the %


kº­
is an unknown which has to be minimized. It may be power
consumption of any control step in the DFG depending on the scheduled operations and hence
is later used as a constraint. The constraints of the formulation, such as uniqueness constraints,
precedence constraints, resource constraints, frequency constraints, and peak power constraints
remains the same as before.
5.5.1.2 Multiple Supply Voltages and Multicycling (MVMC)
In this subsection, we describe the ILP formulation for peak power minimization using multi-
ple supply voltages and multicycling. In this scheme, the functional units are operated at multiple
supply voltages and the lower operating voltage functional units are scheduled in consecutive con-
trol steps. In this case the objective is to minimize the peak power consumption of the whole
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DFG over all control steps described in Eqn. 5.23 without explicitly considering the average power
minimization. Thus the ILP formulation becomes as the one given below.
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It should be noted that the %

 kº­ is an unknown which has to be minimized. It may be power con-
sumption of any control step in the DFG depending on the scheduled operations and hence is later
used as a constraint. The constraints of the formulation, such as uniqueness constraints, precedence
constraints, resource constraints, and peak power constraints remains the same as before.
5.5.2 ILP-Based Scheduler
In this section, we will discuss the solutions for the ILP formulations obtained in the previous
section. The target architecture and characterised datapath components are from [55]. The ILP
based scheduler which minimizes peak power consumption of the DFG has basically the same
steps as the one presented for simultaneous peak and average presented in Fig. 5.1. The first step is
to determine the as soon as possible (ASAP) time stamp of each operation. The second step is the
determination of the as late as possible (ALAP) time stamp of each vertex for the DFG. The ASAP
time stamp is the start time and the ALAP time stamp is the finish time of each operation. These
two times provide the mobility of an operation and the operation must be scheduled in this mobile
range. This mobility graph needs to be modified for the MVMC scheme. Then the scheduler
determines the ILP formulations based on the models described in Section 5.5.1. After the ILP
formulation is solved (using LP-Solve) the scheduled DFG is obtained. The scheduler determines
the cycle frequencies for the scheduled DFG for the MVDFC scheme.
5.5.2.1 Scheduling for MVDFC
We illustrate the solution for the ILP formulation in the MVDFC case, with the help of the
DFG shown in Fig. 5.7. The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and the ALAP schedule is
shown in Fig. 5.7(b). From the ASAP and ALAP schedules we obtain the mobility graph as in
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Figure 5.7. Example DFG (for RC1) (MVDFC)
Fig. 5.7(c). Using this mobility graph, we have the ILP formulations shown in Fig. 5.8 for the
resource constraint (RC1) : two multipliers at Z  Z 9 , one multiplier at AÔ"9 , one ALU at Z  Z 9 and
one ALU operating at AÔ"9 . We solved the formulation using LP-solve and based on the results,
we obtained the scheduled DFG shown is Fig. 5.7(d). In Fig. 5.8, we used the following additional
notations, PP : peak power, *+á"!
Ù
Ł¿ : number of multipliers at voltage level 1, *+á"!
Ù
Ł} : number
of multipliers at voltage level 2, *úý
Ù
!i : number of ALUs at voltage level 1, and *úý
Ù
!u : number
of ALUs at voltage level 2. The corresponding formulation expressed in AMPL [166] is given in
Fig. 5.9.
5.5.2.2 Scheduling for MVMC
We illustrate solution for the ILP formulation of the MVMC case, with the help of the DFG
shown in Fig. 5.10. The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 5.10(a) and the ALAP schedule is
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/* ILP Formulation for Peak Power Minimization for MVDFC scheme */
/* Objective Function */
min: PP;
/* Uniqueness Constraints */
x1111 + x1112 + x1121 + x1122 + x1211 + x1212 + x1221 + x1222 = 1;
x2111 + x2112 + x2121 + x2122 = 1;
x3111 + x3112 + x3121 + x3122 + x3211 + x3212 + x3221 + x3222 = 1;
x4211 + x4212 + x4221 + x4222 = 1;
x5211 + x5212 + x5221 + x5222 + x5311 + x5312 + x5321 + x5322 = 1;
x6311 + x6312 + x6321 + x6322 = 1;
/* Precedence Constraints */
3x6311 + 3 x6312 + 3 x6321 + 3 x6322 - 2 x1211 - 2 x1212 - 2 x1221 - 2 x1222
- x1111 - x1112 - x1121 - x1122  1;
2 x4211 + 2 x4212 + 2 x4221 + 2 x4222 - x2111 - x2112 - x2121 - x2122  1;
3 x6311 + 3 x6312 + 3 x6321 + 3 x6322 - 2 x4211 - 2 x4212 - 2 x4221 - 2 x4222  1;
3 x5311 + 3 x5312 + 3 x5321 + 3 x5322 + 2 x5211 + 2 x5212 + 2 x5221 + 2 x5222 - 2 x3211
- 2 x3212 - 2 x3221 - 2 x3222 - x3111 - x3112 - x3121 - x3122  1;
/* Resource Constraints */
x1111 + x2111 + x3111 + x1112 + x2112 + x3112  1; /* Mmult1 */
x1121 + x2121 + x3121 + x1122 + x2122 + x3122  2; /* Mmult2 */
x1211 + x3211 + x1212 + x3212  1; /* Mmult1 */
x1221 + x3221 + x1222 + x3222  2; /* Mmult2 */
x4211 + x5211 + x4212 + x5212  1; /* Malu1 */
x4221 + x5221 + x4222 + x5222  1; /* Malu2 */
x5311 + x6311 + x5312 + x6312  1; /* Malu1 */
x5321 + x6321 + x5322 + x6322  1; /* Malu2 */
/* Frequency Constraints */
x1121 = 0; x1221 = 0; x2121 = 0; x3121 = 0; x3221 = 0; x4221 = 0; x5221 = 0; x5321 = 0; x6321 = 0;
/* Peak Power Constraints */
39.6 x1111 + 19.8 x1112 + 17.3 x1121 + 8.6 x1122 + 39.6 x2111 + 19.8 x2112 + 17.3 x2121
+ 8.6 x2122 + 39.6 x3111 + 19.8 x3112 + 17.3 x3121 + 8.6 x3122  PP;
39.6 x1211 + 19.8 x1212 + 17.3 x1221 + 8.6 x1222 + 39.6 x3211 + 19.8 x3212
+ 17.3 x3221 + 8.6 x3222 + 1.0 x4211 + 0.5 x4212 + 0.5 x4221 + 0.2 x4222
+ 1.0 x5211 + 0.5 x5212 + 0.5 x5221 + 0.2 x5222  PP;
1.0 x5311 + 0.5 x5312 + 0.5 x5321 + 0.2 x5322 + 1.0 x6311 + 0.5 x6312
+ 0.5 x6321 + 0.2 x6322  PP;
/* Integer Constraints */
INT x1111, x1112, x1121, x1122, x1211, x1212, x1221, x1222, x2111, x2112, x2121, x2122, x3111,
x3112, x3121, x3122, x3211, x3212, x3221, x3222, x4211, x4212, x4221, x4222, x5211, x5212,
x5221, x5222, x5311, x5312, x5321, x5322, x6311, x6312, x6321, x6322;
Figure 5.8. ILP Formulation for Example DFG (MVDFC)
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/* ILP Formulation for Peak Power Minimization for MVDFC scheme */
param TASK; # number of Tasks
param LEVEL; # number of levels in DFG
param VOLT; # number of voltage levels
param FREQ; # number of frequency levels
param ASAP   1..TASK ¡B¢ 0,  LEVEL; #ASAP Schedule for each Task
param ALAP   1..TASK ¡B¢ 0,  LEVEL; #ALAP Schedule for each Task
param OP   1..TASK ¡ ; #Type of Functional Unit
param POWER   1..2, 1..VOLT, 1..FREQ ¡ ; #Power Consumption of each Functional Unit
param M   1..2, 1..VOLT ¡ ; #Resource Constraints
var PP;
var X   i in 1..TASK, j in ASAP[i]..ALAP[i], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ binary;
#Objective Function
minimize peak power : PP;
# Uniqueness Constraints
subject to uniq cons   i in 1..TASK ¡ :
sum   j in ASAP[i]..ALAP[i], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ X[i, j, v, f] = 1;
# Precedence Constraints
subject to pred cons1:
sum   j in ASAP[6]..ALAP[6], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ j * X[6, j, v, f]
- sum   j in ASAP[1]..ALAP[1], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ j * X[1, j, v, f]  1;
subject to pred cons2:
sum   j in ASAP[4]..ALAP[4], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ j * X[4, j, v, f]
- sum   j in ASAP[2]..ALAP[2], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ j * X[2, j, v, f]  1;
subject to pred cons3:
sum   j in ASAP[6]..ALAP[6], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ j * X[6, j, v, f]
- sum   j in ASAP[4]..ALAP[4], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ j * X[4, j, v, f]  1;
subject to pred cons4:
sum   j in ASAP[5]..ALAP[5], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ j * X[5, j, v, f]
- sum   j in ASAP[3]..ALAP[3], v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ ¡ j * X[3, j, v, f]  1;
# Resource Constraints
subject to res cons mult   j in 1..LEVEL, v in 1..VOLT ¡ :
sum   f in 1..FREQ, i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i]  j  ALAP[i] && OP[i] = 2 ¡ X[i, j, v, f]  M[2, v];
subject to res cons alu j in 1..LEVEL, v in 1..VOLT:
sum   f in 1..FREQ, i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i]  j  ALAP[i] && OP[i] = 1 ¡ X[i, j, v, f]  M[1, v];
# Peak Power Constraints
subject to pp cons   j in 1..LEVEL ¡ :
sum   v in 1..VOLT, f in 1..FREQ, i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i]  j  ALAP[i] ¡ POWER[OP[i], v, f]
* X[i, j, v, f]  PP;
#Frequency Constraints
subject to freq cons   i in 1..TASK, j in ASAP[i]..ALAP[i] ¡ : X[i, j, 2, 1] = 0;
Figure 5.9. ILP Formulation for Example DFG (MVDFC) in AMPL
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Figure 5.10. Example DFG (for RC1) (MVMC)
shown in Fig. 5.10(b). From the ASAP and ALAP schedules we obtain the mobility graph which
is Fig.5.10(c). This mobility graph is different from that shown in Fig. 5.10(c). In the MVMC
case, the mobility graph considers the multicycle operations. We assume two operating voltage
levels, and when the multipliers are operated at lower voltage, they take two clock cycles. For the
characterised cells used in our experiment [55], the operating clock frequency,
r

C
­
is 7RD*+ãﬃ .
Using this mobility graph, we have the ILP formulations shown in Fig. 5.11 for the resource
constraint (RC1), two multipliers at Z  Z 9 , one multipliers at AÔ"9 , one ALU at Z  Z 9 and one
ALUs operating at AÔ"9 . The corresponding formulation expressed in AMPL [166] is given in
Fig. 5.12. We solved the formulation using LP-solve and based on the results we obtained the
scheduled DFG shown is Fig. 5.10(d). In Fig. 5.11, the notations, such as, PP, *Wá"!
Ù
Ł£ , *Wá"!
Ù
Ł} ,
*úý
Ù
! and *úý
Ù
! have same meaning as that of the MVDFC case shown in Fig. 5.8.
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/* ILP Formulation for Peak Power Minimization for MVMC scheme */
/* Objective Function */
min: PP;
/* Uniqueness Constraints */
x1212 + x1223 + x1111 + x1122 + x1133 = 1;
x2212 + x2111 + x2122 = 1;
x3111 + x3122 + x3133 + x3212 + x3223 = 1;
x4122 + x4133 + x4222 + x4233 = 1;
x5122 + x5133 + x5144 + x5222 + x5233 + x5244 = 1;
x6133 + x6144 + x6233 + x6244 = 1;
/* Peak Power Constraints */
39.6 x1111 + 8.6 x1212 + 39.6 x2111 + 8.6 x2212 + 39.6 x3111 + 8.6 x3212  PP;
39.6 x1122 + 8.6 x1212 + 8.6 x1223 + 39.6 x2122 + 8.6 x2212 + 39.6 x3122 + 8.6 x3212
+ 8.6 x3223 + 1.0 x4122 + 0.5 x4222 + 1.0 x5122 + 0.5 x5222  PP;
39.6 x1133 + 8.6 x1223 + 39.6 x3133 + 8.6 x3223 + 1.0 x4133 + 0.5 x4233 + 1.0 x5133
+ 0.5 x5233 + 1.0 x6133 + 0.5 x6233  PP;
1.0 x5144 + 0.5 x5244 + 1.0 x6144 + 0.5 x6244  PP;
/* Resource Constraints */
x1111 + x2111 + x3111  1; /* Mmult1 */
x1212 + x2212 + x3212  2; /* Mmult2 */
x1122 + x2122 + x3122  1; /* Mmult1 */
x1212 + x1223 + x2212 + x3212 + x3223  2; /* Mmult2 */
x1133 + x3133  1; /* Mmult1 */
x1223 + x3223  2; /* Mmult2 */
x4122 + x5122  1; /* Malu1 */
x4222 + x5222  1; /* Malu2 */
x4133 + x5133 + x6133  1; /* Malu1 */
x4233 + x5233 + x6233  1; /* Malu2 */
x5144 + x6144  1; /* Malu1 */
x5244 + x6244  1; /* Malu2 */
/* Precedence Constraints */
4 x6144 + 4 x6244 + 3 x6133 + 3 x6233 - 3 x1133 - 3 x1223 - 2 x1122 - 2 x1212 - x1111  1;
4 x6144 + 4 x6244 + 3 x6133 + 3 x6233 - 3 x4133 - 3 x4233 - 2 x4122 - 2 x4222  1;
3 x4133 + 3 x4233 + 2 x4122 + 2 x4222 - 2 x2122 - 2 x2212 - x2111  1;
4 x5144 + 4 x5244 + 3 x5133 + 3 x5233 + 2 x5122 + 2 x5222 - 3 x3133
- 3 x3223 - 2 x3122 - 2 x3212 - x3111  1;
/* Integer Constraints */
INT x1111, x1122, x1133, x1212, x1223, x2111, x2122, x2212, x3111, x3122, x3133,
x3212, x3223, x4122, x4133, x4222, x4233, x5122, x5133, x5144, x5222,
x5233, x5244, x6133, x6144, x6233, x6244;
Figure 5.11. ILP Formulation for Example DFG (MVMC)
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/* ILP Formulation for Peak Power Minimization for MVMC scheme */
param TASK; # Number of Tasks
param LEVEL; # Number of Levels in DFG
param VOLT; # Number of Voltage Levels
param ASAP   1..TASK ¡H¢ 0; #ASAP Schedule for each Task
param ALAP   1..TASK ¡H¢ 0; #ALAP Schedule for each Task
param OP   1..TASK ¡ ; #Type of Functional Unit
param M   1..2, 1..VOLT ¡ ; #Resource Constraints
param POWER   1..2, 1..VOLT ¡ ; #Power consumption of the Functional Unit
var PP;
var X   i in 1..TASK, v in 1..VOLT, j in ASAP[i]..ALAP[i], k in ASAP[i]..ALAP[i] ¡ binary;
#Objective Function
minimize peak power: PP;
# Uniqueness Constraints
subject to uniq cons   i in 1..TASK ¡ :
sum   j in ASAP[i]..ALAP[i] ¡ X[i, 1, j, j] + (if OP[i] = 2 then sum   j in ASAP[i]..ALAP[i]-1 ¡
X[i, 2, j, j+1] else sum   j in ASAP[i]..ALAP[i] ¡ X[i, 2, j, j]) = 1;
# Precedence Constraints
subject to pred cons1:
sum   v in 1..VOLT, j in ASAP[6]..ALAP[6] ¡ j * X[6, v, j, j] - sum   j in ASAP[1]..ALAP[1] ¡ j
* X[1, 1, j, j] - sum   j in ASAP[1]..ALAP[1]-1 ¡ (j+1) * X[1, 2, j, j+1]  1;
subject to pred cons2:
sum   v in 1..VOLT, j in ASAP[6]..ALAP[6] ¡ j * X[6, v, j, j] - sum   v in 1..VOLT,
j in ASAP[4]..ALAP[4] ¡ j * X[4, v, j, j]  1;
subject to pred cons3:
sum   v in 1..VOLT, j in ASAP[4]..ALAP[4] ¡ j * X[4, v, j, j] - sum   j in ASAP[2]..ALAP[2] ¡ j
* X[2, 1, j, j] - sum   j in ASAP[2]..ALAP[2]-1 ¡ (j+1) * X[2, 2, j, j+1]  1;
subject to pred cons4:
sum   v in 1..VOLT, j in ASAP[5]..ALAP[5] ¡ j * X[5, v, j, j] - sum   j in ASAP[3]..ALAP[3] ¡ j
* X[3, 1, j, j] - sum   j in ASAP[3]..ALAP[3]-1 ¡ (j+1) * X[3, 2, j, j+1]  1;
# Resource Constraints
subject to res cons mult   j in 1..LEVEL, v in 1..VOLT ¡ :
if v = 1 then sum   i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i]  j  ALAP[i] && OP[i] = 2 ¡ X[i, 1, j, j]
else sum   i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i] £ j £ ALAP[i] && OP[i] = 2 ¡ (X[i, 2, j-1, j] + X[i, 2, j, j+1]) +
sum   i in 1..TASK: ALAP[i] = j && OP[i] = 2 ¡ X[i, 2, j-1, j] + sum   i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i] = j
&& OP[i] = 2 ¡ X[i, 2, j, j+1]  M[2, v];
subject to res cons alu   j in 1..LEVEL, v in 1..VOLT ¡ :
sum   i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i]  j  ALAP[i] && OP[i] = 1 ¡ X[i, v, j, j]  M[1, v];
# Peak Power Constraints
subject to pp cons   j in 1..LEVEL-1 ¡ :
sum   i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i]  j  ALAP[i] ¡ X[i, 1, j, j] * POWER[OP[i], 1]
+ sum   i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i] £ j £ ALAP[i] && OP[i] = 2 ¡ (X[i, 2, j-1, j]
* POWER[OP[i], 2] + X[i, 2, j, j+1] * POWER[OP[i], 2])
+ sum   i in 1..TASK: j = ALAP[i] && OP[i] = 2 ¡ X[i, 2, j-1, j] * POWER[OP[i], 2]
+ sum   i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i] = j && OP[i] = 2 ¡ X[i, 2, j, j+1] * POWER[OP[i], 2]
+ sum   i in 1..TASK: ASAP[i]  j  ALAP[i] && OP[i] = 1 ¡ X[i, 2, j, j] * POWER[OP[i], 2]  PP;
Figure 5.12. ILP Formulation for Example DFG (MVMC) in AMPL
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5.5.3 Experimental Results
The ILP based MVDFC and MVMC schedulers were tested with five benchmark circuits :
Example circuit (exp), FIR filter, IIR filter, HAL differential equation solver, and Auto-Regressive
filter (arf). The functional units used are ALUs and multipliers. The characterised datapath cells
are used from [55]. The scheduling algorithms were tested using the different sets of resource
constraints (RC1, RC2, RC3, RC4, RC5) shown in Table 5.7. The experimental results for vari-
ous benchmark circuits are reported in Table 5.8 for both MVDFC and MVMC case. The power
estimation includes the power consumption of the overheads, such as level converters (used in
both MVDFC and MVMC schemes) and dynamic clocking units (needed for MVDFC case). It
is assumed that each resource has equal switching activity ( mb®  ). The results are reported for two
supply voltages and for switching  N"#ﬂ .
Table 5.7. Resource Constraints used for our Experiment
Resource Constraints Details Resource
Multipliers ALUs Constraint
3.3 V 5.0 V 3.3 V 5.0 V Label
2 1 1 1 RC1
3 0 1 1 RC2
2 0 0 2 RC3
1 1 0 1 RC4
2 0 0 1 RC5
To get a visual picture of the experimental results, we plotted the peak power reductions and
the PDP reductions averaged over all resource constraints. Fig. 5.13 shows the average reduc-
tions for different benchmarks averaged over all resource constraints. It is obvious from the figure
that the reductions are appreciable. It is observed that the power consumption increases for higher
switching and decreases for lower switching activity. The peak power reductions for the proposed
scheduling schemes are listed alongwith other scheduling algorithms dealing with peak power re-
duction in Table 5.5.3. The table is not to provide an exact comparison, but to provide a general
idea of relative performances.
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Table 5.8. Power Estimates for MVDFC and MVMC Scheduling Schemes
R Peak Power Estimate in ¤¦¥ PDP Estimates in §@¨
C ©«ª­¬ ©7ª¯® °m©«ª¯® ©7ª± °m©«ª¯± ©N²n© ¬ ©N²n© ® °m©N²n© ® ©N²n© ± °m©N²n© ±
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 79.2 17.3 78.2 35.6 55.1 20.3 7.8 61.9 17.0 16.1
e 2 79.2 17.3 78.2 51.8 34.6 20.3 7.8 61.9 12.0 41.1
x 3 79.2 17.3 78.2 34.6 56.4 20.3 7.6 62.5 15.3 24.8
p 4 40.7 9.2 77.5 40.7 0 27.1 10.5 61.4 27.1 0
5 40.7 9.2 77.5 34.6 15.1 27.1 10.5 61.4 15.1 44.3
Average values 77.9 32.2 61.8 25.3
1 79.2 17.3 78.2 40.7 48.6 56.2 21.8 61.1 51.8 7.8
f 2 79.2 17.3 78.2 51.3 35.2 56.2 21.8 61.1 49.3 12.3
i 3 79.2 17.3 78.2 35.6 55.1 56.2 22.0 60.9 34.3 39.0
r 4 79.2 40.6 48.7 40.7 48.61 56.2 46.6 17.1 67.5 -20.1
5 79.2 17.3 78.2 35.6 55.1 56.2 22.1 60.7 35.2 37.4
Average values 72.3 48.5 52.2 15.3
1 118.9 37.1 68.8 74.2 37.6 45.0 17.8 60.5 43.3 3.8
i 2 118.9 25.9 78.2 51.9 56.4 45.0 14.4 68.0 29.8 33.8
i 3 79.3 17.3 78.2 34.6 56.4 56.2 19.4 65.5 40.2 28.5
r 4 80.3 29.0 63.9 56.9 29.1 56.2 34.0 39.4 60.0 6.8
5 80.3 17.8 77.9 34.6 56.9 56.2 18.8 66.5 40.2 28.5
Average values 73.4 47.2 60.0 20.3
1 80.3 17.5 78.2 56.9 29.1 54.0 21.0 61.1 73.0 -35.2
h 2 80.3 17.5 78.2 51.8 35.5 54.0 21.0 61.1 35.9 33.5
a 3 80.3 17.8 77.8 35.6 55.7 54.0 20.8 61.5 42.3 21.7
l 4 80.3 29.0 63.9 58.0 27.8 67.5 45.7 32.2 73.5 -8.9
5 80.3 17.8 77.9 35.6 55.7 67.5 26.4 60.9 48.4 28.3
Average values 75.2 40.8 55.4 7.9
1 40.7 8.9 78.2 35.0 14.0 114.7 31.5 72.5 66.2 42.3
a 2 40.7 8.9 78.2 35.0 14.0 114.7 31.5 72.5 66.7 41.8
r 3 40.7 9.1 77.5 35.6 12.5 114.7 38.2 66.7 68.3 40.5
f 4 40.7 9.1 77.5 39.6 2.7 114.7 39.0 66.0 132.9 -15.9
5 40.7 9.1 77.5 35.6 12.5 114.7 38.2 66.7 68.3 40.5
Average values 77.8 11.1 68.9 29.8
Overall Average 75.3 36.0 59.7 19.7
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Figure 5.13. Average Reductions for Benchmarks
Table 5.9. Power Reduction for Various Scheduling Schemes
% Estimated average peak power reduction
Benchmark This work Shiue Martin Raghunathan
Circuits MVDFC MVMC [119] [44] [47]
°m©
®{³7´
°m©N²n©
®{³7´
°X©
±m´
°m©N²n©
±X´
°m© °X© °m©
(1)exp 77.9 61.8 32.2 25.3 - - -
(2)fir 72.3 52.2 48.5 15.3 63.0 40.3 23.1
(3)iir 73.4 60.0 47.2 20.3 - - -
(4)hal 75.2 55.4 40.8 7.9 28.0 - -
(5)arf 77.8 68.9 11.1 29.8 50.0 - -
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5.6 Conclusions
Reduction of both peak power and average power consumption of a CMOS circuit is important.
This chapter addressed reduction of peak power and average power at behavioral level using low
power datapath scheduling techniques. Datapath scheduling schemes, one using multiple supply
voltage and dynamic clocking and another using multiple supply voltage and multicycling have
been introduced. ILP based optimization techniques were used for the above two modes of datapath
operations. Significant amount of peak and average power reduction over the single supply voltage
and single frequency scenario could be achieved in both the cases by the proposed scheduling
algorithm. The reductions attained in peak power, average power and power delay product by
using combined multiple supply voltage and dynamic frequency clocking were noteworthy. The
results clearly indicate that the dynamic frequency clocking is a better scheme than the multicycling
approach for power minimization.
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CHAPTER 6
ENERGY AND TRANSIENT POWER MINIMIZATION
In battery driven portable applications, the minimization of energy, average power, peak power,
and peak power differential are equally important to improve reliability and efficiency. The peak
power and peak power differential drive the transient characteristics of a CMOS circuit. In this
chapter, we propose a framework for simultaneous reduction of the energy and transient power dur-
ing behavioral synthesis. A new parameter called ”Cycle Power Function” (CPF) is defined which
captures the transient power characteristics as an equally weighted sum of normalized mean cycle
power and normalized mean cycle differential power. Minimizing this parameter using multiple
supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking results in reduction of both energy and transient
power [48]. The cycle differential power can be modeled either as the mean deviation from the av-
erage power or as the cycle-to-cycle power gradient. The switching activity information is obtained
from behavioral simulations. Based on the above we develop a new datapath scheduling algorithm
called CPF-scheduler which attempts at power and energy minimization by minimizing the CPF
parameter by the scheduling process. The type and number of functional units available becomes
the set of resource constraints for the scheduler. Experimental results indicate that the scheduler
that minimizes CPF instead of conventional energy or average power as objective function could
achieve significant reductions in power and energy. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.
The derivation of the $ﬃ%^& function based on the two models are presented in section 6.1. The
proposed scheduling algorithm are presented in section 6.2. The subsequent sections present the
experimental results and conclusions.
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6.1 Cycle Power Function (CPF)
In this section, we introduce the different notations and terminology required for defining the
cycle power function (CPF). The CPF must be defined such that it can capture simultaneously the
average power, the peak power and the peak power differential of the datapath. The peak power and
peak power differential determine the transient power characteristics of the circuit. Minimization
of the CPF using multiple voltages results in minimization of energy as well. The datapath is
represented as a sequencing data flow graph (DFG). The notations and terminology needed for the
proposed models are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. List of Notataions and Terminology used in CPF Modeling
p
: total number of control steps in the DFG
Ø : total number of operations in the DFG
¤ : a control step or a clock cycle in the DFG

m : any operation
¥
, where 'Í
¥
Í¬Ø ,
%
 : the total power consumption of all functional units active in control step ¤
(cycle power consumption)
%


kh­ : peak power consumption for the DFG equal to áµýÏ.c%  0 & 
% : mean power consumption of the DFG (average %

over all control steps)
%F
5x{
l : normalised mean power consumption of the DFG
Ä %

: cycle difference power (for cycle ¤ ; a measure of cycle power fluctuation)
Ä %


kh­
: peak differential power consumption for the DFG equal to áµýÏi.cÄ %VB0 &

Ä % : mean of the cycle difference powers for all control steps in DFG
Ä %
F
5x{
l : normalised mean of the mean difference powers for all steps in DFG
$'%'& : cycle power function
&
M
­¯®
 : any functional unit of type  operating at voltage level >
&
M
m : any functional unit &
M
­¯®
 needed by  m for its execution (  m 1µ& M
­¯®
 )
&
M
mb®

: any functional unit &
M
m active in control step ¤

 : total number of functional units active in step ¤
(same as the number of operations scheduled in ¤ )
mb®

: switching activity of resource &
M
mb®

96mb®
 : operating voltage of resource &
M
mb®

$mb®

: load capacitance of resource & M m ®

r
 : frequency of control step ¤
The CPF is defined to consist of two main components: the normalized mean cycle power
and the normalized mean cycle difference power. The normalized mean cycle power ( %oF
5x{
l ) is
the mean cycle power ( % ) normalized with respect to the peak power consumption ( %


kº­
) of the
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DFG. The normalized mean cycle difference power ( Ä %)F
5x{
l ) is the mean cycle difference power
( ÄY% ) normalized with respect to the peak power differential of the DFG. The second component
varies between the two models. The mean difference power is the mean of the cycle difference
power ÄY%  over the control steps. In model 1, the cycle difference power Ä %  is defined as the
absolute deviation of the cycle power from the mean cycle power. Then, the mean cycle difference
power ÄY% is the mean deviation of the cycle power from the mean cycle power. On other hand,
in model 2, the cycle difference power Ä %  of a current cycle is modelled as the cycle-to-cycle
power gradient. In other words, the cycle difference power ÄY%  of a current control step ¤ is
the difference (or gradient) of the current cycle power and the previous cycle power. This can be
expressed mathematically as, ÄY%   ﬁ%  dæ% 
´
@ or Ä % 
³
@P ﬁ%

³
@dæ%
 . In this case, the mean
cycle difference power Ä % is the mean difference (or the gradient). The two models are further
elaborated and used in defining the CPF.
6.1.1 Model 1 : CPF using Mean Deviation
For a set of  observations, Ïi@7:BÏvC:4EEEE:BÏvF from a given distribution, the sample mean (which
is an unbiased estimator for the population mean, Õ ) is áÛ @
F

F
mﬀ@
Ï
m . The absolute deviation
of these observations is defined as s¶Ïmﬃ Þ Ïvmd á!Þ . The mean deviation of the observations is
given by *+Ä  @
F

F
mE@
Þ Ïvmgdûá!Þ . In this case, we model the cycle difference power ÄY%

as the
absolute deviation of cycle power %  from the mean cycle power % . Similarly, the mean difference
power ÄY% is modelled as mean deviation of the cycle power %

. The mean cycle power % is an
unbiased estimate of the average power consumption of the DFG.
The power consumption for any control step ¤ is given by Eqn. 6.1. This is the total power con-
sumption of all functional units active in control step ¤ . This also includes the power consumption
of the level converters where the level converters are considered as resources operating in a cycle
¤ , if the current resource is driven by a resource operating at lower voltage.
%

 
:
ª
µ
mﬀ@
gmb®

$mb®

9
C
mb®

r
 (6.1)
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The peak power consumption of the DFG is the maximum power consumption over all the
p
control steps which can be expressed as below.
%

 kº­  áµýÏ

% 

&
 @B® C£®
i
 áµýÏ
Ý 
:
ª
mﬀ@
mb®  $mb®  9
C
m ® <r

ß
&
 @B® C£®
i
(6.2)
The mean cycle power consumption of the DFG ( % ) is defined as,
%  
@
i
ji
 @
%   
@
i
ji
 @
Ý¯
:
ª
mﬀ@
m ®  $mb®  9
C
m ® 
r

ß (6.3)
The mean cycle power % is an unbiased estimate of the average power consumption of the DFG.
The true average power consumption of the DFG is the total energy consumption of the DFG per
clock cycle or per second. The normalised mean cycle power ( %TF
5x{
l ) is obtained by dividing %
by maximum cycle power ( %


kh­
).
%F
5x{
l  
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Thus, the normalised mean cycle power ( %F
5x{
l ) is an unitless quantitity in the range [0,1].
The cycle difference power ( ÄY%  ) for any control step can be defined as follows. This is the
absolute deviation of the cycle power from the mean cycle power consumption of the DFG. This is
a measure of the cycle power fluctuation of the DFG.
Ä %

 Þ %úd×%

Þ  º
º
º
@
i
ji
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@
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ª
mﬀ@
gmb®

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
9
C
mb®

r

ß
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ª
mﬀ@
gmb®

$mb®

9
C
mb®

r

º
º
º
(6.5)
The peak differential power which characterizes the maximum power fluctuation of the DFG is
given by ( Ä %


kh­ ). This characterizes the maximum power fluctuation or the transient of the DFG
over the entire set of control steps.
ÄY%


kº­
 áµýÏ

Þ %+d×%
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
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The mean cycle difference power ( Ä % ) is calculated as the sample mean of ÄY%  . This is a measure
of the power spread or distribution of the cycle power over all control steps of the DFG.
Ä %  
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 i
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The normalised mean cycle difference power ( ÄY%)F
5x{
l ) can be written as given below.
ÄY% F
5x{
l  
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The above normalised mean cycle difference power ÄY%)F
5z{
l is a unitless quantity in the range
[0,1].
The cycle power function $'%'& which is modelled as the equally weighted sum of the nor-
malized mean cycle power ( %F
5x{
l ) and the normalized mean cycle difference power ( ÄY%TF
5x{
l ) is
given below.
$ﬃ%^&V.c%F
5x{
l1:<ÄY%^F
5x{
l0 %F
5z{
l OQÄY%'F
5x{
l (6.9)
Thus, the $'%'& will have a value in the range [0,2]. The $ﬃ%^& can be impacted by various con-
straints, including the resource constraints. In terms of peak cycle power ( %


kh­
) and peak cycle
difference power ( ÄY%


kh­
), the CPF can be expressed as :
$'%'&  
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Using Eqn. 6.4 and 6.8, the cycle power function ( $ﬃ%^& ) can be written as follows.
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6.1.2 Model 2 : CPF using Cycle-to-Cycle Gradient
For a set Ï@7:BÏuC¯:4EEEE:BÏvF of  observations from a given distribution, the observation-to-observation
gradient can be defined as, Þ Ï m
³
@ d[Ï m Þ , where ûÍ
¥
Í½×d+ . The mean gradient is given by
@
F
´
@

F
´
@
mﬀ@
Þ Ïvm
³
@dHÏmhÞ . It should be noted that there are  dæ gradients for  observations. In this
case, we model the cycle difference power Ä %) as the cycle-to-cycle power gradient and the mean
difference power Ä % as the mean gradient. The models for the mean cycle power or the average
power (Eqn. 6.1 - 6.3) remains the same as before.
The cycle difference power ( ÄY%  ) for any control step is defined as the difference in the power
consumption of the current to the previous control step, as given below.
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³
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(6.12)
The peak differential power is characterized by ( Ä %


kh­
) :
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The mean cycle difference power ( ÄY% ) is calculated as,
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The normalised mean cycle difference power ( ÄY%)F
5x{
l ) can be written as given below.
Ä %
F
5x{
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Using Eqn. 6.4 and 6.15, the cycle power function ( $ﬃ%^& ) can be written as follows.
$ﬃ%'&ú N%F
5x{
l OQÄ %ﬃF
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The above function (Eqn. 6.11 or 6.16) can be used as the objective function for low power
datapath scheduling. The minimization of this objective function using multiple supply voltages,
dynamic frequency clocking and multicycling will lead to the reduction of energy and power pa-
rameters. From the equations, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.16 we make the following observations about the
cycle power function ( $'%'& ). The $'%'& is a non-linear function. It is a function of four param-
eters, such as, average power ( % ), peak power ( %


kº­
), average difference power ( Ä % ) and peak
difference power ( ÄY%


kº­ ). Each of the above power parameters are dependent on switching ac-
tivity, capacitance, operating voltage and operating frequency. The absolute function ( ý<3£Á or Þ^Þ )
in the numerator (of Eqn. 6.11 or 6.16) contributes to the nonlinearity. The complex behavior of
the function is also contributed by the denominator parameters, %


kh­
and ÄY%


kº­
.
The power models expressed in equation 6.16 and 6.11 for the $ﬃ%^& use generic parameters,
such as mb®

:º$mb®

:º9mb®

and
r

. The intention of using such paramaters is to make the $ﬃ%'& model
a general one, independent of any specific energy or power models. It can accomodate both the
look-up table based energy (power) models and energy (power) macro-models. The generic model
can also help in easy integration of the $'%'& model in a behavioral synthesis tool that uses both
behavioral power estimator and datapath scheduler. Using the dynamic energy model proposed in
[51], we can express the effective switching capacitance of our proposed model as,
m/$mg +$tw/õ
m
.2m
@
:hm
C
0 (6.17)
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Here, the m and $m are the parameters corresponding to the functional unit & M m . The $Çw/õ
m
is
a measure of the effective switching capacitance of resource (functional unit) & M m , which is a
function of m @ and m C ; where m @ and m C are the average switching activity values on the first and
second input operands of resource & M m . It should be noted that the above switching model (in Eqn.
6.17) handles input pattern dependencies. Moreover, the generic $ﬃ%'& model can be easily tuned
to handle any of the four modes of datapath circuit operation, such as, (i) single supply voltage and
single frequency, (ii) multiple supply voltages and single frequency, (iii) multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency and (iv) multiple supply voltage and multicycling. For example, for single
supply voltage and single frequency scheme, 9 mb®  and
r
 are same for all ¤ , for multiple supply
voltage and multicycling
r
 is same for all ¤ . Using Eqn. 6.17 we rewrite Eqn. 6.11 as,
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Similarly, using Eqn. 6.17 we rewrite Eqn. 6.16 as,
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The notation $Çwõ
mb®

represents $Çw/õ
m
for the functional unit &
M
m active in control step ¤ . The
above two function (Eqn. 6.18 and Eqn. 6.19) are used as objective functions for our scheduling
algorithm. m @ and m C are estimated using behavioral simulation of a DFG [167, 168, 169]. A
look-up table constructed to store the $ wõ values for different combinations of (  @ and  C ) for
different types of functional units, such as multipliers and ALUs. We use interpolation technique
to determine the $ wõ values for the (  @ and  C ) combinations that are not available in the look-up
table.
6.2 CPF-Scheduler Algorithm
In this section, we develop a scheduling algorithm that minimizes the objective functions (Eqn.
6.18 or 6.19) using multiple voltages and dynamic clocking to reduce energy and the powers.
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We assume the availability of different functional units operating at different supply voltages. In
dynamic frequency clocking or frequency scaling, all the units are clocked by a single clock line
which can switch frequencies at run-time [60, 62, 63]. In such systems, a dynamic clocking unit
(DCU) generates different clocks using a clock dividing strategy. It should be noted that frequency
scaling helps in reducing power, but not energy. Moreover, the frequency reduction facilitates the
the operations of the different functional units at different voltages, which in turn helps in energy
reduction.
The target architecture model assumed for the scheduling is from [65]. Each functional unit is
associated with a register and a multiplexor. The register and the multiplexor will operate at the
same voltage level as that of the functional units. Level converters are used when a low-voltage
functional unit is driving a high-voltage functional unit [65, 95]. A controller decides which of the
functional units are active in each control step and those that are not active are disabled using the
multiplexors. The controller will have a storage unit to store the cycle frequency index ( ¤
ru¥

) values
obtained from the scheduling, used as the clock dividing factor for the dynamic clocking unit. The
cycle frequency
r

is generated dynamically and a corresponding functional unit is activated.
The delay for a control step is dependent on the delays of the functional units ( 6uDGF ), multi-
plexor ( 6 O A7 ), register ( 6 :  ö ) and level converters ( 6 
5
F
 ) as expressed in following equation.
6

 »6EDGF Of6
O
A7Of6
:

ötOf6

5
F
 (6.20)
where, 6

is the delay of control step ¤ , 6<DGF is the delay of the slowest FU in the control step ¤
and the register delays include the set-up and propagation delays. Using the above delay model,
the worst case delays of the library components are estimated. For a given base frequency (
r6¢
kºw
 ),
maximum frequencies of each FU are scaled down to operating frequencies .
r
h0 . These parameters
are determined as follows :
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Input : UDFG, resource constraints, 

,


, all 96mÊ1s96n<Ë , 6UDGF , 6
O
A7 , 6
:
 ö , 6

5
F 
Output : scheduled DFG,
r¢
k£w 
,
p
, ¤
ru¥

, power, energy and delay estimates
Step 1 : Calculate the switching activity at the inputs of each node through
behavioral simulation of the DFG.
Step 2 : Construct a look-up table of effective switching capacitance, switching activity pairs.
Step 3 : Find ASAP and ALAP schedules of the UDFG.
Step 4 : Determine the number of multipliers and ALUs at different operating voltages.
Step 5 : Modify both ASAP and ALAP schedules obtained in Step 1 using the number of
resources found in Step 2 as initial resource constraint.
Step 6 : Calculate the total number of control steps which is the maximum of
ASAP and ALAP schedules from Step 5.
Step 7 : Find the vertices having non-zero mobility and vertices with zero mobility.
Step 8 : Use the CPF-Scheduler-Heuristics to assign the time stamp and operating voltage for
the vertices, and the cycle frequencies such that $ﬃ%'& and time penalty are minimum.
Step 9 : Find base frequency
r¢
k£w  and cycle frequency index ¤
ru¥
 .
Step 10 : Calculate power, energy and delay details.
Figure 6.1. The CPF-Scheduler Algorithm Flow
where, 6 lTm«F

is the minimum of the control step delays and 

is the number of allowable frequen-
cies. The value of  is chosen in such a way that ¤
ru¥
 is closest value greater than or equal to
Ì
fBª
f
²ï
î
ª Í
.
The inputs to the algorithm are an unscheduled data flow graph (UDFG), the resource con-
straints, the number of allowable voltage levels ( 

), the number of allowable frequencies ( 

),
delay of each resource ( 6 DGF ), multiplexor ( 6 O A7 ), register ( 6 :  ö ) at different voltage levels. The
delays of level converters ( 6 
5
F
 ) are represented in the form of a matrix that shows the delay for
converting one voltage level 9um to another voltage level 9Aü (where, both 96mx:º9ü 1N9nË ). The re-
source constraint includes the number of ALUs and multipliers at different voltage levels 9m (where,
96mB1×96n<Ë ). The scheduling algorithm determines the proper time stamp for each operation,
r¢
k£w
 ,
¤
ru¥
 and the voltage level such that the objective function in Eqn. 6.18 or 6.19 as well as the time
penalty is minimum. To reduce the time penalty, the lesser energy consuming resources are used
at as maximum frequency as possible.
The CPF-Scheduler : The flow of the proposed algorithm is outlined in Fig. 6.1. In step 1,
the switching activities at the inputs of each node are determined using behavioral simulation of
the DFG. For this purpose, different sets of application specific input vectors (having different
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CPF-Scheduler-Heuristic
J
(01) Initialize CurrentSchedule as modified ASAPSchedule ;
(02) while( all mobile vertices are not time stamped ) do
(03) J
(04) for the CurrentSchedule
(05) J
(06) if ( >m is a multiplication ) then
Find the lowest available voltage for multipliers;
(07) if ( >m is add/sub/comparison ) then
Find the highest available operating voltage for ALUs;
(08) _ /* end for (04) */
(09) Find $'%'& for CurrentSchedule and denote is as Current $'%'& ;
(10) Find  ¡ for CurrentSchedule and denote is as Current  ¡ ;
(11) Maximum  +dXl ;
(12) for each mobile vertex > m
(13) J
(14) ¤t CurrentSchedule[ >m ]; ¤4ﬃ ALAPSchedule[ >m ];
(15) for ¤o ¬¤ to ¤4 in steps of 1
(16) J
(17) Find a TempSchedule by adjusting CurrentSchedule in which > m
is scheduled in step ¤ ;
(18) Find next higher operating voltage for multiplication vertex for the TempSchedule
(next lower for ALU operation) ;
(19) Find $'%'& for TempSchedule, denoted by Temp $ﬃ%'& ;
(20) Find  ¡ for TempSchedule, denoted Temp  ¡ ;
(21) Difference  (Current $'%'&+O Current  ¡ ) d (Temp $'%'&NO Temp  ¡ ) ;
(22) if ( Difference X Maximum ) then
(23) J
(24) Maximum = Difference ;
(25) CurrentVertex = >m ;
(26) CurrentCycle = ¤ ;
(27) CurrentVoltage = Operating voltage of > m
(28) _ /* end if (22) */
(29) _ /* end for (15) */
(30) _ /* end for (12) */
(31) Adjust CurrentSchedule to accomodate CurrentVertex in Currentcycle operating
at voltage assigned above ;
(32) _ /* end while (02) */
_
/* End CPF-Scheduler-Heuristic */
Figure 6.2. The CPF-Scheduler Algorithm Heuristic
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correlations) are given at the primary inputs of the DFG and the average swtiching activity at each
node is calculated [167, 168, 169]. In step 2, the scheduler constructs a look-up table with effective
switching capacitance and the average switching activity pair as described in Eqn. 6.17. The
size of the look-up table impact the accuracy of the results. If the look-up table is large enough
to contain the switching capacitance for all estimated average swtiching activities in step 1, then
the power model accuracy is the highest. The scheduler uses interpolation techniques to find the
switching capacitance for a pair of input average swtiching activity that does not exist in the look-
up table. The algorithm determines the as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) and the as-late-as-possible
(ALAP) schedules for the UDFG in step 3. The ASAP schedule is unconstrained and the ALAP
schedule uses the number of clock steps found in the ASAP schedule as the latency constraint. In
step 4, the number of resources of each type and voltage levels is determined. For example, if the
resource constraint is  multiplier at AÜ¼9 ,  multipliers at
Z

Z
9 ,  ALUs at AÜ¼9 and Z ALUs
at
Z

Z
9 , then the relaxed voltage initial resource constraint is found out to be Z multipliers and 
ALUs. In step 5, the scheduler uses the above relaxed voltage resource constraints and modifies the
ASAP and ALAP schedules to take into account the resource constraints. This helps in restricting
the mobility of vertices to a great extent and reducing the solution search space for the heuristic.
Due to the resource constraints the number of control steps of modified ASAP and modified ALAP
may be different from that of the ASAP and ALAP schedule in step 3. In step 6, the scheduler
fixes the total number of control steps of the schedule which is the maximum of the control steps
of the modified ASAP or modified ALAP in step 5. In step 7, the vertices are marked as having
zero mobility or non-zero mobility. The zero mobility vertices are those having same modified
ASAP time stamp and modified ALAP time stamp, and non-zero mobility vertices are those having
different modified ASAP and modified ALAP time stamp. On determining the vertices having
zero mobility and vertices having non-zero mobility, proper time stamp and operating voltage for
mobile vertices, and operating voltages for non-mobile vertices are found out. Further, operating
clock frequencies are established such that the $ﬃ%'& as well as the time penalty is minimum. The
CPF-Scheduler uses an heuristic algorithm for the same. In step 9, the scheduler determines the
base frequency (
r¢
kºw
 ) and cycle frequency index ( ¤
ru¥

) using Eqn. 6.21. In step 10, the scheduler
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calculates the peak power, average power, peak power differential, energy estimates of the scheuled
DFG and also the critical path delay.
The CPF-Scheduler Heuristic : Fig. 6.2 shows the heuristic algorithm used by the CPF-
Scheduler. The inputs to the CPF-Scheduler heuristic are modified ASAP time stamp of each vertex
( À m ), the modified ALAP time stamp of each vertex ( ;ﬃm ), the resource constraints, the number of
allowable voltage levels ( 

), the number of allowable frequencies ( 

). Delay of each functional
unit ( 6UDGF ), multiplexor ( 6 O A7 ), register ( 6 :  ö ) at different voltage levels are also given as inputs.
Delays of level converters ( 6 
5
F  ) is represented in the form of a matrix. The heuristic has to find
time stamp ¤ (in the range [ À m :<; m ]) and operating voltage 9 m ®  for each vertex > m with operation  m .
The aim of the heuristic is to minimize $ﬃ%'& as described in Eqn. 6.18 and 6.19 while keeping
time penalty at a minimum. The heuristic minimized time ratio  ¡ alongwith $'%'& to minimize
the time penalty. The time ratio (  ¡ ) is defined as the ratio between the critical path delay when
the vertices of the DFG are operating at multiple voltage (   ) and when each of the vertices of
the DFG is operated at the highest voltage. Expressing mathematically,  ¡= ¡ v
¡
t
. These two
objectives, minimization of $ﬃ%'& (minimization of energy and power) and minimization of time
penalty are mutually conflicting. This is due to the fact that if operating voltage is reduced to min-
imize energy / power consumption this results in increase of critical path delay and hence increase
of time penalty. The heuristic operates the energy hungry functional units at the highest possible
voltage (frequency) and the less energy consuming functional units at lowest voltage (frequency) to
achieve the simultaneous minimization of the mutually conflicting objectives. The heuristic fixes
operating voltages of the non-mobile vertices as per this order depending on the types of resource
they need. The heuristic attempts to find suitable time stamp and operating voltage for the mobiles
vertices using exhaustive search. The mobiles-vertices are attempted to be placed in each of the
time stamps within their mobile range ([ À m :<; m ]), when each placement and voltage assignment is
done, the $'%'& and  ¡ value is calculated. The predecessor and successor time stamps are ad-
justed accordingly to maintain the precedence. For this purpose the heuristic maintains a matrix
of dimension (
p
	1Þ gÞÜ9vn<Ë ) having number of resources of different types (  ) as entries rowwise
over all control steps. The Þ gÞ is the type of resources available, for example, if only multiplier and
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ALUs are the available resources then the Þ gÞ ù . If a voltage is assigned for a vertex, then the
matrix entry of the corresponding type and operating voltage is decremented. A particular vertex is
placed in a cycle for which the sum of $'%'& and  ¡ is minimum. The heuristic, initially assumes
the modified ASAP schedule (with relaxed voltage resource constrained) as the current schedule
(line 01). In case a vertex is a multiplication operation, then the initial voltage assignment is the
minimum available operating depending on the number of multipliers, whereas, for ALU opera-
tions vertex, it is the maximum available operating voltage (line 04-08). Then the $ﬃ%'& and  ¡
value for the current schedule is calculated (line 09 and line 10). The heuristic finds $'%'& (and

¡ ) values for each allowable control step of each mobile vertices and for each available operating
voltages denoted as Temp $ﬃ%'& (and Temp  ¡ ) (line 17-20). The statement in line 17 adjusts the
current schedule by adjusting the time stamps of successor vertices while maintaining the resource
constraint (using the matrix) and guaranting that the precedence is satisfied. In line 12, the vertices
are visited in ASAP manner. Another possible way of visiting the mobile vertices is to prioritise
them in some manner, say vertex with lower mobility is visited first. The heuristic fixes the time
step and operating voltage for a vertex and hence cycle frequency for which $ﬃ%^&NO  ¡ is min-
imum (line 22-26). For $ﬃ%'& computation the heuristics uses @
fBª
as a temporary measure for
r
 .
The above steps are repeated until all mobile vertices are time stamped.
Time complexity of CPF-Scheduler Heuristic : Let there be ÞÜ9 Þ number of vertices in the DFG,
out of which ÞÜ96l¶Þ number of vertices have mobility and the maximum mobility of any mobile
vertex is Ł}l . It should be noted that the total number of vertices in the DFG is total number of
operations in DFG and the total number of NO-OPs. The running time of finding an operating
voltage from the matrix for particular type of operation is ØV.


0 . The statements from line 04-08
have running time of R¶.<ÞÜ9 Þ


0 . The worst case running time of the statement in line 17 (or line
31) that adjusts the current schedule is ØÑ.<ÞÜ9 l ÞÜ0 . The running time of the code segment between
line 17-28 is ØÑ.<ÞÜ96l¶ÞÜ0ÇO=ØV. 

0oOÎRV.<ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0tOÎR¶.<ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0 , which is R¶.<ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0 , since it is always true
that ÞÜ96l¶Þ:


¹
ÞÜ9 Þ . So, the running time of the code segment from line 15-29 is R¶.bŁºl)ÞÜ9 ÞÜ0 .
Thus, the running time of the code segment line 12-30 is R¶.bŁºl)ÞÜ96l)ÞEÞÜ9 ÞÜ0 . The other statements of
the pseudocode have constant running time. So, the running time or time complexity of the code
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segment in line 03-29 is R¶.<ÞÜ9 ÞEÞ 

ÞÜ0TOkR¶.bŁxl-ÞÜ9l¶ÞEÞÜ9 ÞÜ0OWØV.<ÞÜ96l)ÞÜ0 . This can be simplified to an
weak upper bound on worst case running of the code segment (line 03-31) under the assumption
that ÞÜ96l¶Þ ÞÜ9YÞ , but in practice ÞÜ9l¶Þ
¹'¹
ÞÜ9YÞ . Under the above assumption we conclude that
the worst case upper bound on the running time of the code segement in line 03-31 is R¶.bŁ¿l¶ÞÜ9YÞ C 0 .
Considering the while loop in line 02 the overall running time of the algorithm can be written as
R¶.bŁxl-ÞÜ9 Þ
C
ÞÜ9l)ÞÜ0 . Again under the assumption that ÞÜ9ul)ÞiÛÞÜ9YÞ , we conclude that the worst case
upper bound on the running time of the algorithm is R¶.bŁhl-ÞÜ9 Þ  0 . In other words, the heuristic runs
in time cubic to the number of vertices in the DFG. It can be noted that the time complexity of the
algorithm is independent of the number of operating voltage levels.
6.3 Experimental Results
The CPF-Scheduler algorithm was implemented in C and tested with selected benchmark cir-
cuits. The benchmarks used are given below.
3 Auto-Regressive filter (ARF) (total 28 nodes, 16*, 12+, 40 edges).
3 Band-Pass filter (BPF) (total 29 nodes, 10*, 10+, 9-, 40 edges).
3 DCT filter (total 42 nodes, 13*, 29+, 68 edges).
3 Elliptic-Wave filter (EWF) (total 34 nodes, 8*, 26+, 53 edges).
3 FIR filter (total 23 nodes, 8*, 15+, 32 edges).
3 HAL differential equation solver (total 11 nodes, 6*, 2+, 2-, 1
¹
, 16 edges).
Our algorithm can handle large DFGs and find solutions in reasonable time. The parameters used
to express our experimental results are shown in Table 6.2.
We use a look-up table method as discussed in Section 6.1 for average switching capacitance
calculation. The look-up table construction consists of two phases, such as input pattern generation
and cell characterization. We generate the primary input signals of different correlations, using
the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model [169]. We perform the characterization of the
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Table 6.2. Notations used to Express the Results
;
÷
: total energy consumption assuming single frequency and single supply voltage
;
 : total energy consumption for dynamic clocking and multiple supply voltage
% 
÷
: peak power consumption for single frequency and single supply voltage
% 
 : peak power consumption for dynamic clocking and multiple supply voltage
%l
÷
: minimum power consumption for single frequency and single supply voltage
%l
 : minimum power consumption for dynamic clocking and multiple supply voltage

÷
: execution time assuming single frequency

 : execution time assuming dynamic frequency
sV; : total energy reduction  ° t ´ ° v
° t
sV% : average power reduction  
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°wt
.z¡
t
ô
´
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°wv
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t
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² t ô

¡ : time ratio  ¡ v
¡
t
physical implementations of the library modules available in [55] by applying the input patterns
generated as above for the values of (  m @ :h m C ) pairs in the table. We used interpolation to find the
average switching capacitance for any of ( m @ :hgm C ) pairs that do not exist in the look-up table. It
should be noted that larger the size of look-up table, better is the accuracy. Our look-up table has
100 pairs of entries for ( im @ :hm C ). The signals are propagated through different operators in the
DFG and the average switching activities are calculated as described in [169] for each node.
Our first set of experiments were carried out for the $ﬃ%'& model 1 (Eqn. 6.18) in which the
cycle difference power is based on the absolute deviation. We tested the scheduling algorithm using
the following sets of resource constraints (RC1, RC2, RC3, RC4).
Number of multipliers :  at AÜ¼9 and Number of ALUs :  at Z  Z 9
Number of multipliers :  at AÜ¼9 and Number of ALUs :  at Z  Z 9
Number of multipliers :  at AÜ¼9 and Number of ALUs :  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9
Number of multipliers :  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 ; Number of ALUs :  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9
The sets of resource constraints was chosen so as to cover resources at different operating voltages.
The number of allowable voltage levels was assumed to be two ( AÜ¼9: Z  Z 9 ) and maximum number
of allowable frequencies are three. The CPF-scheduler determines the frequencies, in this case
they are ( ¼ﬂD*+ãﬃ:hSAÔ"*úã ﬃ6:77RAÔ"*+ãﬃ ). The experimental results for different benchmarks are
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Table 6.3. Power Estimates for Different Benchmarks (using Model 1)
C Power reduction details, Energy savings, Number of clock cycles and Time penalty
K R %u
÷
%u

s¶%v % l
÷
% l

s¶Ä % sV% s¶;
p
 ¡
T C .bá

0 .bá

0 (%) .bá  0 .bá  0 (%) (%) (%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 9.30 2.83 69.60 0.26 0.52 74.50 71.40 47.57 18 1.6
A 2 18.33 4.77 73.96 0.26 0.52 76.47 68.30 47.57 13 1.4
R 3 18.59 4.84 73.96 0.26 0.52 76.44 71.72 49.87 11 1.5
F 4 18.59 7.26 60.96 0.26 0.52 63.25 59.10 29.49 11 1.5
Average values 69.62 72.67 67.63 43.62 1.5
1 9.30 2.45 73.62 0.26 0.52 78.64 65.80 46.69 17 1.3
B 2 18.33 4.20 77.10 0.26 1.67 86.03 58.81 46.69 17 1.2
P 3 18.59 4.84 73.96 0.52 0.97 78.59 71.09 48.61 9 1.4
F 4 18.59 7.33 60.60 0.52 0.97 64.84 64.01 32.02 9 1.4
Average values 71.32 77.02 64.93 43.50 1.3
1 9.30 2.83 69.60 0.26 0.52 74.50 50.90 42.44 29 1.1
D 2 9.30 2.83 69.60 0.26 0.52 74.50 50.90 42.44 29 1.1
C 3 18.59 4.84 73.96 0.26 0.40 75.75 67.70 42.93 15 1.4
T 4 18.59 7.61 59.05 0.26 0.40 60.63 65.19 38.49 15 1.4
Average values 68.05 71.35 58.67 43.58 1.2
1 9.30 2.45 73.62 0.26 0.52 78.64 41.17 44.43 27 0.9
E 2 18.07 4.07 77.49 0.26 0.52 80.09 37.49 44.43 27 0.9
W 3 18.07 4.07 77.49 0.26 0.40 79.38 57.89 44.73 16 1.2
F 4 18.07 6.55 63.75 0.26 0.40 65.49 53.10 38.45 16 1.2
Average values 73.09 75.90 47.41 43.01 1.1
1 9.30 2.74 70.52 0.26 0.52 75.45 58.54 46.11 15 1.3
F 2 9.30 2.74 70.52 0.26 0.52 75.45 58.54 46.11 15 1.3
I 3 18.59 4.77 74.32 0.26 0.40 76.12 51.21 46.77 11 1.0
R 4 18.59 7.04 62.15 0.24 0.40 63.77 40.69 27.21 11 1.2
Average values 69.38 72.70 52.25 41.55 1.2
1 9.30 2.45 73.62 0.26 1.67 91.38 72.32 50.58 7 1.6
H 2 18.33 4.49 75.53 0.26 1.67 84.44 64.70 50.58 5 1.4
A 3 18.33 4.49 75.53 0.52 0.97 80.27 72.48 51.84 4 1.5
L 4 18.33 6.97 61.98 0.52 0.97 66.32 57.14 25.00 4 1.5
Average values 71.67 80.60 66.66 44.50 1.5
Average values 70.52 75.04 59.59 43.29 1.3
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shown in Table 6.3 for different resource constraints. The average results is shown in Fig. 6.7 for
visual inspection. The results take into account the power or energy consumptions in overheads,
such as level converters and dynamic clocking unit. This indicates that the scheduling scheme
could achieve significant reductions in peak power, peak power differential, average power and
total energy with reasonable time penalties. The time penalty for the benchmarks circuits (ARF
and HAL) were relatively high. For many cases, CPF-Scheduler could reduce energy and power
even without any time penalty or even with gain in time. This happens when the performance
degradation due to multiplications in the critical path are adequately compensated by the number
of ALU operations in the critical path. For this to happen, the ALU operations should be larger
than or equal to the number of multiplications in the critical path. This is the case for most of the
schedules obtained for the EWF and FIR benchmarks indicated by the time ratio (  ¡ ) of less than
or equal to one.
For the above experimental set up, we plotted the power consumption per cycle, over all the
control steps (clock steps) for different benchmarks in Fig. 6.3,6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 for resource con-
straints RC1, RC2, RC3 and RC4, respectively. The curves labeled as ”S” correspond to the profile
when the schedule is operated at a single frequency (which is the maximum frequency of the slow-
est operator, the multiplier) and single voltage. The profiles labeled as ”D” correspond to the case
when dynamic clocking and multiple voltage scheme are used. The effectiveness of the proposed
scheduling scheme is obvious from the figures. Since the $ﬃ%'& is a complex function consisting
of several parameters, it is difficult to accurately quantify the impact of a specific parameter.
We also performed experiments with three voltage levels ( ﬂ9:hAÜ¼9: Z  Z 9 ) and four frequency
levels. The results could improve within the range of ﬃd[4" in terms of power or energy reduc-
tions. However, the time penalty increased by 7 . It is to be noted that the number of allowable
frequency levels should be as close to the number of allowable voltages in order to keep the time
penalty within a reasonable limit. We performed the same set of experiments for the CPF model
2 (Eqn. 6.19) in which the cycle difference power is modeled as cycle-to-cycle power gradient.
The experimental results for different benchmarks are shown in Table 6.4 for different resource
constraints using model 2 and the average data presented in Fig. 6.8. The results take into account
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Figure 6.3. Cycle Power Consumptions for Resource Constraint RC1
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Figure 6.4. Cycle Power Consumptions for Resource Constraint RC2
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Figure 6.5. Cycle Power Consumptions for Resource Constraint RC3
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Figure 6.6. Cycle Power Consumptions for Resource Constraint RC4
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Table 6.4. Power Estimates for Different Benchmarks (using Model 2)
C Power reduction details, Energy savings, Number of clock cycles and Time penalty
K R %u
÷
%u

s¶%v % l
÷
% l

s¶Ä % sV% s¶;
p
 ¡
T C .bá

0 .bá

0 (%) .bá  0 .bá  0 (%) (%) (%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 9.30 2.64 71.58 0.26 0.52 76.54 71.99 48.64 18 1.6
A 2 18.33 4.68 74.49 0.26 0.52 77.01 68.91 48.64 13 1.4
R 3 18.59 4.74 74.49 0.26 0.52 76.47 71.35 49.87 11 1.5
F 4 18.59 7.23 61.13 0.26 0.52 63.42 56.77 24.34 11 1.5
Average values 70.42 73.36 67.25 42.87 1.5
1 9.30 2.40 74.15 0.26 0.52 79.18 66.48 47.74 17 1.3
B 2 18.33 4.44 75.80 0.26 0.52 78.34 56.67 47.74 17 1.2
P 3 18.59 4.74 74.99 0.52 1.35 81.23 73.26 49.48 9 1.4
F 4 18.59 7.23 61.13 0.52 0.87 64.84 64.38 32.72 9 1.4
Average values 71.52 78.78 65.20 44.42 1.3
1 9.30 2.64 71.58 0.26 0.52 76.54 52.25 44.02 29 1.1
D 2 9.30 2.64 71.58 0.26 0.52 76.54 52.25 44.02 29 1.1
C 3 18.59 4.74 74.49 0.26 0.40 76.29 68.68 44.66 15 1.4
T 4 18.59 7.47 59.85 0.26 0.40 61.44 66.21 40.31 15 1.4
Average values 69.38 72.70 59.85 43.25 1.2
1 9.30 2.40 74.15 0.26 0.52 79.18 42.22 45.43 27 0.9
E 2 18.07 4.07 77.49 0.26 0.52 80.09 34.42 41.70 27 0.9
W 3 18.07 4.07 77.49 0.26 0.40 79.38 55.29 41.32 16 1.2
F 4 18.07 6.55 63.75 0.26 0.40 65.49 50.50 35.03 16 1.2
Average values 73.22 76.03 45.60 40.87 1.1
1 9.30 3.01 67.62 0.26 0.52 72.46 56.30 43.27 15 1.3
F 2 9.30 3.91 57.99 0.26 0.52 62.55 56.36 43.27 15 1.3
I 4 18.59 5.04 72.87 0.26 0.40 74.64 48.61 48.61 11 1.0
R 5 18.59 7.53 59.51 0.24 0.40 61.09 24.70 17.86 11 1.2
Average values 64.50 69.69 46.49 38.25 1.2
1 9.30 2.40 74.15 0.26 1.48 89.75 72.62 51.11 7 1.6
H 2 18.33 4.44 75.80 0.26 1.48 83.62 65.08 51.11 5 1.4
A 4 18.33 4.44 75.80 0.52 0.87 79.99 72.68 52.20 4 1.5
L 5 18.33 6.92 62.65 0.52 0.87 66.04 57.34 25.35 4 1.5
Average values 72.10 79.85 66.93 44.94 1.5
Average values 70.19 75.07 58.55 42.43 1.3
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Figure 6.7. Percentage Average Reduction for Benchmarks using Model1
the power or energy consumptions due to the overheads. The results indicate that the energy and
power reduction were similar with small differences, but there were no changes in terms of time
penalty. We conclude that the minor difference is due to the fact that the quantitative difference
between the values of ( @
i
ji

@
Þ %=dQ%

Þ ) and ( @
i
´
@
ji
´
@

@
Þ %

³
@Çdæ%

Þ ) are not significant. We
did not provide the cycle power plot for this model since it was almost the same as that of model 1.
6.4 Conclusions
For deep submicron and nanometer technology designs for low power battery driven systems,
simultaneous minimization of total energy and transient power is beneficial. The CPF parameter
defined and used in this work essentially facilitates such simultaneous optimization. The datapath
scheduling algorithm described in this paper is particularly useful for synthesizing data intensive
application specific integrated circuits. The algorithm attempts to optimize energy and power while
keeping the time penalty at minimum. The CPF-Scheduler algorithm assumes the number of dif-
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Figure 6.8. Percentage Average Reduction for Benchmarks using Model2
ferent types of resources at each voltage level and the number of allowable frequencies as resource
constraints. The work provides a unified framework for simultaneous multicost space metric op-
timization of different energy and power components in CMOS circuit design. Future work could
address leakage reduction and interconnect issues. The effectiveness of the CPF in the context of a
pipelined datapath and control intensive applications also needs to be investigated.
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CHAPTER 7
TRANSIENT POWER MINIMIZATION
In the previous chapter, we proposed a framework for simultaneous reduction of the four pa-
rameters through datapath scheduling. A new parameter called ”cycle power function” is defined
that captures the four parameters and it is minimized using heuristic based scheduling algorithm.
In this chapter, we modify the non-linear $'%'& (denoted as $'%'&V( ) so that integer linear program-
ming (ILP) can be used for its minimization during datapath scheduling. The model for $'%'&
takes into consideration the effect of switching activity on the power consumption of functional
units. The first scheme, CPF-MVDFC combines both multiple supply voltages (MV) and dynamic
frequency clocking (DFC) for $'%'& ( minimization [170], while the second scheme, CPF-MVMC
uses multiple supply voltages (MV) and multicycling (MC) [171]. We conducted experiments
on selected high-level synthesis benchmark circuits for various resource constraints and estimated
power, energy and energy delay product for each of them. Experimental results show that signifi-
cant reductions in power, energy and energy delay product can be obtained.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the related works in the next section.
We define, the cycle power profile function as the equally weighted sum of normalized mean cy-
cle power and normalized mean cycle differential power followed by the analysis of the functions
( $ﬃ%'& and $ﬃ%'&^( ). Since, the $ﬃ%^&^( function is non-linear and we aim at using linear program-
ming for its minimization, we discuss the procedures to handle standard nonlinearities using linear
programming. The ILP formulations for $'%'&¶( minimization using multiple supply voltages and
dynamic frequency clocking is discussed, followed by the ILP formulations for $'%'&Ñ( minimiza-
tion using multiple supply voltages and multicycling. Then, we describe the ILP-based scheduling
algorithm followed by the experimental results and conclusions.
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7.1 Modified Cycle Power Function
In this section, we redefine the parameter called cycle power function ( $'%'& ) which captures
the peak power, the peak power differential and the average power of the datapath circuit. It should
be noted that $ﬃ%^& captures the transient power characteristics of the circuit and the minimization
of $ﬃ%^& using multiple voltages could lead to reduction of energy. In this section, we define
$ﬃ%^& , study its nonlinear behavior and modify it so that we can use integer linear programming
(ILP) for its minimization. The datapath is represented as a sequencing data flow graph (DFG). The
definitions and notations used in this chapter are the same as that of the previous chapter (Table
6.1.
Following the same steps as in the previous chapter, the cycle power function $'%'& is modeled
as an equally weighted sum of the normalized mean cycle power ( %F
5x{
l ) and the normalized mean
cycle difference power ( ÄY%F
5x{
l ) as given below.
$'%'&Ñ.c%F
5x{
l^:<Ä %ﬃF
5x{
l
0  %F
5x{
lQOQÄ %ﬃF
5x{
l
(7.1)
The $ﬃ%^& has a value in the range [0,2]. In terms of peak cycle power ( %


kh­ ) and peak cycle
difference power ( ÄY%


kh­
), $ﬃ%'& can be expressed as :
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Thus, the cycle power function ( $ﬃ%'& ) can be written as follows.
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(7.3)
The above function (Eqn. 7.3) can serve as the objective function for low power datapath
scheduling. The minimization of this objective function using multiple supply voltages, dynamic
frequency clocking and multicycling can reduce both power and energy. From the Eqns. 7.2, and
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7.3, we make following observations about the cycle power function ( $ﬃ%'& ). The $'%'& is a non-
linear function. It is a function of four parameters, such as, average power ( % ), peak power ( %

 kº­
),
average difference power ( Ä % ) and peak difference power ( Ä %

 kº­ ). The absolute function ( ý3¿Á
or Þ1Þ ) in the numerator (of Eqn. 7.3) contributes to the nonlinearity. The complex behavior of the
function is also contributed by the denominator parameters, %

 kh­ and ÄY%

 kh­ .
We need to develop scheduling algorithms that accept, an unscheduled DFG, the resource/time
constraints, switching activity information, load capacitance, voltage levels and the number of
allowable frequency levels as input parameters. For optimum minimization of the function, such
an algorithm has to be based on non-linear optimization techniques, which are of large time and
space complexity. In this work, we aim at developing integer linear programming (ILP) based
model for minimization of the $ﬃ%'& . We alter the $ﬃ%'& in order to simplify the ILP-based model.
It is known that the denominator parameters, %


kº­ equals to áµýÏ

%


&

and the Ä %


kº­ equals
to áµýÏ

Þ %ﬁd%

Þ

&

. It is evident that Þ %ﬁd%

Þ is upper bounded %

for all control steps ¤ , since
Þ %8dà%

Þ is a measure of mean difference error of %  . Thus, we conclude that Ä %


kh­ is upper
bounded by %


kh­
. We modify the $ﬃ%^& by substituting Ä %


kº­
with %


kº­
and define modified
$ﬃ%^& (denoted as $'%'&^( ) as follows.
$ﬃ%'&^(  
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(7.4)
Unlike $ﬃ%'& , the $ﬃ%'&
(
is dependent on three factors, % , %


kh­
and Ä % . The absence of Ä %


kh­
,
in the denominator helps in reducing the complexity of the ILP formulations (which will be dis-
cussed in next section) to a great extent. We minimize the ”modified cycle power function” ( $ﬃ%^& ( )
instead of $ﬃ%'& using the ILP-based model.
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The power models developed in Eqn. 7.3 for the $ﬃ%^& use parameters, such as Tmb®  , $om ®  , 9mb® 
and
r

. The model can accomodate both the look-up table based energy (power) models and energy
(power) macro-models. The generic model can also help in easy integration of a $ﬃ%'& model in
behavioral synthesis tool that uses both a behavioral power estimator and a datapath scheduler.
Using the dynamic energy model proposed in [123], the effective switching capacitance can be
expressed as,
gm$m  $twõ
m
.2gm
@
:hgm
C
0
(7.5)
Here, m and $m are the parameters corresponding to the functional unit & M m as defined before.
$twõ
m
is a measure of the effective switching capacitance of the functional unit &
M
m , which is a
function of  m @ and  m C ;  m @ and  m C are the average switching activities on the first and second
input operands of resource & M m . It should be noted that in the above switching model, (in Eqn. 7.5)
the input pattern dependencies can be handled. Moreover, the generic $'%'& model can be easily
tuned to handle any of the four modes of datapath circuit operation, such as, (i) single supply volt-
age and single frequency, (ii) multiple supply voltages and single frequency, (iii) multiple supply
voltages and dynamic frequency and (iv) multiple supply voltage and multicycling. For the single
supply voltage and single frequency scheme, 9mb®

and
r

is the same for all ¤ , while for multiple
supply voltage and multicycling
r
 is same for all ¤ . Using Eqn. 7.5, we rewrite Eqn. 7.4 as,
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(7.6)
The notation $Çwõ
mb®

represents $Çw/õ
m
for the functional unit &
M
m active in control step ¤ . We use
the above equation (Eqn. 7.6) as the objective function for our scheduling algorithm. m @ and m C
are estimated using behavioral simulation of a DFG with a set of input vectors [167, 168, 169]. A
look-up table is constructed that stores the $Pw/õ values for (  @ and  C ) combinations for different
types of functional units, such as multipliers and ALUs. We use interpolation to find the $'wõ values
for the (  @ and  C ) combinations that are not available in the look-up table.
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7.2 Modeling of Non-linearities
The ”modified cycle power function” ( $'%'& ( ) discussed in the previous section, is a non-linear
function. The nonlinearity is because of the absolute function ( ý3¿Á or Þ1Þ ) and also because of the
fractional form of the function itself. The ILP formulations need to handle these two forms of
non-linearity. We first address the transformations required to derive linear models of the nonlinear
functions. Let us represent the general linear programming model as follows [172] :
Minimize : 
ü
¤}üÇ	TÏAü
Subject to : 
ü
ýmÔüt	ÏAüﬃÍÐ3ºmx: |
¥
Ï
ü
*à"#: |<0
(7.7)
where, ¤Bü , ýmÔü:Ñ3ºm are known constants and Ïü are the decision variables.
7.2.1 LP Formulation Involving Sum of Absolute Deviations
The general form of this type of programming can be represented as given below [173, 174].
Minimize : 
m
Þ 8DmBÞ
Subject to : 8 m Oà
ü
ý
mÜü
	Ï
ü
ÍÐ3
m
: |
¥
ÏAüÒ*["#: |«0
where, 8Dm , is the deviation between the prediction and observation. The Þ 8#m<Þ is non-linear because
of absolute function. This can be linearized using the following transformation.
Let, 8m be represented as the difference of two non-negative variables,
8DmÐ 8
@
m
dÓ8
C
m
(7.9)
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Using these variables, we can rewrite the LP formulation in Eqn. 7.8 as follows.
Minimize : 
m
º
º
8
@
m
dÓ8
C
m
º
º
Subject to : 8 @
m
dÔ8
C
m
O 
ü
ý mÔü 	TÏ ü ÍÐ3 m : |
¥
Ï#ün*à"#: |<0
8
@
m
:8
C
m
*["#: |
¥
(7.10)
If the product of 8 @
m
and 8 C
m
is zero, then,
º
º
8
@
m
dÓ8
C
m
º
º
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º
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C
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(7.11)
Using the above, we can write the LP formulation expressed in Eqn. 7.10 as shown below.
Minimize : 
m
8
@
m
O+8
C
m
Subject to : 8 @
m
dÔ8
C
m
O

ü
ýmÔüt	TÏ#ü'ÍÐ3ºmx: |
¥
Ï#ün*à"#: |<0
8
@
m
:8
C
m
*["#: |
¥
(7.12)
The formulations in Eqn. 7.8 and 7.12 are equivalent and the minimization of Eqn. 7.12 will result
in the minimization of Eqn. 7.8.
7.2.2 LP Formulation Involving Fraction
The general expression for the LP formulation involving fractions is considered below [174].
Minimize : í



(


í

f

(


Subject to : 
ü
ýmÔüt	ÏAüﬃÍÐ3ºmx: |
¥
ÏAüq*à"#: |<0
(7.13)
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where, ¤Bü and 6ü are known constants and the denominator 
ü
6ü	tÏ#ü is strictly positive. Let us
assume new variables as follows :
ﬃ T  º
º
º
6 T O 
ü
6¯üÇ	TÏAü«º
º
º
´
@
ÏAü  Õ

Õ
S
(7.14)
Using the above transformation, the original formulation in Eqn. 7.13 can be modified to the
following.
Minimize : ¤To	Bﬃ­T O 
ü
¤ ü 	Hﬃ ü
Subject to : 
ü
ýmÜüÇ	HﬃºüdÖ3ºmv	Hﬃ T ÍÐ3ºm}: |
¥

ü
6 ü 	Bﬃ ü Of6ETo	Hﬃ­T =
ﬃ
T
:Åﬃºü×* "#: |<0
(7.15)
The problems defined in Eqn. 7.13 and 7.15 are equivalent. On solving the problem in Eqn. 7.15,
we substitute, ﬃ¿üP ÏAüo	Bﬃ T to get the results for Ï6ü .
Although the ILP formulations get complicated as the objective function described in Eqn. 7.4
consists of both of the above non-linearities, it is much simpler than the ILP-formulation of the
Eqn. 7.3. We observe that the cycle power fluctuation ( ÄY%

) corresponds to Þ 8m}Þ in Eqn 7.8. Ä %

is a measure of the absolute deviation of cycle power from average power and Ä % is a measure of
mean deviation of the cycle power.
7.3 ILP Formulations to Minimize Cycle Power Function
In this section, we discuss the ILP models for minimization of the ”modified cycle power
function” ( $'%'&
(
). We describe the ILP models for two different scenario of ASIC design. The
first one targets design with multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking (MVDFC).
The other one targets multiple supply voltages and multicycling (MVMC) based designs. The ILP
models formulated ensure that the dependency constraints and the resource constraints are satisfied.
In order to formulate an ILP based model for Eqn. 7.6 and the scheduling schemes for the DFG,
we use the following notations (Table 7.3).
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Table 7.1. List of Variables used in ILP Formulations
* ­¯®  : maximum number of functional units of type  operating
at voltage level > ( & M ­¯®  )
À
m : as soon as possible (ASAP) time stamp for the operation  m
;m : as late as possible (ALAP) time stamp for the operation m
%Ñ./$ w/õ
m
:B>v:
r
0 : power consumption of functional unit &
M
m at voltage level >
and operating frequency
r
used by m for its execution
Ï mb®  ®
 ®

: decision variable which takes the value of  if operation m
is scheduled in control step ¤ using the functional unit & ­¯® 
and ¤ has frequency
r

8 m ®  ® C ® l
: decision variable which takes the value of  if operation  m is
using the functional unit & ­¯®  and scheduled in control steps
Ù
Ðá

mb®  : latency for operation Dm using functional unit operating
at voltage > (in terms of number of clock cycles)
7.3.1 Multiple Voltages and Dynamic Frequency Clocking (MVDFC)
In this subsection, we describe the ILP formulation for minimization of $'%'&Y( using multiple
supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking. In dynamic frequency clocking [63, 59, 62],
the clock frequency is varied on-the-fly based on the functional units active in that cycle. In this
clocking scheme, all the units are clocked by a single clock line which switches at run-time. The
frequency reduction creates an opportunity to operate the different functional units at different volt-
ages, which in turn, helps in further reduction of power.
Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the modified cycle power function described in
Eqn. 7.4 of the whole DFG over all control steps.
Minimize : $'%'&1( (7.16)
Using Eqn. 7.4, this can be restated as :
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This objective function has the two types of non-linearities mentioned in the previous section. We
first remove the non-linearity introduced because of the fraction by putting the denominator as a
constraint. Then, the problem in Eqn. 7.17 transformed to the one given below.
Minimize : @
i
 i
 @
%  O
@
i
 i
 @
Þ %Wd×%  Þ
Subject to : Peak power constraints
(7.18)
However, this transformed problem still has the non-linearity in it because of the absolute function.
This can be converted to an equivalent problem using the transformation suggested in the previous
section.
Minimize : @
i
 i
 @
%O
@
i
 i
 @
.c%¬O %h0
Subject to : Modified peak power constraints
(7.19)
The ”peak power constraint” in Eqn. 7.18 and the ”modified peak power constraint” in Eqn. 7.19
will be discussed in later part of the subsection. The problem expressed in Eqn. 7.19 is simplified
to :
Minimize :


i

ji

@
%

Subject to : Modified peak power constraints
(7.20)
Using the decision variables, the objective function is formulated as,
Minimize : 


m-,D

 ~




Ï
mb®

®

®

	


i

	T%Y./$tw/õ
m
:B>v:
r
0
Subject to : Modified peak power constraints
(7.21)
Minimize : 


m),D

 ~




Ï
mb®

®

®

	T%
(
./$twõ
m
:B>:
r
0
Subject to : Modified peak power constraints
(7.22)
where, %
(
./$tw/õ
m
:B>v:
r
0 is given by %Ñ./$Çwõ
m
:B>:
r
0	


i

.
Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that every operation #m is scheduled to one
unique control step within the mobility range ( À m , ;m ) with a particular supply voltage and operat-
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ing frequency. We represent them as, |
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(7.23)
Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee that for an operation #m , all its predecessors
are scheduled in an earlier control step and its successors are scheduled in a later control step.
These are modeled as, |
¥
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(7.24)
Resource Constraints : These constraints make sure that no control step contains more than &
­¯®

operations of type  operating at voltage > . These can be enforced as, |u¤ , ﬃÍ[¤ﬃÍ
p
and |u> ,

m),D

 ~


Ï
mb®

®

®

Í *
­¯®

(7.25)
Frequency Constraints : This set ensures that if a functional unit is operating at a higher voltage
level then it can be scheduled in a lower frequency control step, whereas, a functional unit is op-
erating at lower voltage level then it can not be scheduled in a higher frequency control step. We
write these constraints as, |
¥
, 'Í
¥
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p
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Peak Power Constraints : As discussed before, with reference to the Eqn. 7.17 and 7.18, these
constraints are introduced to eliminate the fractional non-linearity of the objective function. These
constraints ensure that the maximum power consumption of the DFG does not exceed %


kh­
for
any control step. We enforce these constraints as follows, |u¤ , 'Íà¤
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Modified Peak Power Constraints : To eliminate the non-linearity introduced due to the absolute
function, we modify the above constraints, as outlined in Eqn. 7.18 and 7.19. The peak power
constraints in Eqn. 7.26 is modified as, |¤ , 'Í[¤Í
p
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The %
(

 kº­
is a modified peak constraint which is added to the objective function and minimized
alongwith it.
7.3.2 Multiple Voltages and Multicycling (MVMC)
In this subsection, we describe the ILP formulations based on the modified cycle power func-
tion ( $'%'& ( ) using multiple supply voltages and multicycling. In this scheme, the functional units
are operated at multiple supply voltages. The functional units operating at lower voltages may need
to be active in more than one consecutive control steps to complete execution.
Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the $ﬃ%'&Ñ( for the entire DFG. Using Eqn.
7.4, this can be represented as :
Minimize : $ﬃ%^&1(
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As discussed in the previous subsection, this objective function has two types of non-linearities,
which are because of the absolute function and the fractional form. The fractional non-linearity is
removed by introducing the denominators as a constraint. The corresponding constraints are known
as ”peak power constraints”. We remove the absolute function non-linearity by modifying the peak
power constraints which give rises to ”modified peak power constraints”. Thus, the problem in
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Eqn. 7.28 is transformed to the following.
Minimize : @
i
 i
 @
%  O
@
i
 i
 @
.c%¬O %  0
Subject to : Modified peak power constraints
(7.29)
The ”peak power constraint” and the ”modified peak power constraint” are discussed in the later
part of the subsection. The problem in Eqn. 7.29 is simplified to :
Minimize :


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Subject to : Modified peak power constraints
(7.30)
Using the decision variables, the above LP objective function is formulated as,
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Subject to : Modified peak power constraints
(7.31)
where,
r

C
­
is the operating frequency level of the datapath circuit in multicycling mode.
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0 , are modified power values.
Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that every operation Am is scheduled in appro-
priate control steps within the mobility range ( À m , ;m ) with a particular supply voltage. Depending
on the supply voltage it may be operated at more than one clock cycle. We represent them as, |
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When the operators are computed at the highest voltage, they are scheduled in one unique control
step, whereas, when they are to be operated at lower voltages they need more than one clock cycle
for completion. Thus, for lower voltage, the mobility is restricted.
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Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee that for an operation #m , all its predeces-
sors are scheduled in earlier control step and its successors are scheduled in later control step.
These constraints should also take care of the multicycling operations. These are modelled as,
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Resource Constraints : These constraints make sure that no control step contains more than & ­¯® 
operations of type  operating at voltage > . These can be enforced as, |v> and |
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Peak Power Constraints : As discussed earlier with reference to Eqn. 7.28 and 7.29, these con-
straints are enforced to eliminate the fractional non-linearity of the objective function. We enforce
these constraints as follows, |
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Modified Peak Power Constraints : These constraints are introduced to eliminate the absolute func-
tion non-linearity of the objective function. These constraints can be enforced as, |
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where, %
(


kh­
is the modified peak power constraint which is also minimized as a part of the objec-
tive function.
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7.4 ILP-Based Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we discuss the solutions for the ILP formulations obtained in the previous
section and develop scheduling algorithms for both MVDFC and MVMC schemes. The target
architecture model assumed for the scheduling schemes is from [65]. Each functional unit has
a register and a multiplexor associated with it. The register and the multiplexor operate at the
same voltage level as that of the functional unit. Level converters are used when a low-voltage
functional unit drives a high-voltage functional unit [65, 95]. A controller decides which of the
functional units are active in each control step and those that are not active are disabled using the
multiplexors. For MVDFC scheme, the controller has a storage unit to store cycle frequency index
( ¤
ru¥

) values obtained from scheduling. This serves as the clock dividing factor for the dynamic
clocking unit. The cycle frequency
r
 is generated dynamically and a functional unit operating at
one of the supply voltages is activated.
The inputs to the algorithm are an unscheduled data flow graph (UDFG), the resource con-
straints, the number of allowable voltage levels ( 

), the number of allowable frequencies ( 

),
the delay of each resource ( 6 DGF ), the multiplexor ( 6 O A7 ), the register ( 6 :  ö ) at different voltage
levels. The delays of level converters ( 6 
5
F
 ) is represented in the form of a matrix that shows the
delay in converting one at voltage level 9 m to another voltage level 9 ü (where, both 9 m :º9 ü 1¸9 n Ë ).
The resource constraint includes the number of ALUs and multipliers at different voltage levels
96m (where, 96m 1[96n<Ë ). The scheduling algorithm determines the
r¢
kºw
 , ¤
ru¥

time stamp for each
operation, and voltage level such that the function $'%'& ( (Eqn. 7.6) is minimum.
The ILP based scheduler which minimizes the modified cycle power function $ﬃ%'&Y( of the
DFG is outlined in Fig. 7.1. In step 1, the scheduler constructs a look-up table for effective
switching capacitance for known values of the average switching activity pair as described in Eqn.
7.5. In step 2, the scheduler determines the switching activities at the inputs of each node by using
behavioral simulation of DFG. For this purpose, a different set of application specific input vectors
(having different correlations) are given at the primary inputs of the DFG and average switching
activity at each inputs of other nodes are calculated [167, 168, 169]. It should be noted that if the
look-up table (in step 1) does not have the switching capacitance for an average switching activity
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Input : UDFG, resource constraints, 

,


, all 96mP1H9nË , 6EDGF , 6
O
Aq , 6
:
 ö , 6

5
F 
Output : scheduled DFG,
r¢
kºw 
,
p
, ¤
ru¥
 , power, energy and delay estimates
Step 1 : Construct a look up table for effective switching capacitance.
Step 2 : Calculate the switching activities at each node through behavioral simulation.
Step 3 : Find ASAP schedule for the UDFG.
Step 4 : Find ALAP schedule for the UDFG.
Step 5 : Determine the mobility graph of each node.
Step 6 : Modify the mobility graph for MVMC.
Step 7 : Model the ILP formulations of the DFG using AMPL.
Step 8 : Solve the ILP formulations using LP-Solve.
Step 9 : Find the scheduled DFG.
Step 10 : Determine the cycle frequencies (
r
 ),
r¢
kºw  and ¤
ru¥
 for MVDFC scheme.
Step 11 : Estimate the power and energy consumptions of the scheduled DFG.
Figure 7.1. Scheduling for $'%'&-( Minimization
value (in step 2), then the scheduler uses interpolation techniques to find the same. The third step
is to determine the as soon as possible (ASAP) time stamp of each operation. The fourth step is
the determination of the as late as possible (ALAP) time stamp of each vertex for the DFG. The
ASAP time stamp is the start time and the ALAP time stamp is the finish time of each operation.
These two time stamps provide the mobility of an operation and the operation must be scheduled
within this mobility range. This mobility graph needs to be modified for the MVMC scheme. The
ILP formulations constructed based on the models described in section 7.3. The scheduler uses
the modeling language AMPL to model the ILP formulations [166]. At this step, we calculate the
power consumption of the functional units as follows. The operational delay of a functional unit
is assumed as ( 6 DGF OI6 O A7 Of6 :  ö OI6 
5
F
 ). For the MVMC scheme the operating frequency is
the frequency corresponding to the operational delay at the highest operating voltage of multiplier
unit. On the other hand, for MVDFC scheme, the operating frequency of a functional unit is
calculated based on these operational delay using the formulas given in [48]. It is assumed to
be the inverse of operational delay of a functional unit at corresponding supply voltage. We get
the switching capacitance from step 1 and step 2, and the power values are calculated whenever
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Figure 7.2. ASAP and ALAP Schedule for Example DFG (used to find Mobility Graph)
necessary for different operating voltages and frequencies. The scheduled DFG is obtained after
the ILP formulation is solved using LP-Solve. Then, the scheduler determines the
r6¢
kºw
 , ¤
ru¥
 and
cycle frequency (
r
 ) using the methods proposed in [48] based on the delay of each cycle. Finally,
the power consumption, energy consumption and the energy delay product of the scheduled DFG
are calculated.
7.4.1 CPF-MVDFC Scheduling Scheme
We illustrate the solution for the ILP formulation in the MVDFC case, with the help of the
DFG shown in Fig. 7.2. The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and the ALAP schedule is
shown in Fig. 7.2(b). From the ASAP and ALAP schedules, we obtained the mobility graph which
is Fig. 7.3(a). We get the ILP formulations using this mobility graph. We solved the formulation
using LP-solve and based on the results, we obtained the scheduled DFG shown in Fig. 7.3(b) for
the resource constraint (RC5), two multipliers at AÜ¼9 and one ALU operating at Z  Z 9 . Similarly,
other schedules can be obtained for different resource constraints.
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Figure 7.3. Mobility Graph and Final Schedule for Example DFG for RC5 using MVDFC
7.4.2 CPF-MVMC Scheduling Scheme
We illustrate the solution for the ILP formulations of the MVMC case, using the DFG shown
in Fig. 7.2. The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and the ALAP schedule is shown in
Fig. 7.2(b). From the ASAP schedule (Fig. 7.2(a)) and the ALAP schedule (Fig. 7.2(b)), we
obtained the mobility graph shown in Fig. 7.4(a). This mobility graph is different from that shown
in Fig. 7.3(a). In the MVMC case, the mobility graph considers the multicycle operations. In this
illustration, we assume that we have two operating voltage levels, and when the multipliers are
operated at the lower voltage, they take two clock cycles. It should be noted that the mobility graph
will depend on the number of operating voltages and the assumed operating frequency. We solved
the ILP formulation using LP-solve and based on the results we obtained the scheduled DFG shown
is Fig. 7.4(b) for the resource constraint (RC5), two multipliers at AÜ¼9 and one ALUs operating
at
Z

Z
9 .
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Figure 7.4. Mobility Graph and Final Schedule for Example DFG for RC5 using MVMC
7.5 Experimental Results
The ILP based CPF-MVDFC and CPF-MVMC schedulers were tested with five benchmark
circuits :
3 Example circuit (EXP) (8 nodes, 3*, 3+, 9 edges)
3 FIR filter (11 nodes, 5*, 4+, 19 edges)
3 HAL differential equation solver (13 nodes, 6+, 2+, 2-, 1
¹
, 16 edges)
3 IIR filter (11 nodes, 5*, 4+, 19 edges)
3 Auto-Regressive filter (ARF) (15 nodes, 5*, 8+, 19 edges).
The following notations are used to express results (Table 7.5).
We use the look-up table method presented in Section 7.1 for average switching capacitance
calculation. The look-up table construction consists of two phases, such as input pattern generation
and cell characterization. We generate the primary input signals of different correlations using
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Table 7.2. List of Variables used to Express the Results
% 
÷
: peak power consumption (in á  ) for single supply voltage
and single frequency scheme
% 
 : peak power consumption (in á  ) for multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency operation
% 
O
: the peak power consumption (in á  ) for multiple supply voltages
and multicycle operation
% l
÷
: minimum power consumption (in á  ) for any cycle
assuming single frequency and single supply voltage
%l
 : minimum power consumption (in á  ) for any cycle
for dynamic clocking and multiple supply voltage

÷
: execution time for single frequency

 : execution time for dynamic frequency

O
: execution time for multicycling operation
;
÷
: total energy consumption (in nano-Joule or Å ) for
single supply voltage and single frequency scheme
;
 : total energy consumption (in Å ) for
multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency operation
;
O
: total energy consumption (in Å ) for
multiple supply voltages and multicycle operation
%
÷
: average power consumption (in á  ) for single supply voltage and single
frequency scheme which is calculated as the mean of the cycle power consumptions
%
 : average power consumption (in á  ) for multiple supply voltages and
dynamic frequency operation, estimated as the mean of the cycle power
%
O
: average power consumption (in á  ) for multiple supply voltages and
multicycle operation, calculated as the mean of the cycle power consumptions
;^Ä %
÷
: energy delay product (in 4" ´ @ = Joule-sec or
r
ÅÁ ) for single supply voltage
and single frequency operation (  ;
÷
	
÷
)
;^Ä %
 : energy delay product (in
r
ÅÁ ) for multiple supply voltage
and dynamic frequency clocking operation (  N;  	  )
;^Ä %
O
: energy delay product (in
r
ÅÁ ) for multiple supply voltage
and multicycle operation (  N; O 	 O )
s¶%
 : percentage peak power reduction, for MVDFC scheme this is defined as,
ó
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s¶; : percentage reduction in total energy, is calculated as ° t ´ ° v
°
t
	4"D"
for MVDFC scheme and as ° t ´ ° 
°
t
	4"D" for MVMC scheme
s¶;1ÄY% : percentage EDP reduction, calculated as
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for MVDFC scheme and as
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	P4"D" for MVMC scheme
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the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model [169]. We perform the characterization of the
physical implementations of the library modules available in [55] by applying the input patterns
generated above for some values of ( m @ :hm C ) pairs. Whenever necessary, we used interpolation
to find the average switching capacitance for any other values of ( Tm @ :hm C ) pairs that do not exist
in the look-up table. It should be noted that larger the size of look-up table, better is the accuracy.
The above generated signals are propagated through different operators in the DFG and the average
switching activities are calculated as described in [169].
Both the scheduling algorithms, CPF-MVDFC and CPF-MVMC were tested using five differ-
ent sets of resource constraints (RC1,RC2,RC3,RC4,RC5) :
(1) multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 ) and ALUs (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 ),
(2) multipliers ( Z at AÜ¼9 ) and ALUs (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 ),
(3) multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 ) and ALUs (  at Z  Z 9 ),
(4) multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 ) and ALUs (  at Z  Z 9 ), and
(5) multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 ) and ALUs (  at Z  Z 9 ).
The reason behind choosing the sets of resource constraints is that it covers a good representive of
types of resources at different operating voltages. The number of allowable voltage levels is two
( AÜ¼9: Z  Z 9 ) and maximum number of allowable frequencies being three. The experimental results
for various benchmark circuits are reported in Table 7.3 for CPF-MVDFC scheduling scheme and
in Table 7.4 for CPF-MVMC scheduling scheme. The power/energy estimation include the power
consumption of the overheads, such as level converters (data taken from [55]). The results are
reported for two supply voltages. In case of CPF-MVDFC scheduling the frequencies found out
are ( ¼ﬂD*úã ﬃ:hSD*úãﬃ:77RD*+ãﬃ ). For CPF-MVMC scheduling scheme the operating frequency
(
r

C
­
) is SD*+ãﬃ .
We plotted Fig. 7.5 and 7.6 to get a visual picture of the experimental results. The figures show
the average reductions for different benchmarks averaged over all resource constraints. It is obvious
from the figure that the reductions are significant. It is also noted that for the reductions for MVDFC
scheme is better than the MVMC scheme. The CPF-MVDFC scheme works effectively for all
resource constraints and all benchmarks, where as, the CPF-MVMC scheme does not produce good
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Figure 7.5. Average Reductions in Power or Energy for Benchmarks using CPF-MVDFC
results for ARF benchmark. We did not find any work in the literature that deals with simultaneous
reduction of energy and transient power, so we could not provide comparison with any other works.
In order to study the power consumption per cycle, we plotted the power profile for different
benchmarks over all the control steps (clock steps). Fig. 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 show power
profile for benchmarks for resource constraints RC1, RC2, RC3, RC4 and RC5 respectively. The
curves labeled as ”SF” correspond to the profile when the schedule is operated at a single frequency
(which is the maximum frequency of slower operator, multiplier) and single voltage. The profiles
labeled as ”DFC” correspond to the case when dynamic clocking and multiple voltage scheme is
used. Similarly, the profiles labeled as ”MC” is for the MVMC scheme. The effectiveness of the
proposed scheduling schemes is obvious from the figures.
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Figure 7.6. Average Reductions for Benchmarks using CPF-MVMC
7.6 Conclusions
In low power deigns for portable applications, the simultaneous minimization of total energy
and transient power is essential. The modifed-CPF parameter defined and used in this work essen-
tially facilitates such simultaneous optimization using ILP formulations. The optimization is per-
formed using MVDFC scheme and MVMC scheme. The datapath scheduling algorithm described
in this chapter is particularly useful for synthesizing data intensive application specific integrated
circuits. The algorithm attempts to optimize energy and power while maintaining performance.
The scheduling algorithm assumes number of different types of resources at each voltage levels
(both CPF-MVDFC and CPF-MVMC) and the number of allowable frequencies (CPF-MVMC
scheme) as resource constraints. The energy delay product for both the CPF-MVDFC and CPF-
MVMC scheduling scenario was estimated to keep track of the effect of scheduling algorithms on
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Figure 7.7. Power Profile for Benchmark for Resource Constraint RC1
circuit performance. The CPF-MVDFC scheduling resulted in reduction of EDP for all benchmarks
and all resource constraints, which shows its effectiveness. On the other hand, the CPF-MVMC
scheme resulted in improvement in EDP in almost all cases, except for a few cases, where there
was no improvement. The results clearly indicate that multiple supply voltage and dynamic fre-
quency clocking scheme yields better power and energy minimization than multiple supply voltage
and multicycling scheme. The effectiveness of the scheduling schemes in the context of pipelined
datapath and control intensive applications, needs to be investigated.
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Figure 7.8. Power Profile for Benchmark for Resource Constraint RC2
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Figure 7.9. Power Profile for Benchmark for Resource Constraint RC3
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Figure 7.10. Power Profile for Benchmark for Resource Constraint RC4
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Figure 7.11. Power Profile for Benchmark for Resource Constraint RC5
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CHAPTER 8
POWER FLUCTUATION MINIMIZATION
In this chapter, we describe a new datapath scheduling scheme for the reduction of cycle power
fluctuation at behavioral level using integer linear programming (ILP) based models [175]. We de-
velop a power model to capture the cycle power fluctuation as cycle-to-cycle power gradient using
switching activity, supply voltages and operating frequency. Then, we provide ILP based models
for its minimization assuming three modes of circuit operation, such as (1) single supply volt-
age and single operating frequency (SVSF), (2) multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency
(MVDFC) and (3) multiple supply voltages and multicycling (MVMC). The effectiveness of our
scheduling technique is measured by estimating the mean power gradient, the peak power ( % )
consumption, the average power consumption ( %Tk ) and the power delay product ( %'Ä % ) of the
scheduled data flow graph. We compare the MVDFC and MVMC based scheduling algorithms
with the results of SVSF based scheduling algorithm. It may be noted that in the case of multi-
ple supply voltage schemes, the power consumption in the level converters is taken into account.
Similarly, in hte case of dynamic frequency clocking, the overhead due to dynamic clocking unit
is considered. The dynamic frequency clocking methodology is more effective for data intensive
signal processing applications. The proposed scheduling algorithms are resource constrained. For
the SVSF scheme the resource constraint is the number of functional units. On the other hand,
both the MVDFC and MVMC scheduling schemes use the number and type of functional units at
different operating voltages as the resource constraints. In addition, the MVDFC scheme uses a
certain number of allowable frequencies as resource constraints.
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8.1 Power Fluctuation Modeling
In this section, we discuss different power terminologies with reference to a datapath circuit.
Let us assume that the datapath is represented in the form of a sequencing data flow graph. The
datapath uses various functional units operating at different supply voltages. The level convert-
ers are considered as resources operating in the control step in which it needs to step up signal.
The dynamic clocking unit (DCU) that generates dynamic frequency is considered as a resource
operating in all the control steps. Our aim is to develop power models using generic terms such
as switching activity, supply voltages and operating frequencies. The intention of using such pa-
rameters is to make the power model a general one, independent of any specific energy or power
models. It can accomodate both the look-up table based energy (power) models and energy (power)
macro-models. The generic model can also help in easy integration of the proposed power model
in a behavioral synthesis tool that uses both behavioral power estimator and datapath scheduler.
Moreover, the generic model can be easily tuned to handle any of the three modes of datapath
circuit operation, such as (i) single supply voltage and single frequency (SVSF), (ii) multiple sup-
ply voltages and dynamic frequency (MVDFC), and (iii) multiple supply voltage and multicycling
(MVMC). For MV scheme the datapath uses functional units operating at different supply voltages.
In this mode the level converters are considered as resources operating in the control step in which
it needs to step up signal.
Let Ï@7:BÏvC:4EEEE:BÏvF be a set of  observations from a given distribution. The sample mean
(which is an unbiased estimator for the population mean, Õ ) is á  @
F

F
mﬀ@
Ïvm . The observation-
to-observation gradient can be defined as, Þ ÏmdQÏm
´
@¯Þ , where Í
¥
Í8 . The mean gradient is
given by @
F
´
@

F
mﬀC
Þ Ïmd×Ïvm
´
@¯Þ . It may be noted that there are µd¬ gradients for  observations.
The notations used in the description is given in Table 8.1. It may be noted that for single frequency
and single supply voltage mode of operation, 9mb®  and
r
 are the same for any clock cycle ( ¤ ) and
resource (
¥
). Similarly, for multicycling operation the
r

are the same for any clock cycle ( ¤ ).
The power consumption for any control step ¤ is given by Eqn. 8.1. This is the total power con-
sumption of all functional units active in control step ¤ . This also includes the power consumption
of the level converters where the level converters are considered as resources operating in a cycle
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Table 8.1. Notations used in the Description
p
: total number of control steps in the DFG
Ø : total number of operations in the DFG
¤ : a control step or a clock cycle in DFG ( 'Í
¥
Í
p
)
m : any operation
¥
, 'Í
¥
Í¬Ø ,
%  : the total power consumption of all functional units active
in control step ¤ (cycle power consumption)
%u : peak power consumption for the DFG equal to áµýÏi.c%Th0 &

%ik : mean power consumption of the DFG (average %  )
%-,  : power gradient for cycle ¤ (where, ¤ N^
p
)
%-,t : peak power gradient of the DFG which is equal to áµýÏ.c%1,  0 &

*ú%1, : mean power gradient of the DFG over ¤ N^
p
&
M
­¯®  : any functional unit of type  operating at voltage level >
&
M
m : any &
M
­¯®  needed by m for its execution ( mP1e& M ­¯®  )
&
M
mb®  : any functional unit &
M
m active in control step ¤

 : total number of functional units active in step ¤
(same as the number of operations scheduled in ¤ )
mb®
 : switching activity of resource &
M
mb®

96mb®

: operating voltage of resource &
M
mb®

$
mb®
 : load capacitance of resource & M mb® 
r
 : frequency of control step ¤
¤ , if the current resource is driven by a resource operating at lower voltage.
%

 W
:
ª
mE@
mb®

$m ®

9
C
mb®

r

(8.1)
The peak power consumption of the DFG is the maximum power consumption over all the control
steps which can be expressed as below.
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The mean cycle power consumption of the DFG ( %k ) is defined as,
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The mean cycle power %k is an unbiased estimate of the average power consumption of the DFG.
The true average power consumption of the DFG is the total energy consumption of the DFG per
clock cycle or per second.
The power gradient %1,  for any control step ¤ is defined as the absolute difference of power
consumption from the previous control step, as given below.
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The peak of the power gradients is denoted as ( %1,  ) :
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The mean power gradient *ú%1, is calculated as,
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The above generic power models are independent of any specific energy or power models. Us-
ing the dynamic energy model proposed in [51] we can express the effective switching capacitance
of our proposed model as,
gm$m  $twõ
m
.2gm
@
:hgm
C
0
(8.7)
Here, the m and $m are the parameters corresponding to the functional unit & M m as defined before.
The $twõ
m
is a measure of the effective switching capacitance of functional unit &
M
m , which is a
function of m @ and m C ; the m @ and m C are the average switching activities on the first and second
input operands of & M m . Similarly, any other power or energy models can be incorporated. It should
be noted that the above switching model (in Eqn. 8.7) handles input pattern dependencies. Using
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the above Eqn. 8.7 we can rewrite Eqn. 8.6 as follows.
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We use the above *+%-, as the objective function for low power datapath scheduling. We make the
following observations about the *+%1, . It is a non-linear function because of the absolute function
( ý3¿Á or Þ1Þ ). It is a function of parameters, such as switching activity, capacitance, operating voltage
and operating frequency. We will use the ILP formulations to minimize *ú%1, through datapath
scheduling for three modes of datapath operation, namely SVSF, MVDFC and MVMC as described
before.
The critical path delay of the DFG can be calculated as,
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It should be noted that the
r

is the same for single frequency and multicycling operations for all
values of ¤ and may be different for dynamic frequency clocking operations. The power delay
product of the DFG is defined as the product of the average power consumption and critical path
delay as shown below.
%'Ä %ú %ikÇ	 (8.10)
Using Eqn. 8.3, 8.7, and 8.9, we have the following expression for the power delay product.
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To study the impact of the scheduling algorithms on the performance of the datapath we estimate
the power delay product of the scheduled DFGs using the above expression.
8.2 Modeling of Non-linearities
It is clear from the Eqn. 8.8 that the *ú%1, is a non-linear function. The nonlinearity is because
of the presence of absolute function ( ý<3£Á or Þ^Þ ). The ILP formulations has to handle this form of
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non-linearity. In this section, we address the transformations that help in linear modelling of the
nonlinear functions. The general form of linear programming can be represented as [173, 174] :
Minimize : 
m
Þ 8 m Þ
Subject to : 8mO[
ü
ýmÔüt	ÏAü^ÍÐ3ºmz:a|
¥
Ï ü *à"#: |<0
(8.12)
where, 8Dm , is the deviation between the prediction and observation. The Þ 8#m<Þ is non-linear because
of absolute function. This can be linearized using the following transformation.
Let, 8m be represented as difference of two non-negative variables,
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Using these new variables we can reexpress the LP problem in Eqn. 8.12 as follows.
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If the product of 8 @
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Using the above, we can write the LP problem in Eqn. 8.14 as shown below.
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The problem in Eqn. 8.12 and 8.16 are equivalent and minimization of Eqn. 8.16 will result in
minimization of Eqn. 8.12.
8.3 ILP Formulations to Minimize Mean Power Gradient
In this section, we discuss the ILP models for minimization of *ú%1, for various modes of
datapath operations, such as SVSF, MVDFC and MVMC. It may be noted that different decision
variables are to be used for the three different modes. We first discuss the formulations using
MVDFC followed by MVMC. The formulation for SVSF is not presented since it is trivial one.
The notations used in ILP formulations is given in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2. Notations used in ILP formulations
*
­¯®
 : maximum number of functional units & M
­q®

À
m : as soon as possible (ASAP) time stamp for the operation m
;m : as late as possible (ALAP) time stamp for the operation m
%Ñ./$twõ
m
:B>v:
r
0 : power consumption of functional unit &
M
m at voltage > and frequency
r
used by m for its execution
Ï
mb®

®

®

: decision variable which takes the value of  if operation  m is scheduled
in control step ¤ using the functional unit & ­¯®  and ¤ has frequency
r

8
mb®

®
C
® l
: decision variable which takes the value of  if operation m is using any &
­¯®

and scheduled in control steps
Ù
 á

mb®
 : latency for operation Dm using resource operating at voltage >
(in terms of number of clock cycles)
8.3.1 Formulations using Multiple Voltages and Dynamic Frequency
In dynamic frequency clocking [59, 62], the clock frequency is varied on-the-fly based on the
functional units active in that cycle. In this clocking scheme, all the units are clocked by a single
clock line which switches at run-time. The frequency reduction creates an opportunity to operate
the different functional units at different voltages, which in turn, helps in further reduction of power.
Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the mean power gradient *ú%1, described
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in Eqn. 8.8 of the whole DFG over all control steps.
Minimize : *ú%1, (8.17)
Using Eqn. 8.6, this can be restated as :
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This problem has the non-linearity in it because of the absolute function. This can be converted to
an equivalent problem using the transformation suggested in the previous section.
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The above problem in Eqn. 8.19 is simplified to :
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Using the decision variables and above LP objective function is formulated as,
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Subject to : Power gradient constraints
(8.21)
Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that every operation #m is scheduled to one
unique control step within the mobility range ( À m , ; m ) with a particular supply voltage and operating
frequency. We represent them as, |
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Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee that for an operation #m , all its predecessors
are scheduled in an earlier control step and its successors are scheduled in a later control step.
These are modelled as, |
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Resource Constraints : These constraints make sure that no control step contains more than & ­¯® 
operations of type  operating at voltage > . These can be enforced as, |u¤ , ﬃÍ[¤ﬃÍ
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and |u> ,
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Frequency Constraints : This set ensures that if a functional unit is operating at higher voltage
level then it can be scheduled in a lower frequency control step, whereas, a functional unit is op-
erating at lower voltage level then it can not be scheduled in a higher frequency control step. We
write these constraints as, |
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Power Gradient Constraints : To eliminate the non-linearity introduced due to the absolute func-
tion, we introduce these constraints (as outlined in Eqn. 8.19, 8.20 and 8.21), |u¤ , )Í[¤ﬃÍ
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The %1,

is peak power gradient constraint added to the objective function and minimized along-
with it.
8.3.2 Formulations using Multiple Supply Voltages and Multicycling
In this subsection, we describe the ILP formulations for the minimization of *ú%1, using mul-
tiple supply voltages and multicycling. In this scheme, the functional units are operated at multiple
supply voltages and the lower operating voltage functional units are scheduled in consecutive con-
trol steps.
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Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the mean power gradient *ú%1, described
in Eqn. 8.8 of the whole DFG over all control steps.
Minimize : *ú%1, (8.26)
Using Eqn. 8.6, this can be restated as :
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This problem has the non-linearity in it because of the absolute function. This can be converted to
an equivalent problem using the transformation suggested in the previous section.
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(8.28)
The above problem in Eqn. 8.28 is simplified to : Following the similar steps as in the previous
section (section 8.3.1) and using the transformations, we redefine the objective function.
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(8.29)
Then, using the decision variables the objective function is formulated as,
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Subject to : Power gradient constraints
Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that every operation Am is scheduled in appro-
priate control steps within the mobility range ( À m , ;m ) with a particular supply voltage. Depending
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on the supply voltage it may be operated at more than one clock cycle. We represent them as, |
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When the operators are operating at highest voltage, they are scheduled in one unique control step,
whereas, when they are to be operated at lower voltages they need more than one clock cycle for
completion. Thus, for lower voltage the mobility is restricted.
Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee that for an operation #m , all its predecessors
are scheduled in an earlier control step and its successors are scheduled in a later control step.
These constraints should also take care of the multicycling operations. These are modelled as,
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Resource Constraints : These constraints make sure that no control step contains more than &
­¯®

operations of type  operating at voltage > . These can be enforced as, |v> and |
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Power Gradient Constraints : These constraints are introduced to eliminate the absolute function
non-linearity of the objective function. These constraints can be enforced as, |
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Where, %1,Ç is power gradient constraint which is added to the objective at minimized alongwith
it.
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8.4 Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we will discuss the solutions for the ILP formulations obtained in the previous
section and develop scheduling algorithms for both MVDFC and MVMC schemes. The target
architecture model assumed by the scheduling schemes is same as the one used in [65]. All func-
tional units have a register each and a multiplexor. Each functional unit feeds a single register. The
register and the multiplexor operate at the same voltage level as that of the functional units. Level
converters are used when a low-voltage functional unit is driving a high-voltage functional unit
[65, 95]. A controller decides which of the functional units are active in each control step and those
that are not active are disabled using the multiplexors. For MVDFC scheme, the controller has a
storage unit to store the parameters, cycle frequency index ( ¤
ru¥

) obtained from the scheduling,
which serves as clock dividing factor for the dynamic clocking unit. The cycle frequency
r
 is
generated dynamically and a functional unit operating at one of the supply voltages is activated.
The inputs to the algorithm are an unscheduled data flow graph (UDFG), the resource con-
straints, the number of allowable voltage levels ( 

), the number of allowable frequencies ( 

),
delay of each resource ( 6 DGF ), multiplexor ( 6 O A7 ), register ( 6 :  ö ) at different voltage levels. The
delays of level converters ( 6 
5
F
 ) is represented in the form of a matrix that shows the delay in
converting one at voltage level 9 m to another voltage level 9 ü (where, both 9 m :º9 ü 1×9 n Ë ). The re-
source constraint includes the number of ALUs and multipliers at different voltage levels 9m (where,
96mB1×96n<Ë ). The scheduling algorithm determines the proper time stamp for each operation,
r¢
k£w
 ,
¤
ru¥
 (using [48]) and voltage level such that the function *+%1, (Eqn. 8.8) is minimum.
The ILP based scheduler which minimizes modified cycle power profile function of the DFG
is outlined in Fig. 8.1. In step 1, the scheduler constructs a look-up table for effective switching
capacitance for known values of average switching activity pair as described in Eqn. 8.7. In step
2, the scheduler determines the switching activities at the inputs of each node by using behavioral
simulation of DFG. For this purpose, different set of application specific input vectors (having
different correlations) are given at the primary inputs of the DFG and average swtiching activity at
each inputs of other nodes are calculated [167, 169]. It should be noted that if the look-up table
(in step 1) does not have the switching capacitance for a pair of input average swtiching activities
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Input : DFG, Constraints, Voltage and Freq. Levels, Delays
Output : Scheduled DFG,
r¢
kºw  ,
p
, ¤
ru¥
 , Power estimates
Step 1 : Construct effective switching capacitance look-up table.
Step 2 : Calculate the switching activities for each node.
Step 3 : Find ASAP and ALAP schedule of the UDFG.
Step 4 : Determine the mobility graphs for different schemes.
Step 5 : Calculate operating frequency of FUs using delays.
Step 6 : Model the ILP formulations of DFG using AMPL.
Step 7 : Solve the ILP formulations using LP-Solve.
Step 8 : Obtain the scheduled DFG.
Step 9 : Determine
r

,
r¢
k£w 
and ¤
ru¥
 for MVDFC scheme.
Step 10 : Estimate the power and delay of the scheduled DFG.
Figure 8.1. Scheduling for *+%1, Minimization
(in step 2), then the scheduler uses interpolation techniques to find the same. The third step is
to determine the as soon as possible (ASAP) time stamp of each operation. The fourth step is
the determination of the as late as possible (ALAP) time stamp of each vertex for the DFG. The
ASAP time stamp is the start time and ALAP time stamp is the finish time of each operation.
These two time stamps provide the mobility of a operation and the operation must be scheduled
in this mobile range. This mobility graph needs to be modified for the MVMC scheme. Then the
scheduler finds the ILP formulations based on the models described before. The scheduler uses
modeling language AMPL to model the ILP formulations [166]. At this step, we calculate the
power consumption of the functional units as follows. The operational delay of a functional unit is
assumed as ( 6DGF¶OÓ6 O A7OÔ6 :  öOÓ6 
5
F
 ). For the MVMC scheme the operating frequency is the
frequency corresponding to operational delay at the highest operating voltage of multiplier unit.
On the other hand, for MVDFC scheme operating frequency of a functional unit is assumed to be
the inverse of operational delay of a functional unit at corresponding supply voltage. We get the
switching capacitance from step 1 and step 2, and for different operating voltages and frequencies
the power values are calculated whenever necessary. After the ILP formulation is solved using
LP-Solve the scheduled DFG is obtained. Then, the scheduler determines the cycle frequencies
for MVDFC scheme using the methods proposed in [48]. Finally, power consumptions, energy
consumptions and energy delay product of the scheduled DFG is calculated.
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Figure 8.2. Example Data Flow Graph (DFG)
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We illustrate the solution for the ILP formulations with the help of the DFG shown in Fig. 8.2.
The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 8.2(a) and the ALAP schedule is shown in Fig. 8.2(b). From
the ASAP and ALAP scheduling we obtained the mobility graphs shown in Fig. 8.2(c) and Fig.
8.2(d) for MVDFC and MVMC schemes respectively. Using these mobility graphs, we get the ILP
formulations. We solved the formulation using LP-solve and based on the results, we obtained the
scheduled DFG. In this MVMC case, the mobility graph considers the multicycle operations. In
this illustration, we assume that we have two operating voltage levels, and when the multipliers are
operated at lower voltage, they take two clock cycles. It should be noted that the mobility graph
will depend on the number of operating voltages and the assumed operating frequency.
8.5 Experimental Results
In this section we discuss the experiments conducted for the scheduling schemes proposed
in the previous sections. The ILP based schedulers for all three schemes (SVSF, MVDFC and
MVMC) are tested with five benchmark circuits :
3 Example circuit (EXP) (8 nodes, 3*, 3+, 9 edges)
3 FIR filter (11 nodes, 5*, 4+, 19 edges)
3 IIR filter (11 nodes, 5*, 4+, 19 edges)
3 HAL differential equation solver (13 nodes, 6*, 2+, 2-, 1
¹
, 16 edges)
3 Auto-Regressive filter (ARF) (15 nodes, 5*, 8+, 19 edges ).
The following notations are used to express results are given in Table 8.3.
We use the look-up table method for average switching capacitance calculation. The look-up
table construction consists of two phases, such as input pattern generation and cell characterization.
We generate the primary input signal of different correlations using the autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) model [169]. We perform the characterization of the physical implementations
of the library modules available in [55] by applying the the input patterns generated above for
known values of ( m @ :hgm C ) pairs. Whenever necessary, we used interpolation method to find the
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Table 8.3. Notations used in Describing the Results
*+%1,
÷
: the mean power gradient (in á  ) for SVSF operation
*+%1,
 : the mean power gradient (in á  ) for MVDFC operation
*+%1,
O
: the mean power gradient (in á  ) for MVMC operation
% 
÷
: the peak power consumption (in á  ) for SVSF operation
% 
 : the peak power consumption (in á  ) for MVDFC operation
% 
O
: the peak power consumption (in á  ) for MVMC operation
% k
÷
: the average power consumption (in á  ) for SVSF operation
%k
 : the average power consumption (in á  ) for MVDFC operation
%k
O
: the average power consumption (in á  ) for MVMC operation

÷
: the critical path delay (in Á ) for SVSF operation

 : the critical path delay (in Á ) for MVDFC operation
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: the critical path delay (in Á ) for MVMC operation
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÷
: the power delay product (in Å ) for SVSF operation
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 : the power delay product (in Å ) for MVDFC operation ./ % k  	 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average switching capacitance for any other values of ( m @ :hgm C ) pairs that does not exist in the look-
up table. It should be noted that larger the size of look-up table, better is the accuracy. Our look-up
table has 100 pairs of entries for ( m @ :hgm C ). The above generated signals are propagated through
different operators in the DFG and the average switching activities are calculated as described in
[169].
The schedulers were tested using different sets of resource constraints (RC1,RC2,RC3,RC4,RC5)
shown below.
multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 ) and ALUs (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 )
multipliers ( Z at AÜ¼9 ) and ALUs (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 )
multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 ) and ALUs (  at Z  Z 9 )
multipliers (  at AÜ¼9 and  at Z  Z 9 ) and ALUs (  at Z  Z 9 )
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Figure 8.3. Average Reductions using DFC Scheme
The reason behind choosing the sets of resource constraints is that it covers a good representive of
types of resources at different operating voltages. The number of allowable voltage levels being
two ( AÜ¼9: Z  Z 9 ) and maximum number of allowable frequencies being three. The experimental
results for various benchmark circuits are reported in Table 8.4 for all three schemes for resource
constraints RC2, RC3, and RC5. The power estimation step includes the power consumption of
the overheads. In case of MVDFC scheduling the frequencies found out are ¼ﬂD*úã ﬃ:hSD*úãﬃ
and 7RD*úãﬃ . For MVMC and SVSF scheduling scheme the operating frequency (
r

C
­
) is SD*úãﬃ .
The table also reports the average reduction for different benchmarks averaged over all resource
constraints. It is obvious from the table that the reductions using MVDFC scheme are appreciable,
on the other hand, for the MVMC scheme there is no reduction in %'Ä % . The average results over
all five resource constraints are shown in Fig. 8.3 and 8.4.
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Figure 8.4. Average Reductions using Multicycling Scheme
In order to study the power consumption per cycle, we plotted the power profile for different
benchmarks over all the control steps (clock steps). Fig. 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 show power profile
for benchmarks for resource constraints RC2, RC3, and RC5 respectively. The curves labeled
as ”SF” correspond to the profile when the schedule is operated at a single frequency (which is
the maximum frequency of slower operator, multiplier) and single voltage. The profiles labeled
as ”DFC” correspond to the case when dynamic clocking and multiple voltage scheme is used.
Similarly, the profiles labeled as ”MC” is for the MVMC scheme. The effectiveness of the proposed
scheduling schemes is obvious from the figures.
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Figure 8.5. Power Profiles for Benchmarks (for RC2)
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Figure 8.6. Power Profiles for Benchmarks (for RC3)
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Figure 8.7. Power Profiles for Benchmarks (for RC5)
8.6 Conclusions
The reduction of cycle power fluctuation is important for a CMOS circuit. This paper ad-
dresses power fluctuation reduction at the behavioral level using low power datapath scheduling
techniques. Three datapath scheduling schemes, (i) using single supply voltages and single fre-
quency (SVSF), (ii) using multiple supply voltage and dynamic clocking (MVDFC) and (iii) using
multiple supply voltage and multicycling (MVMC) have been introduced. We used ILP based opti-
mizations for the three modes of datapath operations. The results of MVDFC and MVMC schemes
were compared with that of SVSF scheme. In dynamic frequency clocking scheme significant
reduction could be achieved in mean power gradient, peak power and average power alongwith re-
ductions in power delay product. The results clearly indicate that the dynamic frequency clocking
is a better scheme than the multicycling approach for power minimization. The effectiveness of the
scheduling schemes in the context of pipelined datapath and control intensive applications need to
be investigated.
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CHAPTER 9
VLSI DESIGN FOR DIGITAL WATERMARKING OF IMAGES
The research in digital watermarking is well matured. Several watermarking algorithms have
been proposed for image, video, audio and text in the current literature. Digital Watermarking is the
process that embeds data called a watermark into a multimedia object such that watermark can be
detected or extracted later to make an assertion about the object. The software implementation of
the proposed algorithms are significantly large, whereas the hardware implementation of the algo-
rithms is lacking. The hardware implementation has advantages over the software implementation
in terms of low power, high performance, and reliability. In this chapter, we develop hardware
system that can insert invisible robust, invisible fragile and visible watermark in the image. The
hardware module can be easily incorporated in JPEG encoder to develop a secure JPEG encoder.
An outline of such an secure JPEG encoder is provides in Fig. 9.1 [176]. The secure JPEG codec
can be a part of a scanner or a digital camera so that the digitized images are wateramarked right at
the origin. The proposed watermarking chip can also directed integrated with any existing digital
still camera. We provide the schematic view of a still camera having inbuilt watermarking chip in
Fig. 9.2, call such an camera as a ”secure digital still camera” (S C DC).
This chapter is organized as follows. We first discuss design and implementation of spatial
domain invisible-robust and invisible-fragile watermarking chip. Followed by a design and imple-
mentation of a chip that can insert one or two of visible watermarks in an image in spatial domain.
Finally, a DCT domain visible and invisible-robust watermarking chip has been discussed.
9.1 Invisible Watermarking in Spatial Domain
In this section, we propose a VLSI architecture [176] that can insert both invisible-robust and
invisible-fragile watermarks in spatial domain. Depending on the user’s requirement, it can insert
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either of the watermarks or both. The following watermarking insertion algorithms are imple-
mented : (i) the invisible-robust algorithm from [177, 178] and (ii) the invisible-fragile algorithm
proposed by the authors from [83, 72]. Both the algorithms are quite different and are proposed
recently.
9.1.1 Spatial Domain Invisible Watermarking Algorithms
In this section, we describe the algorithms (invisible-robust and invisible-fragile) chosen for
VLSI implementation. We outline the insertion and detection methods in brief with the modifi-
cations necessary to facilitate the hardware implementation. The notations needed for stating the
algorithms are given in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1. Notations used to Explain Spatial Domain Watermarking Algorithms
U
: Original image (gray image)

: Watermark image (binary or ternary image)
.
¥
:ﬀ00 : A pixel location
U
 : Watermarked image
p·ï
G
p·ï
: Image dimension
p

G
p
 : Watermark dimension
;Ñ:<;ﬃ@7:<;PC : Watermark embedding functions
Ä : Watermark detection function
 : Neighborhood radius
U
i
: Neighborhood image (gray image)
ð
: Digital (watermark) key
@4:hC : Scaling constants (watermark strength)
9.1.1.1 Invisible Robust Algorithm
A block diagram of the watermark insertion scheme is shown in Fig. 9.3(a) [177, 178]. The
watermark

is a ternary image having pixel values
J
0,1 or 2
_
. These values are generated using
the digital key ð . The watermark insertion is performed by altering the pixels of original image as
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Figure 9.3. Invisible Robust Watermarking in Spatial Domain [177, 178]
follows.
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(9.1)
The encoding functions ;1@ and ;PC are defined as follows, where @ X " and C X " .
;
@
.
U
:
U
i
0  .}d
@
0
U
i
.
¥
:ﬀ00iO 
@
U
.
¥
:ﬀ00
;PCD.
U
:
U
i
0  .}d@£0
U
i
.
¥
:ﬀ00TdC
U
.
¥
:ﬀ00
(9.2)
It may be noted that the above functions are slightly different from the original algorithm, where ÇC
is negative and the second encoding function involved addition, instead of subtraction. However,
these changes do not affect the overall encoding-decoding scheme, since we make changes in
decoding functions accordingly.
The neighborhood image pixel gray value is calculated as the average gray value of the neigh-
boring pixels of the original image for a particular neighborhood radius  . For example, for neigh-
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borhood radius ﬃ a , it is calculated as :
U
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(9.3)
The scaling .}
dà@º0 is used to scale U
i
to ensure that watermarked image gray value U  never
exceeds the maximum gray value for 8-bit image representation corresponding to pure white pixel.
The neighborhood radius  determines the upper bound of the watermarked pixels in an image. It
may be noted that a simple average could have been ï
ó
m
³
@B® ü
ô
³
ï
ó
m
³
@B® ü
³
@
ô
³
ï
ó
m ® ü
³
@
ô

, but we used the
above method of averaging to simplify the hardware implementation, since the division by two can
be implemented using a right shift by 1-bit operation.
The block diagram for watermark detection is provided in Fig. 9.3(b). The first step detection
process is the generation of watermark

using the watermark key
ð
. Next, the watermark is
extracted from the test (watermarked) image using the detection function given below.

(
.
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:ﬀ00 
É
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Ë
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
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¥
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X
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 if
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d
U
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¥
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¹
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(9.4)
By comparing the original ternary watermark image

and the extracted binary watermark image

(
, the ownership can be established when the detection ratio is larger than a predefined threshold
as explained in [177, 178].
9.1.1.2 Invisible Fragile Algorithm
The invisible fragile watermark insertion is carried out as follows (Fig. 9.4(a) [83, 72]). A
pseudo-random binary-sequence
J
0,1
_
of period
p
is generated using a linear shift register. The
period
p
is equal to the number of pixels (
p

G
p
 ) of the image. The watermark is generated
by arranging the binary sequence into blocks of size ¼ GÓ¼ or RÑGHR . The size of the watermark is
the same as the size of the image. The bit planes of the input image are derived and watermark is
inserted in the appropriate bit plane such that
À
p
aX
threshold. Assuming that the watermark in-
sertion is to be performed in  | y bit plane, the watermark insertion process is given by the following
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Figure 9.4. Invisible Fragile Watermarking in Spatial Domain [83, 72]
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(9.5)
The finding of the candidate bit plane for watermark insertion is an iterative process. We have
chosen the  F f .2Ó a0 bit plane as the candidate for watermark insertion (for LSB Ó =" ). After
merging all the bit planes, the watermarked image U  is obtained.
For image authentication purpose, the testing paradigm provided in [83, 72] is used. To con-
struct the testing paradigm, the cross-correlations of the original image and the watermark image,
and the cross-correlations of the watermarked image and the possibly forged test image are calcu-
lated. Then, based on the cross-correlations, the test statistics is determined. The test statistics is
the basis of the test paradigm.
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9.1.2 VLSI Architecture for Invisible Spatial Domain Watermarking
In this section, we discuss the proposed architectures for the algorithms discussed in the previ-
ous section.
9.1.2.1 Architecture for Robust Watermarking
The datapath for invisible robust watermarking is shown in Fig. 9.5. The image RAM is used
to store the original image, which is to be watermarked. The image data can be written to the
image RAM by activating proper control signals. The watermark RAM serves as a storage space
for watermark data. The watermark data can either be generated using the shift register or given
as an external input by the user. In this hardware design, it is assumed that at any point of time, a
DDÖ1G DDÖ image can be stored in the image RAM and a 7DR-GH7DR watermark can be stored in the
watermark RAM. It is possible to watermark only a 7DRiGﬃ7DR region of the original image at a time,
whereas the full image can be watermarked if the process is repeated for the other regions (total in
four times for the assumed size). The region of the original image to be watermarked is described
in terms of five parameters, such as top left, top right, center, bottom left, and bottom right and
address decoders are used to determine the proper locations.
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The invisible robust watermark insertion scheme involves adding (or subtracting) a constant
time the image pixel gray value to (from) a constant time of the neighborhood function. The
constants are  @ and  C , the values of which determine the strength of the watermark. The four
output lines from the image RAM provide the pixels U .
¥
:ﬀ0A0 ,
U
.
¥
:ﬀ0ÑOMq0 ,
U
.
¥
Oa:ﬀ00 and U .
¥
O
:ﬀ0ÑO q0 for the row-column address pair .
¥
:ﬀ0A0 . The neighborhood function specified by Eqn.
9.3 is computed as follows. First, the U .
¥
:ﬀ0)Oaq0 and U .
¥
O=:ﬀ0¶Oﬁq0 are given to the adder1 as
input. The resulting sum and carry out from adder 1 are fed to adder 2 alongwith U .
¥
OM:ﬀ00 .
The resulting sum of the adder 2 is the neighborhood function value. The division by two is
performed by shifting the results bit right by one bit, consequently discarding the rightmost bit
(LSB). The scaling of the neighborhood function is achieved by multiplying it with .}dH@£0 using
the multiplier 2. At the same time, the scaling of the image pixel gray values is performed in
multiplier 1 by multiplying U .
¥
:ﬀ00 with  C or  @ . The eight higher order bits of the the multipliers
are fed to the adder/subtractor unit to perform watermark insertion as per the Eqn. 9.2. Since,
we are concerned only with the integer values of the pixels, the lower eight bits of the multiplier
results are discarded, which represent the values after the decimal point. The output of the adder
/ subtractor unit (watermarked image pixels) and the original image pixel values are multiplexed
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Figure 9.7. Datapath For Combined Spatial Domain Invisible Robust / Fragile Watermarking
based on the watermark values and are written into the image RAM if the watermark value is ”1”
or ”2”, as per Eqn. 9.1.
9.1.2.2 Architecture for Fragile Watermarking
The datapath for fragile watermark insertion is shown in Fig. 9.6. The original image is stored
in the image RAM and the watermark is created in the same way as in the case of robust water-
marking described above and is stored in the watermark RAM. For watermark insertion, the  F f
bit-line of the image pixels is fed as input to an XOR gate alongwith that of the watermark value.
The output of the XOR gate is returned to the image RAM and the  F f bit-line is over-written by
selecting appropriate control signals.
9.1.2.3 Overall Chip Architecture
The combined datapath for both robust and fragile watermarking is shown in Fig. 9.7. The
datapath is obtained by stitching the two datapaths from (Fig. 9.5 and Fig. 9.6) using multiplexers,
which in turn give rise to additional control signals. The controller that drives the datapath is
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Figure 9.8. Controller For Combined Spatial Domain Invisible Robust / Fragile Watermarking
shown in Fig. 9.8. The controller has five states, such as S0, S1, S2, S3 and S4. The state S0 is the
initial sate. In state S1, the image and watermark data are written into the respective RAMs. The
image and the watermark pixels are read from the RAMs in state S2 and watermarking insertion
is performed. In state S3, watermarked pixels are written back to the image RAM. In state S4, the
watermarked image is ready in the RAM. The control signals and their functional descriptions are
given in Table 9.2.
9.1.3 Implementation of Spatial Domain Invisible Watermarking Chip
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the integrated architecture which combines
the two architectures from the previous section. The implementation of the watermarking datapath
and controller was carried out in the physical domain using the Cadence Virtuoso layout tool using
bottom-to-top hierarchical design approach. The design involved the construction of three main
modules, the memory, the watermarking module (datapath) and the controller unit. Each of the
three modules were designed individually through modularization and later interfaced with each
other. The layouts of the gates at the lowest level of hierarachy are drawn using the CMOS standard
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Table 9.2. Control Signals for Spatial Domain Invisible Watermarking Chip
IM ADDR COUNT : increment signal for the counters used to generate address for image
WM ADDR COUNT : incre. signal for the counters used to generate address for watermark
IM READ/WRITE : image RAM read (1) or write (0)
WM READ/WRITE : watermark RAM read or write
IM DATA SELECT : select input or watermarked image
WM DATA SELECT : select input or generate watermark
IM ADDR SELECT : select location of image
WM ADDR SELECT : select address of watermark
START : watermarking begins when set to 1
IM COMPLETED : set to 1 when all the pixels of the image are covered
WM COMPLETED : set to 1 when all the pixels in watermark are covered
BUSY : high as long as the watermarking process continues
DATA READY : high when watermarked image is ready to be read
ROBUST/FRAGILE : choose between robust or fragile
cell design approach. We designed a standard cell library containing basic gates, such as AND, OR,
NOT and 1-bit RAM cell.
The memory module involves two read/write memory structure, one for DDÖÑGsDDÖ size origi-
nal/watermarked image and other for 7DRÑG!7DR size watermark. The bit size for the image RAM
is R#d bits and for the watermark RAM, it is #d bits. The basic building block for a memory module
is a Ö#d transistor static RAM cell available in the cell library. We have chosen a SRAM instead of
a DRAM due to its shorter read and write cycles. The memories are built as  G- arrays of SRAM
cells and are addressed using row and column address decoders. Each decoder is implemented as
a á×d bit counter with additional AND-logic to address  l cells.
The watermarking module (datapath) involves the implementation of two watermarking algo-
rithms as described in Section 9.1.1. The main components of this module are two 8-bit adders,
two 8-bit multipliers and a 8-bit adder/ subtractor. Each adder is constructed using 1-bit adders
in a ripple-carry manner. The adder/subtractor unit is obtained from the adder using XOR gates.
The carry inputs to the adder/ subtractor and one of the inputs to the XOR gate are set to high
whenever the watermark pixel value is ”2” so that a subtraction is carried out as required for the
robust watermarking encoding function (Eqn. 9.2). An 8-bit parallel array multiplier is built using
full-adders and AND gates to implement multiplication operations with reduced delay.
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Several multiplexers are used at appropriate places in the design to select one of the incoming
lines. Each of such multiplexer is implemented using a combination of transmission gates. Three
asynchronously resettable registers are designed to encode the five states of the controller depicted
in Fig. 9.8. At anytime, the three registers could be reset by the user to return the controller to its
intial state and from there, the watermarking function could be started afresh.
(a) Datapath Layout (b) Controller Layout
Figure 9.9. Layout of the Invisible Spatial Domain Watermarking Datapath and Controller
Table 9.3. Power, Area Details for Individual Units
Modules Gate Count Power .bá

0 Delay .bÁ0
Datapath 4547 1.1931 0.9158
Controller 233 0.0045 0.3901
RAM 1183,744 21.8012 2.3891
Each of the above mentioned modules is implemented and tested separately and then connected
together to obtain the final chip. The number of gates, power and areas of each module is shown in
Table 9.3 for operating voltage of Z  Z 9 . The statistics are obtained using HSPICE for "# Z Õ MO-
SIS SCN3M SCMOS technology. It is evident from the above statistics that the RAM consumes
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Figure 9.10. Layout of RAM (Zoomed view of a portion is shown)
most amount of power. If we assume that the proposed chip is to be used as a module within a
complete JPEG enoder, then the memory module could be avoided in the watermarking datapath
circuit. The layout of the datapath is shown in Fig. 9.9(a). and the layout of the controller is shown
in Fig. 9.9(b). The layout of RAM is shown in Fig. 9.10. This shows a zoomed view of a small
portion of the RAM. The complete layout and the floor plan of the watermarking chip is given in
Fig. 9.11. The pin diagram for the chip showing the inputs and the outputs is given in Fig. 9.12.
The overall design statistics of the chip are in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4. Overall Chip Statistics
Area (with RAM) 7AÔ"7ÑG×¿¼ﬂDDáeá C
Number of gates (with RAM) D7RDR ð
Number of gates (without RAM) ¼RD"
Operating Voltage Z  Z 9
Clock frequency (with RAM) 7#7*úãﬃ
Clock frequency (without RAM) ¼D*úã ﬃ
Number of I/O pins D
Power (with RAM) ¼Dá 
Power (without RAM) AÔ"¼¯á 
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Figure 9.11. Layout of the Proposed Spatial Domain Invisible Watermarking Chip
9.1.4 Results and Conclusions
The verification of the chip implementation was performed by watermarking on several test
images, examples of which are shown in Fig. 9.13 and Fig. 9.14. The visual inspection of the
images illustrate the quality of the watermarking. As a quantitative measure of the perceptibility of
the watermark, we used the expression for signal-to-noise ratio given in Eqn. 9.6 as suggested by
ROBUST/FRAGILE
SPATIAL DOMAIN
WM_DATA_SELECT
ENCODER
WATERMARKING
INVISIBLE 
DATA_OUT
BUSY
DATA_READY
IM_DATA_IN
WM_DATA_IN
START
RESET
CLOCK
Figure 9.12. Pin Diagram for the Proposed Spatial Domain Invisible Watermarking Chip
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(a) Original Shuttle (b) Robust Watermarked (c) Fragile Watermarked
Figure 9.13. Spatial Domain Invisible Watermarked Shuttle
(a) Original Bird (b) Robust Watermarked (c) Fragile Watermarked
Figure 9.14. Spatial Domain Invisible Watermarked Bird
[159, 83, 72].
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The Var
ï
is the variance of the original input image and the Var
ï
ß
is the variance of the error
image (difference between original input image and watermarked image). We calculated the À
p

using the original and the watermarked image with the help of a software simulator. The
À
p

for
various watermarked images were in the range of  Z 6U;=dD6E; .
In this work, we presented a watermarking encoder that can perform invisible robust, invisible
fragile watermarking and the combination of both in spatial domain. To our knowledge, this is the
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first watermarking architecture having both functionalities. The chip can be easily integrated in
any existing JPEG encoder to watermark the images right at the source end. The disadvantage of
the watermarking algorithms implemented is that the processing needs to be done pixel by pixel.
In future, we are aiming to investigate block by block processing. The implementation of a low
power high performance watermarking decoder which will be a part of JPEG decoder is currently
under implementation.
9.2 Visible Watermarking in Spatial Domain
In this section, we present a new VLSI architecture for two visible watermarking schemes
presented in the literature. We implement the VLSI architecture using "# Z Õ CMOS technology.
The proposed watermarking chip is designed aiming at easy integration with any existing digital
camera framework [179]. To our knowledge, this is the first watermarking chip implementing
visible watermarking schemes.
9.2.1 Watermarking Algorithms
In this section, we discuss the image watermarking algorithms whose VLSI architecture is pro-
posed. We outline the schemes in brief with the modifications necessary to facilitate the hardware
implementations. The following notations are needed for description of the algorithms.
9.2.1.1 Visible Watermarking Algorithm 1 :
In this subsection, we discuss the visible watermarking algorithm proposed in [73]. The wa-
termark has three goals, such as, (i) the visible watermark should identify the ownership, (ii) the
visual quality of the host image should be preserved, (iii) the watermark should be difficult to re-
move from the host image. To satisfy these three conflicting criteria, schemes have been proposed
for adding watermark with the orginal image. The watermarked image is obtained by adding a
scaled gray value of the watermark image to the host image. The amount of scaling is done in such
a way that the alternation of each original image pixel occurs to a perceptual equal degree. The
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Table 9.5. List of Variables used in Algorithm Explanation
U
: Original (or host) image (a grayscale image)

: Watermark image (a grayscale image)
.báû:B0 : A pixel location
U
 : Watermarked image
p ï
G
p ï
: Original image dimension
p

G
p
 : Watermark image dimension
¥
­
: The #| y block of the original image U
ó
­ : The  | y block of the watermark image

¥

F
: The #| y block of the watermarked image U 
 ­ : Scaling factor for  | y block (used for host image scaling)
 ­ : Embedding factor for | y block (used for watermark image scaling)
Õ
ï
: Mean gray value of the original image
U
Õ
ï
­
: Mean gray value of the original image block
¥
­
ô
ï
­
: Variance of the original image block
¥
­
lkh : The maximum value of  ­
lTm«F : The minimum value of 
­
lk< : The maximum value of  ­
lTm«F : The minimum value of 
­
U
õy4m
|
 : Gray value corresponding to pure white pixel

ï
: A global scaling factor
$@4:º$oC:º$

:º$
â
: Linear regression co-efficients
original formulas have been simplifed to the following [75].
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The scaling factor 
ï
determines the strength of watermark.
Our aim is to implement the watermarking algorithms in a hardware. The above equation is
simplified so that the hardware implementation becomes easier. At the same time, care is taken to
make sure that the hardware is as accurate as the software implementations. We assume U
õy4m
|
P 
DD and simplify the above equations to the following.
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The above expression involves cubic root calculation, which could complicate the hardware im-
plementation. So, we further simplify the above expressions and remove the cubic root function
with a piecewise linear model. We divide the gray values range ñ "#: U õy4m
|
ò to four ranges, such
as üﬀ"#: ï }
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ý
. We fit four linear regres-
sion co-efficients that best approximates the cubic root in each of these ranges. Moreover, we
roundup the fraction involved in the comparison operation and the final simplified expression that
is implemented using hardware is as follows.
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9.2.1.2 Visible Watermarking Algorithm 2 :
In this subsection, we discuss the visible watermarking algorithm proposed in [83]. The pixel
gray values are modified based on local and global statistics. The watermaking insertion process
consists of the following steps.
3 Both host image (one to be watermarked) U and the watermark (image)  are divided into
blocks of equal sizes (the two images may be of unequal size).
3 Let
¥
­
denote the #| y block of the original image U and ó
­
denote the #| y block of the
watermark

. For each block (
¥
­ ), the local statistics; mean Õ
ï
­
and variance ô
ï
­
are
computed. The image mean gray value Õ
ï
is also found out.
3 The watermarked image block is obtained by modifying
¥
­ as follows. Assuming that  ­
and 
­
are scaling and embedding factors respectively, depending on Õ
ï
­
and ô
ï
­
of each
host image block.
¥

­
 N
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The choice of  ­ and  ­ are governed by certain characteristics of human visual system (HVS)
and mathematical models are proposed so that the perceptual quality of the image are not degraded
due to watermark addition. The  ­ and  ­ are obtained as follows.
3 The  ­ and  ­ for edge blocks are taken to be ilok< and lTm«F respectively.
3 The  ­ and  ­ are found out using the following equations.
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Where,
Â
Õ
ï
­
and
Â
Õ
ï
are normalised values of Õ ­
ï
and Õ
ï
, and
Â
ô
ï
­
are normalised logarithm
values of ô
ï
­
.
3 The  ­ and  ­ are scaled to the ranges ( ilTm«F , lk< ) and ( 6lm«F , 6lok< ) respectively, where
lTm«F and lkh are minimum and maximum values of scaling factor, and glTm«F and lkh are
minimum and maximum values of embedding factor. These parameters determine the extent
of watermark insertion. A linear tranformation is used to scale current 
­
and 
­
values to
the ranges (  lTm«F ,  lkh ) and (  lm«F ,  lok< ), respectively. Let current values of 
­
be written
as 

­
, and  
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and  
lkh
, respectively denote the current minimum and maximum values.
Similarly, let current values of 
­
be written as  
­
, and  
lTm«F
and  
lok<
, respectively denote
the current minimum and maximum values. The  ­ and  ­ values are scaled as follows.
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We used first-order derivatives for edge detection. For horizontal edge detection, we compute
the horizontal gradient as :
,
y
.báû:B0 
U
.báû:B0d
U
.bá O:B0 (9.13)
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The vertical gradient is computed as follows for vertical edge detection.
,  .báû:B0 
U
.báû:B0d
U
.báû:BYOq0 (9.14)
The amplitude of an edge is calculated as,
,¶.báû:B0 MÞÜ, y .báû:B04Þ7OWÞÜ,

.báû:B04Þ (9.15)
The mean amplitude for a block is computed as,
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When the mean amplitude for a block exceeds a predefined threshold, we declare it as an edge
block. The values of á and  correspond to the pixel locations of individual blocks with reference
to the original image pixel location.
The mean gray value of a block is calculated as the average of gray values of all pixels in the
image block. The mean gray values are normalized with pure white pixel gray value. Thus, we
have normalized mean gray values of a block as,
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Where, á and  are the pixel locations of the  | y image block; same as their locations in the
original image. The normalized standard deviation of gray values for the | y block is calculated as
follows.
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The exponential term in the Eqn. 9.11 is approximated as a power series. For "aÍÛÏ Í  ,
we have the following Taylor series approximation which was used upto the square term in our
implementation.
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In the step three of the insertion algorithm, scaling needs to be done using a linear transforma-
tion. The transformation needs to find the current minimum and maximum values for both  ­ and
 ­ over all the blocks to perform the transformation. Due to this the hardware performance is going
to be severely degraded since it has to wait till all the pixels of the images are covered to find local
statistics of all the blocks. So, we modify the above Eqn. 9.11 to ensure that the performance of the
hardware is improved with no compromise on the quality. We find  ­ and  ­ using the following
equations.
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Extensive simulations for various images show that the  ­ and  ­ obtained using Eqn. 9.12 and
Eqn. 9.20 are comparable (maximum difference is  [72]). Thus, we use Eqn. 9.20 for the  ­
and 
­
calculations.
9.2.2 VLSI Architecture
In this section, we discuss the architectures proposed for the hardware implementations of the
algorithms described in Section 9.2.1. We discuss the implementation of the first algorithm and the
architecture of the second algorithm in the first subsection and the second subsection respectively.
The above two architectures are stitched to develop the proposed watermarking datapath. The
FSM based design of a controller that drives the datapath is outlined. We assume that both the
original host image and the watermark image are stored in some memory in the digital camera
framework and are available for processing. The images may be in some compression format or
may be available in raw ascii data. We need to have a corresponding decoder to decode the image
and get the uncompressed data in case it is in compressed format. The decoder implementation is
not a part of this research.
9.2.2.1 Architecture for Algorithm 1 :
The insertion operation for the first watermarking algorithm is described in Eqn. 9.7. This
insertion function is simplified to Eqn. 9.9 using a piecewise linear model such that we have a
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Figure 9.15. Datapath Architectures for the Visible Watermarking Algorithms
compact and efficient hardware design, as described in the previous section. Fig. 9.15(a) shows
the architecture proposed for the first algorithm. The watermarking in this scheme is performed
pixel-by-pixel as evident from the insertion function. A register file is used to store the constants
needed to scale the image-watermark product in Eqn. 9.9. We store the constants @ú
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. The other constant 
ï
is assumed as a parameter, which can be changed
user to vary the watermark strength. The comparator is used to determine the range in which a
particular pixel gray value lies, such that an appropriate constant can be picked up from the register
file. The left side multiplier calculates appropriate constant times the host image pixel gray values
and the right side multiplier is used to find 
ï
times the watermark image pixel gray value. The
results of the above two multiplier is fed to the third multiplier which effectively calculates the
product of constants, 
ï
, host image pixel gray value, and watermark image pixel gray value,
respectively. The above product is added to the host image pixel gray values using the adder to
obtain watermarked image pixel gray values. The above described process has to be carried out for
all the pixels in order to obtain the watermarked image.
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9.2.2.2 Architecture for Algorithm 2 :
The proposed architecture for the second algorithm is shown in Fig. 9.15(b). Using the sec-
ond algorithm the watermarking insertion is performed block-by-block as described in Eqn. 9.10.
But, for each block the watermarking insertion has to be carried out pixel-by-pixel. The proposed
architecture in Fig. 9.15(b) present the operation at pixel level. The ”  ­ and  ­ calculation unit”
computes the  ­ and  ­ values for the  | y non-edge block using expression in Eqn. 9.20. The
”edge detection unit” determines if a block is an edge block or non-edge block if the , exceeds a
user defined threshold, then it is an edge-block. Larger the threshold more are the blocks declared
as edge-blocks. The multiplexors help in selecting the scaling and embedding factors between the
edge and non-edge blocks. The left side multiplier calculates the scaling factors times the host im-
age pixel gray value. The right side multiplier multiplies the embedding factor with the watermark
image pixel gray value. The products from these two multipliers are added using an adder to find
the watermarked image pixel gray value. This process is repeated for all pixels in a block, and
subsequently for all the blocks in the image.
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and 
­
calculation unit : The architectural details of ” 
­
and 
­
calculation unit” is shown
in Fig. 9.16(a). This hardware implements Eqn. 9.20 for 
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and 
­
calculation for a block at a
time. The left side adder-accumulator combination finds the sum of all the image pixel gray values
for a block. After the sum is multiplied with Ý @
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implementation easier, the latter being representable as a power of two. In the original algorithm
.
Â
Õ
­
ï
d
Â
Õ
ï
0 is the deviation of a mean gray value of a block from the image mean gray value. We
are evaluating the deviation of mean block gray value from mid-intensity of ï }
ïöõ
©
C
for simplicity,
. Thus, .
Â
Õ
­
ï
d
Â
Õ
ï
0 is computed as .
Â
Õ
­
ï
d "#ﬂ0 , when normalised with U
õuy4m
|
 . This assumption
accelerates the hardware performance to a great extent since the block-by-block watermarking can
be performed without waiting for the global image statistics computed over the whole image before
the watermark insertion can be performed. The expression L4Ïä

d1.
Â
Õ
­
ï
d
Â
Õ
ï
0
C

is computed using
the ”exponential unit”.
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Figure 9.16. Individual Datapath Units for Algorithm 2
The adder/subtractor unit finds the image pixel gray value absolute deviation from ï }
ïöõ
©
C
. The
adder-accumulator following this accumulate the 
l

F
º
º
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U
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º
for a block. When
this sum is multiplied with
Ý
@
i	
<i	
ß
	
Ý
C
ï
}
ïöõ
©
ß
, which is R#7SD for our case, we get the normalised
standard deviation
Â
ô
ï
­
. The right side divider divides exponential value computed before by
Â
ô
ï
­
.
The quotient is then multiplied with lok<tdµglmF . The above product is added to ilTm«F to evaluate

­ expressed in Eqn. 9.20. The exponential unit result is fed to a adder/subtractor on left side which
finds its difference from 1. The result is then multiplied with
Â
ô
ï
­
obtained from the computations
performed before. The product obtained is then multiplied with glk<Pde6lTm«F . This product is then
added to lTm«F which in turn gives the required 
­
as per Eqn. 9.20.
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Edge detection unit : The architecture used to declare if a block is an edge or non-edge block is
shown in Fig. 9.16(b). The left side and right side calculate the absolute value of horizontal gradient
ÞÜ, y .báû:B04Þ and absolute value of vertical gradient ÞÜ,  .báû:B04Þ , respectively. The amplitude of an
edge ,V.báû:B0 is calculated using the first adder. Then, the adder-accumulator combination finds
the sum of ,¶.báû:B0 for all pixels of a block. The above sum when multiplied with Ý @
i	
<i
ß
./ úÖ¼0 , we get the mean amplitude , for a block. The comparator compares the , values with
an user defined threshold and declares the block as a edge or non-edge block.
9.2.2.3 Architecture for the Watermarking Processor :
The datapaths for both the algorithms shown in Fig. 9.15(a) and Fig. 9.15(b) are stitched
together using multiplexors and a combined datapath shown in Fig. 9.17(a) is obtained. This
datapath can perform both the watermarking insertion schemes. Both the datapaths share the same
multipliers, as it is evident from Fig. 9.17(a), the multiplexors help in selecting input for the
multipliers. The ”Select” signal helps in choosing one of the watermarking scheme. When Select
is ”0” first algorithm is used and when select is ”1”, second algorithm is performed.
The controller that drives the datapath is shown in Fig. 9.17(b). The controller has six states,
such as Init, ReadBlock, WriteBlock, ReadPixel, WritePixel, and DisplayImage. When the Start
signal is ”1” the watermarking process is initiated. Depending on the Select signal, one of the
watermarking schemes is chosen and the corresponding datapath needs to be driven to carry out
the watermarking process.
When Select is ”0”, first watermarking scheme is chosen. At the ReadPixel state a pixel is read
and the watermarked pixel is written at the WritePixel state after watermarking is performed. The
process continues as long as ImageCompleted is ”0” so that watermarking can be performed over
all the pixels of the image.
The second algorithm is chosen when the Select is ”1”. In the ReadBlock state the pixel gray
values are read for a block. The watermarked image block is written in the WriteBlock state once
the watermarking is completed for the block. The system loops between the two states as long as
all the blocks of the host image are not watermarked. Once, the watermarking is performed over
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Figure 9.17. Architecture for the Proposed Watermarking Processor
whole image, the ImageCompleted signal is set to ”1”; thus, completing the watermarking process.
State DisplayImage is the state at which the watermark image is ready in the digital camera storage.
9.2.3 Chip Implementation
The implementation of the watermarking datapath and controller was carried out in the physical
domain using the Cadence Virtuoso layout tool using bottom-to-top hierarchical design approach.
The design involved the construction of four main units, such as the exponential unit, the edge de-
tection unit, the  ­ and  ­ calculation unit, register file, and the accumulator. All of the above units
have multipliers, adders, adder/subtractor, divider, comparator, and so on. These small functional
units are laid out individually through modularization and later interfaced with each other to get the
four above mentioned units. The datapath and the controller are constructed using the main units
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and the functional units. The layouts of the gates at the lowest level of hierarachy is drawn using
the CMOS standard cell design approach. We designed our own standard cell library containing
basic gates, such as AND, OR, NOT.
The datapath construction involves the implementation of the proposed architecture in the
previous section. The fundamental functional units are 8-bit adders, 8-bit multipliers and 8-bit
adder/subtractor. Each adder is constructed using 1-bit adders in a ripple-carry manner. The
adder/subtractor unit is obtained from the adder using XOR gates [180]. The carry inputs to the
adder/ subtractor and one of the inputs to the XOR gate are set to high whenever the select signal
for this unit is ”2” so that a subtraction is carried out. The output of the adder/subtracter module
gives the absolute value of the difference of two numbers when the difference is positive. When
the difference is less than 0 (which is indicated by the carry bit taking a value 0), the absolute value
is obtained by taking the 2’s complement of the output of the adder/subtractor module.
An 8-bit parallel array multiplier is obtained from full-adders and AND gates to implement
multiplication operations with reduced delay [181]. The divider is implemented using the shift and
subtract logic for the division [180]. The number to be divided is initially stored in two registers, A
and Q, and with each subtraction, the values in A and Q are shifted left, with the most-significant
bit in Q replacing the least-significant bit in A, and a 1 placed in the least-significant bit of Q. If
the value in A is less than that of the divisor, the same shift procedure is repeated, except that a 0
is placed in the least-significant bit of Q. Finally, the quotient is available in the register Q, and the
remainder in A.
The comparator was designed to compare the values of two 8-bit numbers for greater-than,
equal to, or less-than relations. First, a single-bit comparator was designed to compare the values
of two single-bit numbers, and later, instances of this module were cascaded to compare two 8-bit
numbers, starting from the most-significant bit position and proceeding towards the least-significant
bit position.
The accumulator is implemented as a 14-bit register to accommodate a maximum value of
Ö¼VGµDDÖ . The maximum value occurs when each pixel in a R)GµR block assumes the value of pure
white pixel gray value. The register file is an addressable array of 8-bit registers (words) [181].
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(a) Datapath (b) Controller
Figure 9.18. Layout of Datapath and Controller of the Proposed Chip
Based on the address specified and a Read/Write select line, at any time, a value can be either
written to or read from the register file. Here, we used a 5-word register file to store the five different
constants, such as @ú
T



,

ñ
÷c
T
ú
øﬂ÷
,

z
÷c
T
ú
øﬂ÷
,

ù
÷c
T
ú
øﬂ÷
, and
<ß
÷c
T
ú
øﬂ÷
, in Eqn. 9.9. Multiplexors are used at
appropriate places in the design to select one of the incoming lines. Each of such multiplexor is
implemented using a combination of transmission gates. Three asynchronously resettable registers
are designed to encode the five states of the controller depicted in Fig. 9.17(b). The three registers
could be reset by the user to return the controller to its intial state at any time and from there, the
watermarking function could be started afresh.
Each of the above mentioned modules are implemented and tested separately and then con-
nected together to obtain the final chip. The number of gates, power and areas of each module is
shown in Table 9.2.3 for operating voltage of Z  Z 9 . The statistics are obtained using HSPICE for
"#
Z
Õ MOSIS SCN3M SCMOS technology. It is assumed that the proposed chip is to be used as
a module in any existing JPEG encoder or a digital camera, and use their memory. The layout of
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Figure 9.19. Layout and Floor Plan of the Proposed Watermarking Chip
the watermarking datapath is shown in Fig. 9.18(a). The layout of the controller is shown in Fig.
9.18(b).
Table 9.6. Power and Area of Different Units
Modules Gate Count Power .bá

0 Delay .bÁ0
Exponential unit 2370 1.2314 0.8981
Edge detection unit 3599 1.4137 1.0967

­ and  ­ calculation unit 16279 3.444 2.0241
Controller 163 0.0034 0.3201
The complete layout of the watermarking chip is given in Fig. 9.19(a) and the floor plan of the
chip is provided in Fig. 9.19(b). The clock frequency is driven by the critical delay of the water-
marking module. Table 9.2.3 shows the overall design details of the chip and the corresponding
pin diagram is shown in Fig. 9.20.
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Table 9.7. Overall Statistics of the Watermarking Chip
Area
Z

Z
¼YGÓAﬂRDSáeá
C
Number of gates DR¼ÖDS
Supply Voltage Z  Z 9
Clock frequency DSDAﬂ*úãﬃ
Number of I/O pins 
Power ÖAﬂSDDRDÖá

Second / First
αmin
αmax
β min
β max
α
I
DataOut
Visible 
{ImageDataIn
WatermarkDataIn
Start
Reset
Clock
Spatial Domain
Watermarking
Chip
Busy
DataReady
Figure 9.20. Pin Diagram for the Proposed Watermarking Chip
9.2.4 Results and Conclusions
Each of the functional units is simulated individually before being integrated together to de-
velop the whole chip. The functional verification of the whole chip is done by performing water-
marking on various test images. Fig. 9.21 shows various test images and the watermark image
used, which are borrowed from [83, 74, 77, 72]. The test images as well as the watermark im-
ages are of dimension DDÖeGûDDÖ . The watermarked images obtained using the first algorithm is
shown in Fig. 9.22. For this algorithm, the values of lm«F , lok< , lTm«F , and lkh are assumed
as "#ﬂSDA:<"#ﬂSDRA:<"#Ô" , and "#Ô" , respectively. Similarly, Fig. 9.23 shows the watermarked images
obtained using the second algorithm, assuming 
ï
as "#Ô"
Z
. Using simulations, the regression co-
efficients, such as $P@ , $oC , $

, and $
â
, are respectively found to be "# ZDZ SDÖ¼D¼:<"#ﬂ#7SDRDRA:h"#7RD¯¼Ö ,
and "#ﬀqDSDD .
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(a) Lena (b) Bird (c) Nuts and Bolts
(d) Watermark
Figure 9.21. Original Host Images (a, b, and c) and Watermark Image (d)
A visual inspection of the watermarked images shows that the watermarking process is able to
preserve the quality of the image while explicitly proving the ownership. Of the various quantitative
measures available to quantify the quality of the watermarked images, we used signal-to-noise ratio
.
À
p

0 given in Eqn. 9.6. Software simulation results show that the
À
p

for various watermarked
images is in the range of "56E; to D6E; .
In this work, we have presented a watermarking chip that can be integrated within a digital
camera framework for watermarking images. The watermarking chip can also be integrated in
any existing JPEG encoder. The chip has two different types of watermarking capabilities, both in
spatial domain. To our knowledge, this is the first watermarking chip having visible watermarking
functionalities. Out of the two watermarking schemes implemented, the first one does pixel-by-
pixel processing and the second one is a block-by-block processing algorithm. Additional work
needs to be done to develop block-by-block operation for the first algorithm so that high perfor-
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(a) Lena (b) Bird (c) Nuts and Bolts
Figure 9.22. Watermarked Images for the First Algorithm
(a) Lena (b) Bird (c) Nuts and Bolts
Figure 9.23. Watermarked Images for the Second Algorithm
mance hardware can be designed. However, both the algorithms are comparable from the
À
p

point of view.
9.3 Invisible and Visible Watermarking in DCT Domain
It is well known that the watermark can prove copyright and provide authenticity of the mul-
timedia object. The watermarking can be performed on the multimedia object either in spatial,
DCT or in wavelet domain. In the previous sections we described VLSI implementation of visi-
ble and invisible watermarking algorithms. In this era of portable electronic appliances the power
consumption is a major issue. Thus, any VLSI chip will be commercialy viable f its power con-
sumption is minimum. VLSI chips operating at multiple supply voltages are widely proposed as a
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solution for low power optimization. Recently, the dynamic (or variable) frequency and multiple
frequency have been proposed as techniques for low power design. In this work, we propose DCT
domain low power wateramarking architectures using both multiple supply voltages and multiple
supply frequency. The detailed architecture and the prototype chip implementation using TSMC
"#ﬂDÕ technology are given in [85]. The prototype chip runs at a frequencies of "D"*úã ﬃ and
"*úã ﬃ and voltages of Aﬂ9 and AÔ"D"9 .
9.3.1 Watermarking Algorithms
The spread spectrum invisible watermarking algorithm from [182, 183, 80] and the DCT do-
main visible watermarking algorithm from [74, 77, 72] are chosen for VLSI implementation. We
used the following notations in our description.
9.3.1.1 Spread Spectrum Invisible Watermarking Insertion Algorithm
In [182, 183, 80], the watermark is inserted into the spectral components of the image using
technique analogous to spread spectrum communication. The watermark is inserted judiciously in
the perceptually significant components of a signal to make it robust to common signal distortions,
geometric distortion, and malicious attacks, while maintaining perceptual quality of the image.
The insertion of watermark in the host image is as of follows. The DCT co-efficients are com-
puted assuming the entire original image as one block. The 1000 largest of these co-efficients are
identified as the perceptually significant for the image. The watermark I  ùÏT@7:BÏvC:4EEEE:BÏ@ TTT is
computed where each Ï m is chosen according to
p
.c"#:7q0 , where
p
.c"#:7q0 denotes a normal distribu-
tion with mean 0 and variance 1. The watermark is inserted in the DCT domain of the image by
setting the frequency components in the original image using the following.
$
ï
.báû:B0ç $
ï
.báû:B0	.}OàgÏ
m
0
(9.21)
The values of á and  corresponds to the pixels locations for 1000 largest DCT co-efficients, and
û "#ﬀ .
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Table 9.8. Notations used in the Description of the Algorithm
U
: Original (or host) image (a grayscale image)
$
ï
: DCT transformed original image

: Watermark image (a grayscale image)
$
 : DCT transformed watermark image
.báû:B0 : A pixel location
U
 : Watermarked image
$
ï 
: DCT transformed watermarked image
p ï
G
p ï
: Original image dimension (same as watermarked image dimension)
p

G
p
 : Watermark image dimension
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G
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¤
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Õ
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­

lTm«F : The minimum value of 
­
lk< : The maximum value of  ­
lTm«F : The minimum value of 
­
 : A scaling factor used for invisible watermark insertion
U
õy4m
|
 : Gray value corresponding to pure white pixel
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9.3.1.2 Visible Watermarking Insertion Algorithm
The DCT domain visible watermarking algorithm proposed in [74, 77, 72] incorporates the
human visual system (HVS) models to insert watermark adaptively. The insertion algorithm is as
follows. The original image
U (one to be watermarked) and the watermark image  are divided into
blocks of size
p 
G
p 
. The DCT co-efficient $
ï
for all the blocks of the original image are found
out. For each block of the original image the mean gray value is computed as Õ  
ï

 +¤
ï
­
.c"#:<"0 .
The normalized mean gray values is calculated using the following equation.
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Then the normalized mean gray value of the whole image is calculated as follows.
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The mean and variance of AC DCT co-efficients of each block are calculated using the following
equations.
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Where, the values of á and  corresponds to the locations of each pixel for each  | y block with
reference to the pixel locations of the original image. The normalized variance of AC DCT co-
efficients are computed as follows.
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The scaling and embedding factor for each block are computed as below.
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The  ­ and  ­ are scaled to the range .2ilTm«Fv:hlkh0 and .2lTm«Fu:hglok<0 , respectively. The edge
blocks are determined, and the  ­ and  ­ for edge blocks are taken to be ilok< and 6lmF , respec-
tively. The DCT co-efficient $  for all the blocks of the watermark image are found out. The
visible watermark is inserted in the host images block-by-block and watermarked image block is
obtained. The number of blocks watermarked is
p
Ø

; , thus Ñ "1
p
Ø

;ﬁdà .
¤
ï 
­
  ­ ¤
ï
­
Oa ­ ¤

­
(9.27)
9.3.1.3 Algorithm Modification for Hardware Implementations
For invisible watermarking insertion in Eqn. 9.21 the three largest AC DCT co-efficients are
considered as the candidates.
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(9.28)
Where, .báû:B0 corresponds to the three largest AC DCT values for  | y block. The random number
matrix 
­
is constructed from the random number I  Ï @ :BÏ C :4EE .
For visible watermarking algorithm the edge detection is an important step. The first step of
edge detection involves summation of the absolute values of all AC DCT coefficients of each block
as follows.
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The maximum of the above values is
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. A block is declared as an
edge block if
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. The
ﬀ
is a threshold constant; larger ﬀ means lesser number
of blocks declared as edge block.
In Eqn. 9.22 the normalization is performed using the ¤
ï
lkh
.c"#:<"0 , the maximum of ¤
ï
­
.c"#:<"0 .
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values of ¤
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s can slow down the insertion process. So, to
improve the performance of the VLSI chip, we use ¤
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
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the DC DCT of a block having all white pixels. Thus, the Eqn. 9.22 is modified to the following:
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We aim at improving the performance degradation due to normalization involved in Eqn. 9.25.
now we aim at improving the performance degradation due to this step. Using 9.25 in Eqn. 9.26,
we have the following equation.
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The factor ô  
ï
²
§
in Eqn. 9.31 serves as a constant scaling factor. Hence, we redefine the
equations as follows.
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Where, the  
­
and  
­
values are current values of 
­
and 
­
, respectively. The above equations
contain exponential .L7Ïä0 , which needs to be addressed. Eqn. 9.32 can be rewritten using Taylor
series approximation upto the square term as follows.
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Now, the  
­
and  
­
are scaled to the range .2lm«Fv:hlkh0 and ./lmFv:hglok<0 , respectively. The
scaled  
­
and  
­
are respectively the  ­ s and  ­ s we are looking for.
9.3.2 VLSI Architecture
The overall architecture for the proposed DCT domain watermarking chip is shown in Fig. 9.24
which can insert both invisible and visible watermarks. This is a decentralized controller architec-
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Figure 9.24. Combined Architecture for DCT domain Invisible and Visible Watermarking Chip
ture in which each module has its own controller. Here, we provide the proposed architecture in
brief. The detailed architecture and the corresponding VLSI implementation are given in [85].
The modules used for invisible watermark insertion are DCT, random number generator, and
invisible insertion (shown in Fig. 9.25). After the DCT co-efficients of the host image is calculated
using DCT module, insertion module adds the random numbers to them. The  parameter is also
given as input to the insertion module. The three appropriate AC DCT coefficients are chosen for
watermark insertion using a counter. The DCT module is shown in Fig. 9.25(a). The DCT module
consists of the following three sub-modules: (i) DCT
\
, (ii) DCT ] , and (iii) Controller. Apart
from the above, flip-flops and latches are also used to store and forward the appropriate AC-DCT
coefficients to the insertion module. The architecture of both the DCT
\
and DCT ] modules are
borrowed from [184, 185]. Both DCT
\
and DCT ] use sixteen multipliers and twelve adders.
All multipliers and adders pertain to IEEE 754 standard as implemented in IEEE.std logic arith
package in VHDL [186]. The DCT controller determines the coefficients to be forwarded, the
memory addresses where the coefficients are to be stored, the time to trigger the invisible insertion
module, and the random number generation module. The invisible watermark insertion module is
shown in Fig. 9.25(b). The insertion module, which consists of a multipler and an adder, has its
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Figure 9.25. Architecture of the Different Units used for Invisible Watermarking
own controller. The insertion module scales the random number generated with  and adds it to the
DCT coeffcient. The random number generation module consists of linear feedback shift registers
(LFSR) [180].
The five modules involved in visible watermarking are as follows : (i) DCT module, (ii) Edge
Detection module (iii) Perceptual Analyzer module, (iv) Scaling and Embedding Factor module,
and (v) Visible Watermark Insertion module. Each of the above modules are discussed in detail
below. The architecture of the DCT module is same as the one discussed in the previous section
(Fig. 9.25(a)). The architecture of the rest are shown in Fig. 9.26.
The edge detection module determines the edge blocks in the original image. The threshold
constant
ﬀ
is given as input to the edge detection module. The three parts of the edge detection
module implement a particular function, such as accumulation, comparison and detection needed
for edge detection (refer Eqn. 9.29).
The perceptual analyzer module evaluates the Eqns. 9.22 and 9.25. Similar to the edge detec-
tion module, the perceptual analyzer module is also divided into three sub modules. The first sub
module, namely the mean calculator computes the mean of the AC-DCT coefficients. The result of
this sub-module is passed onto the next sub-module called the variance calculator module, which
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Figure 9.26. Architecture of the Different Units used for Visible Watermarking
calculates the variance in the AC-DCT coefficients. The DC-DCT mean calculator is the third sub-
module of the perceptual analyzer. These submodules are implemented with adders, and feedback
flip-flops, etc..
The scaling factor  ­ and the embedding factor  ­ are computed by the Scaling and Embedding
factor module using Eqn. 9.33. This module is divided into two sub modules. The first module
calculates the scaling factors and the embedding factors and is called the alpha-beta module. The
second sub module scales down the scaling and embedding factors to a particular range depending
on the user defined ranges .2ilTm«Fu:hglok<0 and .blTm«F:B6lkh0 .
The last module in this chip is the watermark insertion module. It serves the purpose of insert-
ing the watermark into the original image. Using the information provided by the edge detection
module and the scaling and embedding factor module, the watermark is inserted into the original
image. It consists of two multipliers and an adder for evaluating the Eqn. 9.27 and has similar
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architecture as that of invisible insertion module (in Fig. 9.25(b)). Multiplexors are used to select
appropriate values of  ­ and  ­ for a non-edge blocks and an edge blocks.
The chip is to be operated with dual frequency dual voltage supplies (refer Fig. 9.27). Apart
from the dual clock supplies, local clocks are automatically generated to trigger the operation of
some modules. These local clocks are generated from the localized controllers embedded within
each module. This type of clock generation within the chip helps to indirectly implement the clock
gating technique. A low voltage supply is used for the DCT modules. The chip is implemented in
such a way that the clock for the non-DCT modules must be an exact multiple of the clock for the
DCT module. The DCT block processes 4 image pixels at a time. The other modules in the chip
operate on one pixel at at time. Hence the DCT block can be clocked at one fourth the non-DCT
clock frequency. The delay of the DCT module is less than its clock period. In this way there is a
slack introduced in the DCT module which makes it possible to operate the DCT module at a lower
voltage. The combination of low clock frequency and low voltage supply translates to lower power
consumption by the DCT module.
A hierarchical design approach was adopted in implementing the chip. Standard cell design
methodology was used for generating the layout. The standard cell design library used was obtained
from [187], which is designed using TSMC "#ﬂDÕ CMOS technology. The standard cell library
includes basic gates, flip flops, IO pads and corner cells. The layout for each module was generated
and later integrated to obtain the final chip. The detailed implementation of the DCT domain
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watermarking chip is discussed in [85]. The layout of the overall chip, floorplan of the chip and
chip statistics are given.
Figure 9.28. Layout of the DCT Domain Invisible and Visible Watermarking Chip [85]
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Figure 9.29. Floorplan of the DCT Domain Invisible and Visible Watermarking Chip [85]
Table 9.9. Overall Statistics of the DCT Domain Watermarking Chip [85]
Area ¼Ô"YGe¼Ô"áeá C
Supply Voltages Aﬂ9 and ﬂ9
Operating Frequencies DRDD*+ãﬃ and "*úãﬃ
Power (Dual Voltage and Frequency) "# Z Ö¼Dá 
Power (Normal Operation) ﬂSDá 
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The reduction of peak power, peak power differential, average power and energy are equally im-
portant. In this dissertation, we propose a framework for the reduction of these parameters through
datapath scheduling at behavioral level. Several ILP based and heuristic based scheduling schemes
are developed for datapath synthesis to minimize energy, energy delay product, peak power, si-
multaneous peak power and average power, simultaneous peak power, average power, peak power
differential and energy, and power fluctuation. Three modes of circuit design, such as, single sup-
ply voltage and single frequency (SVSF), multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clock-
ing (MVDFC), and multiple supply voltages and multicycling (MVMC) are considered. A new
parameter called ”Cycle Power Function” ./$'%'&10 is defined which captures the transient power
characteristics as the equally weighted sum of normalized mean cycle power and normalized mean
cycle differential power.
The ILP based schemes provide optimal solutions, however the growth of the problem com-
plexity is exponential in terms of number of operations in the data flow graph. The alternate
method is the heuristic based approach. The heuristics based algorithms provide polynomial time
bound solutions for the scheduling problem. The reduction in energy and energy delay product
was approximately the same for both heuristic and ILP-based methods. Similarly, the peak power
(and average power) minimization was appreciably high for peak and average power minimization
work. The significant results begin accomplished by cycle power function minimization works,
which provided reduction in transient power and energy. Similarly, comparison of multicycling
based works with dynamic frequency clocking based works reveal that dynamic frequency clock-
ing based works out-perform in almost all instances.
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None of the datapath scheduling algorithms available in current literature minimize transient
power. There are few works available that handle peak power minimization. There are no research
works handling both voltage and frequency parameters. Thus, we conclude any of the low power
datapath scheduling algorithms proposed in this dissertation can create strong impact low power
behavioral synthesis research.
The dissertation also involved design of visible and invisible watermarking chips both in spatial
and DCT domains. The chips can be easlily integrated with any existing JPEG encoder or still
digital camera. While the combined robust-fragile spatial domain invisible watermarking chip
consumes AÔ"á

power the spatial domain visible watermarking chip consumed ÖAﬂS Z á

. The
watermarked images produced by the watermarking chips are comparable with that obtained using
the corresponding software implementations. The DCT domain watermarking chip is capable of
inserting spread spectrum invisible watermark and an adaptive visible watermark. It operates at
dual supply voltages and dual frequency mode. All the watermarking chip designed are the first
implementatios in the respective category. At this digital age, when the copyright and piray are
threat to indudtrial growths, the secure digital devices integrated with watermarking chips can
produce copyrighted multimedia data in real-time.
The scheduling algorithms need to be extended to include pipelined datapaths in both dy-
namic frequency clocking and multicycling scenarios. The benchmarks used to test the schedul-
ing schemes are data intensive digital signal processing benchmark circuits. The effectiveness of
scheduling algorithms for control intensive applications needs to be investigated. Integer Linear
Programming(ILP) based techniques for datapath scheduling are optimal, but cannot handle large
benchmark circuits. Heuristic algorithms are fast, but generate sub optimal solutions should be
used for scheduling of large benchmarks. The power model may be modified to consider the effect
of exact switching activity and binding. More research is needed to develop low power dynamic
clocking units for the generation of dynamic frequencies in VLSI circuits. The effect of dynamic
clocking on the overall clock network has to be studied. Similarly, the design works can be ex-
tended to develop pipelined and / or SIMD based designs.
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